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This paper involves a policy question of interest to other
Federal agencies.-

To obtain Commission approval for a notice of proposed rulemaking
to be published in the Federal Register.

On February 27, 1987 the Commission published an advance notice
- of proposed rulemaking (ANPR) on revising the definition of high

level radioactive waste (HLW) in 10 CFR Part 60. This action was
in response to the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, which
contains a definition of HLW which differs from that in 10 CFR
Part 60. The advance notice contained an approach to revising
the definition of HLW based in part on concentrations of
radionuclides rather than on source of the waste alone. After
reviewing public comments on the advance notice, the staff is now
recommending that a revision of the existing definition is not
warranted at this time. Instead, 10 CFR Part 61 should be
amended to require geologic repository disposal of all above
Class C low-level waste (LLW).

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (NWPA), Pub. L. 97-425, con-
tains a definition of high-level radioactive waste which differs
from one in 10 CFR tart 60. The current Part 60 definition is
solely source-based , The NWPA defines HLW as:

(a) The highly radioactive material resulting from the repro-
cessing of spent nuclear fuel, including liquid waste pro-

Contacts:. duced directly in reprocessing and any solid material
C. Prichard, RES x23884 derived from such liquid waste that contains fission
D. Fehringer, NMSS x20426 products in sufficient concentrations; and
J.R. Wolf, OGC x21641

1 Part 60 defines HLW as (1) Irradiated reactor fuel, (2) liquid wastes resulting
* from the operation of the first cycle solvent extraction system, or equivalent,

and the concentrated wastes from subsequent extraction cycles, or equivalent, in
a facility for reprocessing irradiated reactor fuel, and (3) solids into which
such ligu astes have been converted.
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(b) Other highly radioactive material that the Commission, con-
sistent with existing law, determines by rule requires
permanent isolation (NWPA, Section 2 [12]).

In May, 1983 the Commission directed the staff to review the need
to revise the definition of HLW in 10 CFR Part 60 to conform to
that in the NWPA. The staff's response to the Commission was
contained in SECY-85-309, which recommended publication of an
ANPR. The Commission decided not to proceed with publication,
but to await the anticipated passage of relevant legislation (The
Low Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act of 1985). This
legislation resolved one issue which had been involved in the
revision of the definition of HLW, that of State vs. Federal
responsibility for certain radioactive wastes. As a result of
the legislation, States were made responsible only for wastes
classed as A, B, and C low level waste (LLW) by the
classification system in the Commission's LLW regulation, 10 CFR
Part 61.

Subsequently, the staff prepared a revised ANPR, to reflect the
implications of the new legislation (SECY-86-328), which the
Commission approved for publication.

The ANPR appeared on February 27, 1987 (52 FR 5922) and the staff
received 94 public comment letters. Of these, 13 were from
industry, 2 from other Federal agencies, 14 from State or local
government organizations, 23 from environmental groups, 4 from
Indian Tribes, 2 from professional associations, and 36 from
private individuals.

Discussion:

ANPR Approach

The approach presented in the ANPR for classifying material as
HLW under Clause (A) of the NWPA definition contained two
options. In one option, HLW from reprocessing would continue to
be defined by source. In the other option, concentration limits
-of radionuclides would be used to determine the "sufficient
concentrations" necessary to classify waste from reprocessing as
HLW. Under Clause (B), concentration limits would be used to
determine the "other highly radioactive material" that requires
"permanent isolation." Material which contained concentrations
of radionuclides which were in excess of the upper limits for
Class C LLW would be considered "highly radioactive." If this
material also contained sufficient concentrations of long-lived
radionuclides requiring permanent isolation (such as provided by
a geologic repository) it would be classified as HLW.

A-'
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Public Comments

The change from a purely source-based definition for HLW, such as
now exists, to one based on risk or hazard was generally sup-
ported by the public comments. However, there was a wide range
of viewpoints on how this should be implemented in a waste
classification system. Some comments found the approach outlined
in the ANPR too simplistic; consideration of a wider variety of
waste characteristics, such as heat generation and toxicity, was
suggested. Many wanted HLW to include material either highly
radioactive or which required permanent isolation.Womments were
divided as tfowhether the suggested limits for HLW in the ANPR
were too conservative or not. Some commentors wanted more con-
servative limits, even reclassification of some or all current
Class-C LLW to the HLW category. In opposition were comments
pointing out the excessive cost burden on the waste management
system of classifying material not needing permanent isolation as
HLW.

The vast majority of comments were mainly concerned with what
impact Waste classification would have on alternatives for waste
disposal. Many comments expressed concern over how a.
concentration-based classification system for reprocessing wastes
would impact current waste inventories, particularly the Hanford
tank wastes. In general, there was opposition to reclassifying
any present HLW to LLW. It was strongly urged that any system
that was adopted should not leave any categories of waste
undefined or with no available disposal "home." The possibility
of dilution and/or fractionation of waste streams to escape
classification as HLW was cited as a potential problem. The
staff is now finalizing the detailed comment analysis, which will
be placed in the PDR within three weeks.

The Proposed Rule -

The staff's reconsideration of the issues involved in revision of
the definition of HLW in light of the comments leads it to
recommend a different approach. The analysis of the public
comments showed that there was no widely accepted method for
determining appropriate concentration limits for defining HLW.
Establishment of a new set of limits for this rulemaking would be
a complex and controversial task. The expenditure of the
substantial resources necessary to accomplish this task does not
appear to offer commensurate benefits at this time. Moreover,
even if a system based solidly upon technical considerations
could be developed, the classification of additional materials
thereunder could give rise to legal and administrative
complications (concerning, for example, DOE's ability to accept
wastes from materials licensees, retroactivity of classification,
etc.).

Public comments were generally against reclassification of
existing HLW to the LLW category, particularly for reprocessing
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waste. 'This, along with the recognition that reprocessing waste,
regardless of concentrations, contains large total inventories of
radioactivity, leads the staff to conclude that no change in the
definition as it affects reprocessing waste should be made.

The only remaining issue is what, if any, non-reprocessing waste
should be reclassified. States are by law responsible for
management of Classes A, B. and C LLW. Any change in the
definition of HLW would not affect these waste categories or
responsibility for managing them. Any revision of the HLW
definition would Impact only a relatively small amount of above
Class C waste now classified as LLW. Reclassification would not
alter responsibility for managing these wastes, which by law
rests with the Federal government. Moreover, It would not
necessarily result in any change In the way these wastes are
disposed of.

No intermediate disposal facilities for the disposal of above
Class C commercial LLW have been proposed or planned by DOE. In
view of the very small quantity of commercial above Class C waste
and the significant economic costs for developing a separate
facility for disposal of these wastes, it is very likely that, as
a practical matter, above Class C waste, whether defined as HLW
or LLW, would be disposed of in a geologic repository. The staff
has previously noted the advantages of repository disposal of
above Class C waste in its comments to DOE

Instead of revising the definition of HLW, the staff is proposing
that 10 CFR Part 61 be amended to require geologic repository
disposal of all above Class C waste unless alternative proposals
are approved by the Commission.

Requiring repository disposal for these wastes unless an
alternative means of-disposal. is approved would accomplish
essentially the same end as reclassifying some or all above Class
C waste to the HLW category. It insures that all waste not
suitable for routine shallow land burial is suitably disposed of.

The position proposed herein is consistent with the preponderance
of comments on the ANPR that expressed concern with waste
classifications only to the extent that disposal requirements
were affected. This course of action would respond to this
concern by clarifying disposal options for waste, while avoiding
the need to develop a new set of criteria for a yet unnamed
facility. Should new disposal alternatives become available,
disposal of suitable above Class C waste could be considered at
that time. Because the possibility of other disposal methods
remains, the Commission would npt now de trmine that the wastes

- ' it C M&%(tw) t
2 Letter to Mr. A. David Rossin, Assistant Secy. for Nuclear Energy, DOE from Hugh

L. Thompson, Director, NMSS 4/30/87
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classification as HLW under Clause (B) of the NWPA definition
would not be met.

NRC Resource needs for implementing this rulemaking have already
been factored into current budget planning.

OGC has reviewed this paper and has no legal objection.

Recommendation: That the Commission:

(1) Approve for publication in the Federal Register the proposed
amendments to 10 CFR Ml which ouR require repository
disposal for above Class C wastes unless an alternative
means of disposal has been approved by the Commission.

(2) Certify that this rule, if promulgated, will not have a
significant economic impact on a substantial number of small
entities. This certification is necessary in order to
satisfy the requirements of the Regulatory Flexibility Act,
5 U.S.C. 605(a).

(3) Note:

(a) That the notice of proposed rulemaking in Enclosure A
will be published in the Federal Register allowing

*-i 60 days for public comment.

(b) That the Chief Counsel for Advocacy of the Small Busi-
ness Administration will be informed of the certifica-
tion by the Division of Rules and Records.

(c) That the proposed amendments are corrective or minor,
and do not substantially modify existing regulations;
and they are accordingly eligible for categorical
exclusion from the preparation of an environmental
assessment.

(d) The Subcommittee on Energy and the Environment of the
House Interior and Insular Affairs Committee, the Sub-
committee on Nuclear Regulation of the Senate Committee
on the Environment and Public Works, the Subcommittee
on Energy, Nuclear Proliferation and Federal Services
of the Senate Committee on Government Affairs, and the
Subcommittee on Energy and Power of the House
Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee will be
informed by a letter similar to Enclosure C.

(e) This rule contains no new or amended recordkeeping,
reporting, or application requirement, or any other
type of information collection requirement, subject to
the Paperwork Reduction Act (Pub. L. 96-511).

(f) A regulatory'analysis is presented in Enclosure E.
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(f) A regulatory analysis is presented in Enclosure E.

(g) The Office of Public Affairs has determined that it is
necessary to issue a public announcement similar to
Enclosure D in connection with these proposed
amendments.

(h) The changes proposed to be made in 10 CFR Part 61 are
provided in comparative text as Enclosure F.

(M) The draft Federal Register Notice states that
provisions of 1O CFR 50.109 on backfitting do not apply
to this rulemaking because the rule is not a generic -

requirement applicable to production and utilization
facilities licensed under 10 CFR Part 50.

(j) The detailed analysis of public comments on the ANPR
issued February 27, 1987 will be placed in the Public
Document Room within three weeks.

c'.orStello, Jr.
Executive Director for Operations

Enclosures

A. Federal Register Notice
B. ANPR (52 FR 5992)
C. Draft Congressional Letter
D. Draft Public Announcement
E. Regulatory Analysis
F. Comparative Text
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Commissioners' comments or consent should be provided directly
to the Office of the Secretary by c.o.b. Monday, March 14, 1988.

Commission Staff Office comments, if any, should be submitted
to the Commissioners NLT Friday, March 4, 1988, with an infor-
mation copy to the Office of the Secretary. If the paper is
of such a nature that it requires additional time for analytical
review and comment, the Commissioners and the Secretariat
should be apprised of when comments may be expected.

DISTRIBUTION:
Commissioners
OGC (H Street)
0I
OIA
GPA
REGIONAL OFFICES
EDO
OGC (WF)
ACRS
ASLBP
ASLAP
SECY

I
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(7590-01)

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

10 CFR Part 61

Disposal of Radioactive Wastes

AGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

ACTION: Proposed rule.

SUMMARY: The NRC is publishing proposed amendments which require disposal of

"greaterathan-C-lass-C" low-level radioactive wastes in a deep geologic

repository unless disposal elsewhere has been approved by the Commission. The

proposed amendments obviate the need for altering existing classifications of

radioactive wastes as high-level or low-level.

DATE: Comments received after [ I will be considered if it is

practical to do so, but assurance of consideration cannot be given except for

comments received on or before this date.

ADDRESS: Written comments or suggestions on the proposed amendments should be

sent to the Secretary of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D. C.

20555, Attention: Docketing and Service Branch. Copies of comments may be

examined in the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Public Document Room, 1717

H Street NW,-Washington, D. C., between 7:30 a.m. and 4:15 p.m.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: W. Clark Prichard, Division of Engineering,

Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

Washington, D. C. 20555, telephone (301) 492-3884.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Background

On February 27, 1987, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission published an

Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (ANPR) announcing its intent to revise

the definition of the term "high-level radioactive waste" (HLW) that appears in

10 CFR Part 60. In the ANPR (52 FR 5992), the Commission reviewed the previous

statutory and regulatory uses of the term "high-level radioactive waste," the

NRC's current regulations related to waste classification and disposal, and the

pertinent provisions of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, Pub.L. 97-425, 42

U.S.C. 10101 et seq. (NWPA). As indicated in the ANPR, NWPA includes a

specific definition of "high-level radioactive waste" and the Commission was

considering a change to its own rules so as to conform to that definition.

In the ANPR, the Commission put forth a proposal to define HLW in a manner

that in general would apply the term "high-level radioactive waste" to

materials in amounts and concentrations exceeding numerical values that would

be stated explicitly in the form of a table. HLW would thus be characterized

by the kind of hazard that could only be guarded against by disposal in a

geologic repository or equivalent facility. Those wastes that could be

disposed of safely in an "intermediate" disposal facility would continue to be

classified as low-level radioactive waste rather than as HLW.

COMMENTS

The Commission solicited comments on several specific issues and received

letters from nearly 100 public agencies, private organizations, and

individuals. Virtually all comments on the ANPR agreed with the Commission on

one point: use of the term "high-level radioactive waste," at least under

Clause (B) of the NWPA definition, serves to identify those wastes which

require the degree of isolation afforded by a deep geologic repository.

However, comments differed widely regarding the specific wastes perceived to

require that degree of isolation. Some comments advocated classification of

all radioactive wastes, other than the most innocuous, as HLW while other

-comments would prefer to reclassify as low-level large quantities of defense

reprocessing wastes long regarded as HLW. Conspicuously absent from the
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comments was any consensus regarding the means to be used by the Commission to

distinguish HLW from non-HLW. For example, even the basic concept of a

numerical definition of HLW, as suggested in the ANPR, was criticized as an

invitation to dilute or fractionate wastes solely to alter their

classification. In light of the comments received, the Commission's own review

of available technical information related to waste classification and

"intermediate" disposal facilities, and review of relevant statutory purposes,

the Commission has determined that it would be best to proceed quite

differently from its original suggestion put forth in the ANPR.

REPROCESSING WASTES

The NWPA first labels as HLW, under Clause (A), the "highly radioactive

material" resulting from the reprocessing of spent fuel, including not only the

liquid wastes but also any solid material derived from such liquid waste that

contains fission products "in sufficient concentrations." Clause (A) wastes

have little significance for purposes of NWPA, since the Federal Government was

already responsible for the disposal of all reprocessing wastes at the time the

statute was passed. (The only commercially-generated reprocessing wastes were

made a Federal Government responsibility in 1980 pursuant to the West Valley

Demonstration Project Act. Pub.L. 96-368, 42 U.S.C. 2021a note.) In light of

this fact, the Commission believes that the preferable construction of the

statute is to conform to the traditional definition. Under this approach,

materials that are HLW for purposes of the licensing-jurisdiction provisions of

the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 (ERA) will also be regarded as HLW under

NWPA. This would include the primary reprocessing waste streams at DOE

facilities, though not the incidental wastes produced in reprocessing.

OTHER WASTES

In the ANPR, the Commission proposed to classify wastes as HLW or non-HLW

by examining the disposal capability of hypothetical, "intermediate" disposal

4,
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facilities less secure than a deep geologic repository. Wastes which could not

be safely disposed of in such facilities would be classified as HLW.

Following publication of the ANPR, a technical report (Kocher, D. C. and

A. G. Croff, A Proposed Classification System for High-Level and Other

Radioactive Wastes, ORNL/TM-10289, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, 1987) was

published which attempted to provide a technical basis for classification of

wastes as HLW or non-HLW. This report described a number of conceptual

"intermediate" disposal facilities which would use'either engineered barriers

or deeper burial to provide a degree of waste isolation intermediate between

that of shallow land burial and a deep geologic repository. The authors

attempted an analysis of the waste isolation capability of such facilities but,

emphasizing the site-specific nature of such analyses and the very large

uncertainties involved, concluded that "[a]t the present time . . . [such

facilities are] not sufficiently developed to provide a basis for defining

waste classes, and disposal of any wastes using [such facilities] must be

considered on a case-by-case basis." Kocher and Croff then presented an

alternative approach for defining HLW which, in essence, is based solely on the

short-term storage and handling risks associated with the: heat and external

radiation levels generated by a waste. The Commission could not-accept this

alternative approach since it bears no correlation to the degree of waste

isolation required following disposal.

The Commission's review of Kocher and Croff's study leads it to the same

conclusion regarding the impracticability of waste classification based on

analyses of the performance of intermediate disposal facilities. If waste

classification is to be at all' realistic, additional disposal facility

development must be completed which will provide a supportable basis for such

classification. Such disposal facility development is more properly the

responsibility of DOE rather than NRC. However, the very small volume (about

2,000 m3 through 'the year 2020) of commercially-generated, greater-than-Class-C

(GTCC) wastes may make an intermediate disposal facility economically

unattractive. Because no such facility now exists for disposal of

commercially-generated wastes, and because there is no assurance that one will

ever be constructed, the Commission believes that an alternative, technically

conservative approach should be taken.
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The Commission proposes to require disposal of all GTCC wastes in a deep

geologic repository unless disposal elsewhere has been explicitly approved by

the Commission. This proposal reflects the Commission's view that intermediate

disposal facilities may never be available, in which case a repository would be

the only type of facility generally capable of providing safe disposal for GTCC

wastes. At the same time, the Commission wishes to avoid foreclosing possible

use of intermediate disposal facilities by the Department of Energy (DOE). If

DOE chooses to develop one or more intermediate disposal facilities, the

Commission anticipates that the acceptability of such facilities would be

evaluated in the light of the particular circumstances, considering for example

the existing performance objectives of 10 CFR Part 61 and any generally

applicable environmental radiation protection standards that might have been

established by the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency. Technical criteria

to implement the performance objectives and environmental standards would be

developed by the Commission after DOE had completed its conceptual design and

selected a site for a specific type of facility.

The Commission considers that the proposal presented in this notice would

obviate any need to reclassify certain GTCC wastes as HLW?. The proposal

'follows the alternative approach alluded to in the ANPR, that the Commission

"need not exercise NWPA Clause (B) authority in order to assure that

radioactive wastes from licensed activities are disposed of properly" (52 FR

5998). Many comments on the ANPR advocated classification of all GTCC wastes

as HLW in order to ensure availability of a safe disposal "home" for those

wastes, but this proposal achieves the same purpose while leaving open the

prospect that an intermediate disposal facility may prove attractive at some

time in the future. (Since the possibility of using such a facility is left

open, the Commission is not now determining that the wastes, even if highly

radioactive, do in fact "require permanent isolation',; accordingly, the NWPA

definition of HLW does not apply). Moreover, this proposal avoids the problem

of trying to distinguish HLW from non-HLW without an adequate technical basis

for doing so. And the legal and administrative complications identified in the

ANPR, as well as questions as to the retroactive application of any new

classification, would be avoided or reduced. However, additional legislation

(f

-- . - -
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may be needed by DOE to provide for payment of disposal costs for above Class C

wastes, or to authorize receipt of such wastes for disposal at a repository.

The Commission also observes that the statutory framework for nuclear

waste matters has changed greatly since enactment of NWPA. When that law was

passed, it placed a responsibility on the Federal government to receive,

manage, and dispose of certain wastes (HLW as well as spent nuclear fuel) in

geologic repositories. In that context, the definition of the term "high-level

radioactive waste" assumed importance because it provided a basis for

differentiating between State and Federal responsibilities. This concern was

subsequently mooted by adoption of the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy

Amendments Act of 1985, Pub.L. 99-240, 42 U.S.C. 2021b et seq. This later

statute established a Federal Government responsibility for the disposal of

commercially generated wastes with radionuclide concentrations exceeding the

limits established in 10 CFR Part 61 for Class C radioactive waste. In view of

this development, the Commission perceives little practical importance or

significance in proceeding with a precise definition of HLW: to do so would

not advance the objectives of NWPA.

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS

In line with the foregoing discussion, therefore, the Commission is

proposing two changes to its existing rules. First, by amending 10 CFR §61.55,

it would henceforth require all greater-than-Class-C waste to be disposed of in

a geologic repository unless an alternative proposal is approved by the

Commission. Second, the jurisdictional reach of 10 CFR Part 61 would be

extended to cover all activities of the Department of Energy that may be

subject to the licensing and regulatory authority of the Commission. This is

intended to reflect the policy of the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy

Amendments Act, which provides that all commercially-generated waste with

concentrations exceeding Class C limits shall be disposed of in a facility

licensed by the Commission that the Commission determines is adequate to

protect the public health and safety. This change would take the form of

eliminating the more restrictive language regarding the Department of Energy

that appears in the definition of the term "Person" in §61.2.
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Environmental Impact

The amendments to Part 61'proposed herein are corrective or of a minor-

nature and do not substantially modify existing regulations. Accordingly,

under 10 CFR §§51.22(a) and 51.22(c)(2); they are eligible for categorical

exclusion from the preparation of an environmental assessment.

The first change, pertaining to the definition of "person," is corrective

in that it merely reflects the broader jurisdiction of the Commission under the

Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act. The modification is not

substantial.

The second change, pertaining to the disposal of greater-than-Class-C

radioactive wastes in a geologic repository, is minor. The existing

regulations in 10 CFR Part 61 already preclude disposal of GTCC in a Part 61

licensed disposal facility without further review and approval. This amendment

does no more than state the Commission's conclusion that, in the absence of

such an approved alternative, a geologic repository-is the only currently

authorized facility acceptable for GTCC disposal without further review by the

Commission. It is thus a minor 'change to specify that the "more stringent"

methods are to include disposal in a repository, where it is also expressly

provided that, as before, proposals for other methods of disposal may still be

submitted to the Commission for approval. No substantial modification of

existing regulations is involved.

Paperwork Reduction Act Statement

The information collection requirements contained in this proposed rule,

of limited applicability, affect fewer than ten respondents. Therefore, Office

of Management and Budget clearance is not required pursuant to the Paperwork

Reduction Act of 1980 (44 U.S.C. 3501 et seq.).

Regulatory Flexibility Act Certification

In accordance with the Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1980 (5 U.S.C.

605(b)) and NRC Size Standards (December 9, 1985, 50 FR 50241), the Commission

certifies that this proposed rule will not have a significant economic impact

on a substantial number of small entities. The only entity subject to

regulation under this proposed rule would be the U.S. Department of Energy,
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which does not fall within the scope of the definition of "small entities" set

forth in the Regulatory Flexibility Act. All waste generators, some of which

might be classified as small entities, must pay the costs associated with

management and disposal of the wastes they generate. This proposed rule would

not affect those costs since it preserves all options currently available for

waste disposal. Only DOE's selection of a specific disposal technology from

the full range of alternatives available would potentially have an economic

impact on small entities.

List of Subjects in 10 CFR Part 61

Low-level waste, Nuclear materials, Penalty, Radioactive waste, Reporting

and recordkeeping requirements, Waste classification, Waste treatment and

disposal.

Backfitting Requirements

The provisions of 10 CFR 50.109 on backfitting do not apply to this

rulemaking because the rule is not applicable to production and utilization

facilities licensed under 10 CFR Part 50.

For the reasons set out in the preamble and under the authority of the

Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and 5 U.S.C. 553, notice is hereby given

that adoption of the following amendments to Title 10, Chapter I, Part 61, Code

of Federal Regulations is contemplated.

PART 61 -- LICENSING REQUIREMENTS

FOR LAND DISPOSAL OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE

1. The authority citation for Part 61 continues to read as follows:

Secs. 53, 57, 62, 63, 65, 81, 161, 182, 183, 68 Stat. 930, 932, 933, 935, 948,

953, 954, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2073, 2077, 2092, 2093, 2095, 2111, 2201, 2232,

2233); secs. 202, 206, 88 Stat. 1244, 1246, (42.U.S.C. 5842, 5846.); secs. 10

-and 14, Pub.L. 95-601, 92 Stat. 2951 (42 U.S.C. 2021a and 5851).
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For the purposes of Sec. 223, 68 Stat. 958, as amended, (42 U.S.C. 2273):

Tables 1 and 2, §§61.3, 61.24, 61.25, 61.27(a) 61.41 through 61.43, 61.52,

61.53, 61.55, 61.56, and 61.61 through 61.63 issued under Sec. 161b, 68 Stat.

948 as amended (42 U.S.C. 2201(b)); §§61.10 through 61.16, 61.24, and 61.80

issued under Sec. 161o, 68 Stat. 950, as amended (42 I.S.C.-2201(o)).

2. Section 61.2 is revised to read as follows:

§ 61.2 Definitions.

As used in this part:
* * * * *

"Person" means (1) any individual, corporation, partnership, firm,

association, trust, estate, public or private institution, group, government

agency other than the Commission or the Department of Energy (except that the

Department of Energy is considered a person within the meaning of the

regulations in this part to the extent that its facilities and activities are

subject to the licensing and related regulatory authority of the Commission

pursuant to law), any State or any political subdivision of or any political

entity within a State, any foreign government or nation or any political

subdivision of any such government or nation, or other entity; and (2) any

legal successor, representative, agent, or agency of the foregoing.
** * * *

2. Section 61.55 is revised to read as follows:

§ 61.55 Waste classification.

(a) Classification of waste for near surface disposal.
* * * * . *

(2) Classes of waste. * * *

(iv) Waste that is not generally acceptable for near-surface disposal is

waste for which waste form and disposal methods must be different, and in

general more stringent, than those specified for Class C waste. In the absence

of specific requirements in this part, such waste must be disposed of in a

geologic repository as defined in Part 60 of this chapter unless proposals for
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disposal of such waste in a disposal site licensed pursuant to this part are

submitted to the Commission for approval.

Dated at Washington, D.C. this day of _ _ , 1988.

For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

Samuel J. Chilk,

Secretary of the Commission.
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312,104(bjl. Under the present packaging. Additionally. other similar NUCLEAR IREGULATORY
regulations. cured pork products o delicatessen products (et. d beef COMISSIoON
whichproducts with additional moisturea re

(em must beer dhoatr twatement url not subject to the requirement of G0 CFR Part 60
lettering at least % inchiIn higi± 71he repealing the qualifying statement the

however full legthoftheproduct By deletingthe Definition of "High-Levde Radioactive
Administrator. hoee.may approve fullength ofte theei. ue pr Wse
smaller lettering for labels of packages , fll legth requirement, cured pork
of I pound or less, provided the lettering products would remain accurately AEmcr: Nuclear Regulatory
Is at least one-third the size and of the labeled and their marking would be Commission.
same color and style as the product. comparable to that of other products. AC'IOte Advance notice of proposed
name. TIe third proposed change would delete rulemaking.

The meat processing industry has the requirement that qualifying
advised FSIS that processors are statentents be marked the full length of suumARY Ihe Commission has
experiencing problems in printing labels the product in § 319.104(b) of the previously adopted regulations for
to comply with the %-inch type size regulations (9 CFR 319.104(b)). disposal of high-level radioactive wastes

rnllirmrbnt ar ^ lifvto §:**enon§ 
talW In linini .. L.....2 …nf7F

requrmLLUeInt &ur qua1Uyu1g statements.
This requirement appears impracticaL In
some cases. because of the length of
some of the qualifying statements
required under 1319.104(a) of the
regulations (9 CFR 319.104(a)).
Additionally. some product packages
cannot easily accommodate labeling
statements of thesize now required.
Thus. it appears appropriate to provide
an alternative to the %-inch lettering
required for qualifying statements. It is
proposed that qualifying statements may
be in lettering not less than one-third the
size of the largest letter in the product
name if they are in the same color and
style of print and on the came color
background as the product name. Tius
option would assure that the qualifying
statements are sufficiently prominent
and conspicuous to clearly indicate the
nature of products. The approach being

-proposed is consistent with the size of
many qualifying statements found
presently on labels and reflects general
Agency policy as set forth in Policy
Memo 087A for words withini a product
name.'

Another problem encountered by
industry is the requirement that cured
pork products be labeled the full length
of the product Cured pork products not
placed in consumer-size packages must
be marked repeatedly with any
qualifying statement on the full length of
the product This requirement was
imposed to assure continued

'lb policy mkemo is available for public
Inspeclion In the Africe at the FSIS Iteamag aCeL
0spies of the meno mnay be obtained ttie apon
fteqest from the Standards and tAbeling Divisioa.
lRest and poulth tnspection Technical Services.
Food Safety and Inspection Service. US.
Depsranentd OfAlruaiture. Weahingion. DCn2=

Proposod Rue

List or Subjects iln CFR Part 319

Meat and meat food products.
Standards of identity. Food labeling.

1 The authority citation for Part 319
continues to read as follows:

Autbodty: 34 Stat. 1260.81 Stall 54. as
amended (21 US.c sIn sq.eq 47 Stat. 802.
92 Stat. 1009. as amended (7 US.C. 19N et
seq.] 76 Stat 03 (7 U.S.C. 450 et seq.). unless
otherwise noted.

2. Section 319.104(9 CFR 319.104)
would be amended by revising
paragraph (b) to read as follows:

§ 319.104 Cured poat products.
* . . . .

(b) Cured pork products for which
there is a qualifying statement required
in paragraph (a) of this section shall
bear that statement as part of the
product name in lettering not less than
% inch in height or in lettering not less
than one-third the size of the largest
letter in the product natne if it is in the
same color and style of print and on the
same color background as the product
name. However. the Administrator may
approve smaller lettering for labeling of
packages of I pounnd or less. provided
such lettering Is at least one-hird the
size and of the same color and style as
the product name.

* 319.105 lArendod)

3. Section 319.105 (9 CFR 319.105)
would be amended by removing
paragraph (dl and redesignating
paragraph (e) as (d).

tfLWVVJ in geologic;Ir repositoriCa es L
Part 80). The Commission intends to
modify the definition of HLW in those
regulations so as to follow wore closely
the statutory definition in the Nuclear
Waste Policy Act of 1982 (NWIPA). In
this advance notice of proposed
rulemaking (notice). the Commission
identifies legal and technical
considerations that are pertinentito the
definition of HLW and solicits public
comment on alternative approaches for
developing a revised definition.
DArts: Comment period expires April
29.1987. Comments received after this
date will be considered if it is practical
to do so. but assurance of consideration
can be given only for comments
received on or before this date.
ADoRsSES: Send comments or
suggestions to the Secretary of the
Commission. US. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. Washington. DC 20555.
Attention: Docketing and Service
Branch. Copies of comments received
and of documents referenced in this
notice may be examined at the NRC
Public Document Room. 177 H Street
NW.. Washington. DC.'Copies of
NUREG documents may be purchased
through the US. Government Printing
Office by calling (202) 275-20 or by
writing to the US. Government Printing
Office. P.O. Box 37082 Washington. DC
2003-708. Copies of NUIREG and DOE
documents may also be purchased from
the National Technical Information
Service. US. Department of Commerce.
S285 Port Royal Road. Springfield. VA
22101.

FOR flJRT tR ItmfORATwtON Co0tACt W.
Cark Prichard. Division of Engineering
Safety. Office of Nuclear Regulatory

- - .. -. .. . . - . . . . -- - - .
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A. US. Nuclear Rcgulatory
ession. Washington. DC 20555.

none 1301) 443-768.
;ftEEUTARY ItNFORMATIOtC

iltroduction and Background
:adioactive wastes contain a wide
iety of radionuclides. each with Its
In half-life and other radiological
:racteristics. These radionuclides are
-sent In concentrations varying from
tremely high to barely detectable. One
;e of waste. generated by*
processing spent nuclear fuel, contains
:th long-lived radionucides which
,se a long-term hazard to human
,alth and other. shorter-lived nuclides
:hich produce intense lcvels of
|diation. Ibis combination of highly-
ancentrated. short-lived nuclides
|gether-with other very long-lived
§ mclides has historically been described
Ky the term "high-level radioactive
sastes- (HLWI. There has long been a
recognition that such waste materials
.equire long-term isolation from manas
biological environment and that. in view
of public health and safety
considerations. disposal of such wastes
should be accomplished by the Federal
government on Federally owned land.
This policy was codified by the Atomic
Energy Commission'(AEC) in 1970 in
Appendix F to 10 CFR Part 50.

A. Previous use of the term "'IL W " In
Appendix F. HLW was defined in terms
of the source of the ipaterial rather than
its hazardous characteristics.
Specifically. HLW was defined as
those aqueous wastes resulting from

the operation of the first cycle solvent
extraction system. or equivalent, and the
concentrated wastes from subsequent
extraction cycles. or equivalent. in a
facility for reprocessing irradiated
reactor fuels." As used in Appendix F.
high-level waste" thus refers to the

highly concentrated (and hazardous)
waste containing virtually all the fission
product and transuranic elements
(except plutonium) present in irradiated
reactor fuel. The term does not include
incidental wastes resulting from
reprocessing plant operations such as
ion exchange beds. sludges, and
contaminated laboratory items. clothing.
tools. and equipment. Neither are
radioactive hulls and other irradiated
and contaminated fuel structural
hardware within the Appendix F
definition.'

See 34 FR VIZ. ism .,19W (notice of pr.po.ed
tnaetail-L, 35 FR 1753 at 1732t.ovember 14,

1570 fnl nul4 IncedetaStl weee generte it
fujler treatment of IILW (etg decootahinated vatt'_
with rtesdual itotvitit an the order of LS00nr.il
Ce-137IS0. 30 S r-40. 2 aCtfg Pu. es descrtbed tI
the Oment of e"y's tfLItS en long teRie
nrn~ent of defense ttLW *t the Savannr Lbtiver

The first statutory use of the term
iigh-level radioactive waste" occurs in
the Marine Protection. Research. and
Sanctuaries Act of 1972 (Marine
Sanctuaries Act). Congress adopted the
Appendix F definition. but broadened it
to Include unreprocessed spent fuel as
well' Two years later, the AEC was
abolished and Its functions were divided
between the Energy Research and
Development Administration (ERDA.
now the Department of Energy. DOE)
and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC or Commission) by the Energy
Reorganization Act of 1974. Pub. L 83
438.42 US.C .581. Under this
legislation. certain activities of ERDA
were to be subject to the Commission's
licensing and regulatory authority.
Specifically, NRC was to exercse
licensing authority as to certain nuclear
reactors and the following waste
facilities:

(1) Facilities used primarily for the receipt
and storage of high-evel radioactive wastes
resulting from activities licensed under the
(Atomic Enerlyl Act.

(2) Retricvable Surface Storage Facilities
and other facilities authorized for the express
purpose of subsequent long-term storage of
high-level radioactive waste gencrated by the
Administration fnow DOEI. which are not
used for, or are part of. research and
development activitiCs.3

Although neither the statute nor the
legislative history defines the term
"high-level radioactive waste." earlier
usage of the term in Appendix F and the
Marine Sanctuaries Act is indicative of
the meaning. The Commission so
construed the statute when it declared
spent nuclear fuel to be a form of IHLW
and. by the same token. when it found
transuranic-contaminated wastes not to
be l{LW.'

A different statutory formula appears
in the West Valley Demonstration
Project Act (West Varlley Act). enacted
in 1980. This legislation authorizes the
Department of Energy (DOE) to carry
out a high-level radioactive waste
management demonstration project for
the purpose of demonstrating
solidification techniques which can be

Plant. DOEIEIS-002. 197 would also. under the
sme reasoning, be outside the Appendix F
definition.

'Sec. a Pub. L 02432. a aanended by Pub. L C1-
254 (174L 33 U.S.C. 140.

' Sec. 2=. Pub. L Gs-438.42 U5C. 5W4t2 Nuclear
waste anagesnent reeponasbilltiea wern
subsequently traneferred to the Department of
Enera. Sees. 33(s)(6. 30t(s). Pub. L 9$41. 42
Us.C. 713ta~gl. 7531(a). *.

* Prupoaed General Statement of Policy.
"tlcanstng Prooedureq for Geologic.Repositores foe
ltigh-Levte Rdioative Wases. 4 3fR 538
53070. November 17. 174: Repoit to Conress.

Regutatlon of Federal Radioactive Wsets
Activitda- NURtJC.Z? ' 9 tl.L 2-1. X2- Appendhx
C.

uscd tor preparing llLW fordisposaL It
Includes the following dcfiniition:

The tetm "higt level radioactive wastce
means the Ihigh level radioactive waste which
was produced by the reprocessing at the
Center of spent nuclear fuel. Such term
Itncltudes both liquid wastes which atc
produced directly in reprocessing. dry solid
material derived frm such liquid waste and
such other material as the Commission
designates as high level radioactive waste for
purposes of protecting the public health and
safety.s

The Commission has not yet
designated any 'other material- as
HLW under the West Valley Act.
Rather. It has construed the term in a
manner equivalent to the 10 CFR 50.
Appendix F definition. That is. it is the
liquid wastes in storage at West Valley
and the dry solid material derived from
solidification activities that are regarded
as ItLW. and it is DOE's plans with
respect to such wastes that are subject
to the Commission's review.

B. Current NRC rcgulations. The
Commission has adopted regulations
that govern the licensing of DOE
activities at geologic repositories for thc
disposal of llLW. The regulations define
IiLW in the jurisdictional sedise. That is,
if the facility is for the "storage' of
"IILW" as contemplated by the Energy
Reorganization Act, the prescribed
procedures and criteria would apply.'
The appropriate definition for this
purpose draws upon the understanding
in 1974. as reflected in Appendix F and
the Marine Sanctuaries Act rather than
the words of the West Valley Act of
more limited purpose and scope.

It should be emphasized that NRCs
existing regulations in Part GO do not
require that any radioactive materials.
whether I'LW or not. be stored or
disposed of in a geologic repository.'

Sec. 6(4. Nb. L 96-M& 42 U.S.Q C0tla note.
*"RC requlations are codified in 10 CFR Prt 40

(Pert 603. DOE is required to have a ticense to
ftceive source. special nuclear or byproduct
materiel at geolugic repository operations area.
I 60.3. A geolugic repository operations area i
defined to serer4o a -itLw tfcilhty which in turn is
defined s e facility subject to NRC licensing
authority undet the Energy Reorgsnitstion Act of
1974. note I supro. 00.2 The Part e0 definition of
HLW. idud. Is as follows:

"Iligh-level radioactive waeate o'I ILW" means:
(13 Irradiated Mector fuel. 12l liquid wastes resulting
from the operation of the first cycle solvent
extraction system, or equivalent and the
concentrated wastes from subsequent extraction
cycle. or equIvalent. In a facility for eeprooessang
irradiated reactor fuel, and (SI soids Into which
cuch liquid wastes have been converted.

'n the went that coduseerdl reptoonslng of
Irradiated reetor fuel Is pued. Appendix F of l0
CR Port So would rquire that the resulting
teprocessing wastee be transferred -to a Federal
tPoetltot7.

ih,:?.- ;. /1
I
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'Nor do they provide that radioactive
* *jaterials must be tHLW In order to be

.ligible for disposal In a geologic
repository. Part 00 expressly provider
for NRC review and licensing with
respect to any radioactive materials that
may be emplaced In a geologic
repositotry authorized for disposal of
HLW. Ihctennhigh-level radioactive
wavste- in Partt 60 Identifies the class of
facilities subject to NRC jurisdiction.

.. Te Commission hes also adopted
regulations related to land disposal of
low-level radioactive wastes (10 CFR
Part 61). Based on analyses of potential
human health hazards. these regulations
identify three dasses of low-evel
radioactive wastes which are routinely
acceptable for near-surface disposaL
with "Class C" denoting the highest
radionuclide concentrations of the three.
Class C does not. however. denote a
maximum concentration limit for low..
level wastes. The low-level waste
catcgory includes all wastes not
otherwise classified. while HLW is
currently defined by source (rather than
concentration or hazard) and is limited
to reprocessing Wastes and spent fuel.
Thus. there is nb regulatory limit on the
concentrations of [LW. and some LLW
(exceeding Class C concentrations) may
have concentrationj approaching those
of HiLW. These are the wastes which the
Commission wishes to evaluate for
possible classification as HL.W. The
Appcndix to this notice presents
information on the volumes and
characteristics of wastes with
radionuclide concentrations exceeding
thc Class C concentration limits. (This
Appendix was prepared in 1985. DOE is
currently carrying out a study of -above
Class C" wastes which will update the
information presented here.)

C. Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 198Z
The Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982
(NWPA). Pub. L 97-425. provides for the
development of repositories for the
disposal of high-level radioactive waste
and establishes a program of research.
development. and demonstration
regarding the disposal of high-level
radioactive waste. 6 The NWPA follows.
with some modification. the text of the
West Valley Act. For purposes of the
NWPA. the term -high-level radioactive
waste" means:

(A) The highly radioactive material
resulting from the reprocessing of spent
nuclear fuel. including liquid waste
produced directly in reprocessing and
any solid material derived from such
liquid waste that contains fission

Fe Purposer of the NWPA. spent nuclear fuei'
iG distintuished from -high-level radaoaclive satta.,
bt, the provisions of the statute dealing with such
s6wnt nuclear fuel are not of present concern.

products In sufficient concentrationsa
'and

(B3 Other highly radioactive material
that the Co nmission, consistent with
existing law. dtelrmines by rule requires
permanent Isolation . *

It should be aoted that the NWP"A
does not require that materials regarded'
is ILW pursuant to this definition be
disposed of In a geologic repository.
indeed, the MWPA directs the Secretary
(of DOE) to continue and accelerate a -
program of research. development and
investigation of alternative means and
technologies{ftr the permanent disposal
of HLW.' Part 60 and the changes
discussed in this notice would ailow for
consideration of such alternatives by the
Commission. Nevertheless. the NWPA
does not specifically authorize DOE to
construct or operate facilities for
disposal by alternative means, and new
legislative authorization might be
needed in order to dispose of HLW by
means other than emplacement in a
deep geologic repository.*

It. Considerations for Defining "igh-
Level Radioactive Waste-

Wastes which have historically been
referred to as HLW (ie. reprocessing
wastes) are initially both intensely
radioactive and long-lived. These
wastes contain a wide variety of
radionuclides. Some (principally Sr-90
and Cs-137) are relatively short-lived
and represent a large fraction of the
radioactivity for the first few centuries
after the wastes are produced. Thesc
nuclides produce significant amounts of
heat and radiation. both of which are of
concern when disposing of such wastes.
Other nuclides. including C-14. Tc-99. I-
129 and transuranic nuclides. have very
long half-lives and thus constitute the
longer-term hazard of the wastes. Some
of these nuclides pose a hazard for
sufficiently long periods of time that the
term permanent isolation -is used to
describe the type or disposal required to
isolate them from man's environment
The Commission considers that these
two characteristics. intense
radioactivity for a few centuries
followed by a long-term hazard
requiring permanent isolation. are key
features which can be used to
distinguish high-level wastes from other
waste categories.

The NWPA Identifies two sources of
HLW. each of which is discussed
separately iA the following sections.

Sec. p2pj. Pub. L S7-42 .42 US C o0I(mfl.)
Set. 2 161 ald* eutahoeizes the Coammission to
clssify c talt radioactive ualerial a. low4evel
radioactive waste.

"Se. 222 Pub. L V7-42S 4z US. Cl=oZ

A. Clou'se(A) - . I

Clause (A) of the NWPA definition or
I-IW refers to wastes produced by
reprocessing spent nuclear fuel and thus
is essentially Identical to the . t

Commission's current HLW definition in
10 CFR Part GM Clause (A) l. however.
different ln on'e respect The NWPA
wording would dasify solidified
reprocessing waste as HLW only if such
waste 'contains fission products In
sufficient concentrations"-a phrase
that may reflect the possibility that
liquid reprocessing wastes may be
partitioned or otherwise treated so that
some of the solidified products will
contain substantially reduced
concentrations of radionuclides.

The question. then, is whether
Commission should (1) numerically
specify the concentrations of fission
products which it would consider
-sufficient" to distinguish HLW from
non-I {LW under Clause (A): or (2) define
HLW so as to equate the Clause (A)
wastes withr those which have
traditionally been regarded as HLW.

1. Numerically Specifying
Concentrations of Fission Products

The first option considered is to
numerically define -sufficient
coffcentrations' of fission products.
Liquid reprocessing wastes may contain
significant amounts of non-radioactive
salts' nd removal of these salts prior to
waste solidification may be desirable
for both economic and public health and
safety reasons. Removal of salts in this
way would result in a smaller volume of
highly radioactive wastes, which might
reduce the cost and radiological impacts
associated with transportation and
occupational handling of those wastes.
Nevertheless. any salts removed from
liquid HLW would retain residual
amounts of radioactive contaminants.
By establishing numerical limits on the
concentrations of fission products. the
Commission would be identifying those
wastes from reprocessing that require
disposal in a deep geologic repository or
its equivalent. The proper classification
of-the salts discussed above would then
be made on the basis of the numerical
limits on radionudide concentrations
and the salts would be disposed of
accordingly. in other cases, certain
radionuclides may be removed from the
bulk liquid reprocessing waste (as has
been done In removing cesium and
strontium from wastes at Hanford).
raising similar questions about the
classification of the remaining waste
and acceptable methods of disposal. For
these reasons. there would be merit In
numerically specifying the

. -
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concentrations of radionuclides In
lidified reprocessing wastes which

aild distinguish IlLW from non4ILW.
\ .lause (A) refers to solidified waste.

that contains fission products In
sufficient concentrations." No-mention
Is made of the long-lived transuranic
radionuclides which are also present In
liquid reprocessing wastes but. since the
transuranics constitute the predominant
long-term hazard of reprocessing
wastes. such nuclides must be
considered as well in defining
reprocessing wastes that should be
regarded as HLW. With this view, a
numerical classification of solidified
wastes under Cause (A) could be
derived in the same manner. and
contain the same concentration limits.
as the numerical definitions developed
under Clause (B). Derivation of
concentration limits under Clause (B) is
discussed in the following section of this
notice.)

Z. Traditional Definition
The alternate approach is to define

HLW so as to equate the category of
Clause (A) wastes with those wastes
which have traditionally-been regarded
as HLW under Appendix F to 10 CFR
Part S0 and the Energy Reorganization
Act. The advantage of this option is that
the term HLW retains jts utility in

fining the facilities that are subject to
.C licensing. That is. all materials that

.dve traditionally bcen considered HLW
for purposes of the Energy,
Reorganization Act would also be
regarded as HLW under the Nuclear
Waste Policy Act. The disadvantage is
that some materials aright continue to
fall within the HLW classification even
though they do not require the degree of
isolation afforded by a repository. They
would be called -HLW' even though the
technical community might not so regard
them-.

3. Other Considerations Regarding
Clause (A) Options

The Commission would add two
observations regarding the options
discussed above.

a. Development df a definition under
Clause (A). as suggested by the first
option. would not alter the -
Commissionts existing authority to
license DOE waste facilities. including
defense wastes facilities, under the
Energy Reorganization Act of U974
(ERA). Any classification of wastes as
non-HLW on the basis that they do not
contain 'sufficient concentrations" of
fission products would be Irrelevant in
determining whether such wastes mast
be disposed of In licensed disposal -( tcilitiev. For example- If DOE were ta.

ursue its proposal for In-place :.

stabilization of the Hanford -tank-
wastes Isee DOEIE[S-0113. March.
19861. most or all of the disposal
'facilities" for those wastes would need
to be licensed by the NRC. '

b. Retaining the traditional definition
for purposes of Clause (A) does not limit
the Commssion's ability to establish at
some later date crileria to define wastes
that require the Isolation afforded by a
deep geologic repository or its
equivalent. That is. wastes requiring
such Isolation could be Identified by
terms other than 'high-level'.

B. clause (B)

Clause (13) of tWe NWPA authorizes
the Commission to classify -other highly
radioactive material" (other than -

reprocessing wastes) as HLW If that
material 'requires permanent isolation."
Tbe 'Comission considers that both
characteristics (highly radioactive and
requiring permanent isolation) must be
present simultaneously in order to
classify a material aS HLW." Each of
these characteristics is discussed in turn
in the following sections.

1. Highly. Radioactive

The Commission proposes " to
consider a material "highly radioactive"
if it contains concentrations of short-
lived radionuclides in excess of the
Class C limits of Table 2 of 10 CFR Part
61. Such concentrations are sufficient to
produce significant radiation levels and
to generate substantial amounts of heaL
Moreover. the Class C concentration
limits for short-lived nuclides
approximate the actual concentrations
of those nuclides present in some
existing reprocessing wastes (see
NUREG-0940k Table 4).
2. Permanent Isolation

- The phrase -permanent isolation" in
NWPA is much less subjective than is
"highly radioactive." Within the context
of NWPA. permanent isolation- clearly
implies the degree of isolation afforded
by a deep geologic repository.1' Thus. A

"The Commission would not find tenebte the
aSrgmnent that * material requires permnent
isolatio bocoUS It(is bighly radioactive. Th. aeed
tor peranent iaotstion combelate with the length of
lime a metulA will renain hazArdous. Long half.
lives. to tua. conetate wtk Sow ratte th en hig
tevelt of tdiosettvty. -

*4 AM references 4t 'proposalst by th
ComMissio ftfer only to 1tc tentative views. Nd
format proposal. will be developed until emmantsa
ae received hi response to this maled..

!The NWPA ndudces tw Mafl o tfniderdans:
The amrat "disposer mesas at uipuaeein t a

repository of hiodevol rsdloacdve w-st. spo
nuclear heL or other hIghly sdjioactv. material
with no foreseeable intent of Covery. whathar Q
nat such emplement penwt. the recovery df ada
W4asa . - . . - -. . _. .

waste "requires permanent Isolation' If
It cannot be safely disposed of in a
facility less secure than a repository.
The Commission will determine which
wastes require permanent isolation by
evaluating the disposal capabilities of
alternative. less secure. disposal
facilities."4 Any wastes which cannot
be safely disposed of In such facilities
will be deemed to require permanent
isolation and. If also highly radioactive.
would be classified as high-level wastes.

The approach which the Commission
proposes to pursue to determine which
wastes requires permanent isolation will
be an extension of the 10 CFR Part at
waste classification analyses and will
consist of the following steps.

a. Establish acceptance criteda. io
CFR Part C1 currently contains
performance objectives for disposal of
radioactive wastes in a land disposal
facility.These performance objectives
will serve as acceptance criteria for
waste classification analyses. but might
need to be supplemented for specific
types of facilities or wastes. The Part 61
performance objectives may also need
to be supplemented to accommodate
any environmental standards for non-
HLW which may be promulgated by the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
pursuant to its authority under the
Atomic Energy Act of 1954. as amended.

b. Define disposal facility. The hazard
which a radioactive waste poses to
public health depends. in part. on the
nature of the facility used for its
disposal. Thus a reference disposal
facility, less secure than a repository.
needs to be defined in terms of the
characteristics which contribute to
isolation of wastes from the
environment. For land disposal
facilities. such characteristics might
include depth of disposal. use of

- engineered barriers. and the geologic.
hydrologic and geochemical features of
a disposal site. -

c. Characterize wostes. Wastes will
be characterized in terms of the factors
which determine their hazard and
behavior after disposaL including

The term wpoaltorf means any system iceneed
by the Commission dia, is intended to be used for.
or may be used for. the permosat dep seoloic
disposal of bigh levol radiocctive waste and spent
nudear fue, whether or not such system Is designed
to permit the recovery. for a limited period during
Initial operstiorm of any saterlala placed in Such
*yitem. Such terk Includes both outface sad
eubAUrcaereas a1 wvhich high-level redioactive
waste and spent nuclear fuet hndtiag ectivirket ae
eonductied.

"T11hUwe falifi might make *se of Imonnediet,
depth burial or varous entooering meassrm *a
ae intruder barntars to accommodate w"0s with
radlonuclide eoncentrati.mo uosuiieble fur dispos.L
by shealow land butet.

- -
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physical andchemical forms of the . ncertainties Invlved. the Commission undcr providdns of the Eery '"s'Tr '
ste. the radionuclide concentrations proposes to select a hypothetical. - Reorganization Act. Somne technical-
associated radiological alternative disposal facility which will amendments would be needed to

racteristilc. the waste volumes. and serve as the basih for carrying out waste preserve the lurisdictional provisions of
the heat generation rates. The wide dassification analyses. existing Part o-i.e. to Indicate that
range of types and characterstics of Previous analyses by the NRC ' Part 60 appliei to the DOE facilities
wastes arising from industrial. (NUREC-0782 draft EIS for 10 CFR Part described In sections 202(33 and (4) of
biomedical and nuclear fuel cycle 61) suggest that disposal facilities with thc Energy Reorganization Ac and rOr

sources makes this a particularly critic.l characteristics Intermediate between thit purpose the proposed definition of
step In the waste classification ' ,c shallow land burial *nd eoloiC . ' HLW would not beoitntrollin.
process- '-especially for wastes to be repository disposal may be most . ' A conceptud rvsed defintion ot
generated in the future (e.g.. ;,, , effective in protecting against s ort-term ILW could be stated as follows.
decommissioning wastes). radiological impacts associated with
.d Develop assessment methodology. Inadvertent intrusion into a disposal . I.igh-lel adioactive waste or MLW'

Analytical methods (including ' facility. These intermediate" facilities' means: (1' Irradiated reactor fuel. (2) liquid
mathematical models and computer may be much less effective in providing wastes resulting lronm the operation of the
codes) for projecting disposal system enhanced long4- nn isolation of very firsi cycle solvent extraction system. or
performance will be acquired or long-lived radionuclides. If this quivalcnt. *nd the concentrated wastes from
developed. For land disposal facilities. preliminary view is supported by subsequent extraction cycles, or equivalent.
such methods include models of subsequent analyses. wastes with In a facility for reprocessing Irradiated
groundwater flow and contaminant concentiations above the Commission's reactor Fuel. (2J solids into which such liquid
transport An assessment methodology current Class C limits for long-lived wastes have been converted. and solid
also includes descriptions of the natural nuclides (Table I of 10 CFR Part 61) - radioactive wastes trom other sources.
and human-initiated disruptive events or would require permanent Isolation. In provided such sotid materials contain both
processes which could'significantly the followizg sections. the Commission long-lived radionuclides in concentrations
affect disposal system performance 8S will assume,-or the sake of illustration. exceeding the values of Table I and short-
well as the analytical means for . that Table 1 is an appropriate lived radionudides with concentrations
evaluating the impacts of such events or interpretation of the term "requires exceeding the values of Table 2.
processes. permanent isolation.-

e. Evaluate disposal system 3 Cofceptual Definition of "High-Level TAeLE 1
performance. The performa nce of the 3.CcetaDfitonf igLeel____
alternative disposal facility will be Waste . - . .

evaluated to estimate the public health The Commission proposes to Classify Radonucide - tin- (0C
hazards from disposal of varioous typc . wasies as HLW under Clause (1) of the MIn)

nd concentrations of wastes. Hazards NWPA definition only if they are both
elow the acceptance criteria of item (a) highly radioactive and in need of C-t4 :__ * e

above indicate an acceptable match of permanent isolation. As discussed C-14 in act. metal 80
waste type and disposal option. Wastes above. the Commission considers that Ni-59 in act. metal 220
which cannot be safely disposed of in wastes should be considered to be Nb-94 n act meta. 0.2
the alternative facility will be classifed highly radioactive if they contain TC-99.. 3
as requiring permanent isolation. concentrations of short-lived - -129 ._________ 0,08

A practical difficulty with classifying radionuclides which exceed the Class C Alpta emittingTRU. t > S yr-.. *100
wastes as described here is that limits of Table 2 of 10 CFR Part 61. The Pv-241..._ 2350 s
alternative disposal facilities are Commission also assumes, for Cm-242. _ 120.000
currently unavailable. Thus. illustrative purposes. that the Iif a mixture of radionucldes is Present, a
classification of wastes in this manner radionuclide concentrations of Table I sum a the ao rule is to be applied for
requires many assumptions about the of Part 61 are appropriate for identifying each table. The concentration of each nuclide
performance of nonexistent disposal the concentrations of-long-lived is to-be divioed by its iimit, and the resulting
facilities. Such analyses will inevitably radionuclides requiring permanent fracaons are to be summed. It the sum ex-
involve substantial uncertainties. isolation. Solidified reprocessing wastes ceeds one tor both tabes, the waste is classi-fied as 141W.lt is also possible that no alternative would similarly be classified as HiLW 'Units are nanocuries per gram.
disposal facility will ever be needed for only if they contain both short- and
commercially-generated -above Class long-lived radionuclides in .3-

C wastes. (Disposal of such wastes is a concentrations exceeding Tables 2 and TAE 2
Federal, rather than State. 1 respectively.
responsibility.) Because of the overhead It is assumed that a revised definition Concentra-
costs of developing and licensing new of HLW would appear in the definitions Radionueldo tion I (Ci
facilities, the relatively small volumes of section of Part 60. and that the materials
such wastes. and the low heat encompassed by the definition would be
generation rates of some of these subject to the containment requirements M-63 700
wastes. It might prove most economical of that regulation. It would also serve 4-3 in act. tal -. 000
to dispose of all such wastes in a incidentally to define the materials sr-so 7.000
repository. Nevertheless. the . covered by DOEs waste disposal Cs-137 4.600
Commission recognizes a chicken-and- contracts. his definition would apply *u a mixture of rudionuclides is present a
eWg problem here. Until wastes are only to wastes disposed of in a facility sum of i fractions nfe is So be sppliod for
classified as HLW or non-I ILW. it may licensed under Part 60. As discussed each table. The concentration of each nuclide
be difficult for the DOE to make elsewhere In this notice, there would be 5 to be divided ty Ks lt and the resulting
decisions regarding appropriate types of no alteration of the Commission's tractions are to summed. Itte is ex-
disposal facilities. 1Terefore, despite the authority to license disposal of IILW ieSd as o oLW
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4. Status of wastes niot classified as
lILW

The NWPA. the Low-Level
-Radioactive Waste Policy Act. end the
Commissionhs regulations In 10 CFR Part
St currently classify wastes as 'low-
level" if they are not otherwise
classified as high-level wastes or certain
other types of materials (e.g.. uranium
mill tailings). Classification of certain
wastes as HLW. under Clause (B) of the
NWPA definition. would reduce the
amount of waste classified (by default)
as LLW and. more importantly. would
establish a distinct. concentration-based
boundary between the two classes of
waste.

If this conceptual definition of Clause
(13) were adopted, certain wastes with
radionuclide concentrations above the
Class C limits of 10 CFR Part 61 would
not be classified as HLW because they
do not contain the requisite combination
of short- and long-lived nuclides. These
wastes would continue to be classified
as special types of low-level wastes
analogous to DOE's -transuranic" waste
category. Any such wastes generated by
defense programs would continue to fall
under DOEs responsibility for disposal.
and no NRC licensing of facilities
intended solely for their disposal. such
as the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
'WIPP). would be authorized.

As provided by the amendments to
the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy
Act." the Federal government is
responsible for disposal of all
commercially-generated -above Class'
C wastes: it is contemplated. under the
amendments. that the NRC would be
responsible for licensing the facilities for
their disposal. The Commission would
continue to permit disposal of wastes
containing nalurally-occurring or
accelerator-produced materials in
licensed facilities provided there was no
unreasonable risk to public health and
safety.

Ill. Legal Coosiderations Related to the
Nuclear Waste Policy Act

The exercise of NWPA Clause (BE
authority may give rise to a number of
legal questions which are discussed
below.

A. Disposal of waste generated by
materials licensees The NWPA
established a Nuclear Waste Fund
composed of payments made by te
generators and owners of -high-level
radioactive waste' (including'spent fdl
that will ensure that the costs of
disposal will be borne by the persons

f Lo t4A RIdhec*M WFaet PaltCYC Amendments Act of t6. PA. L Sa-c4e sW-i L2 a
U.S.C. 1221C.

responsible for generating such waste.
The Nuclear Waste Fund is to be funded
with moneys obtained pursuant to
contracts entered into between the
Secretary of Energy and persons who.
generate or hold title to high-level'
radioactive waste.

The statute addresses the particulars
of contracts with respect to spent
nuclear fuel and solidified high-evel
radioactive waste derived fronm spent
nuclear fuel used to generate electricity
In a civilian nucdear power reactor. It
further limits the authority of the
Commission to issue or renew licenses
for utilization and production facilities-
Le- for present purposes. nuclear
reactors and reprocessing plants-
unless the persons using such facilities
have entered into contracts with the
Secretary of Energy.

The absence of any reference to
materials licensees (e g. fuel fabricators.
some research laboratories) suggests
that the Nuclear Waste Fund was not
intended to apply to their activities. As
as result, there could be a question if the
Commission were to define materials
licensees' waste as high-level waste.
because the waste might thereby
become ineligible for disposal in a
repository. The reason is that the law
prohibits disposal of IHLW in a
repository unless such waste was
covered by a contract entered Into by
June 30. 1983 (or the date the generator
or owner commences generation of or
takes title to the waste. if later). Few
contracts have been entered into with
materials licensees except those who
are also facility licensees. Thus. It can
be argued that the Commission should
refrain from designating as HLW. under
Clause (13)." materials generated by
materials licensees.

The Commission is not persuaded by
such an argument The statutory
language dealing with the Commissior's
classification of materials as HLW
refers solely to considerations relating
to the nature of the wastes, and the
character of the licensee generating or
owning the waste is simply not relevant
If there are good reasons to (reat that
waste from materials licensees as HLW.
the Commission regards It as likely that
any statutory Impediment to the
acceptance of such waste at a geologic
repository could be modified.

0. Confidence regarding disposal
copocity forpower reactors. Thbe
availability of waste disposal facilities
for wastes generated at commercial
power reactors has been the subfect of

* % ' t NuAClar Wesic Find Ie gowrmd by S.
z0o. Pub. L 27-4= 42 U&C. 1022 Tie prih"ba

' o-f dipoel it fHLW " ekwewd by twty antru
Be -et out In eec. 32Stbl(ZJ.

controversy and litigation. The NWPA
addresses these concerns by
establishing a Federal responsibility to
provide for the construction and
operation of a geologic repository.
leaving undefined (i e.. to the discretion
of the Commission) the classes of
materials that require permanent
Isolation in such a facility. Whatever
materials they may be. however. they
must be transferred to DOE for disposal;
and the presons responsible for
generating the waste must enter into
contracts with DOE which provide for
payment of fees sufficient to offset
DOEs costs or disposal. Existing facility
licensees were required to enter into
such contracts by June 30.1 983.

The Commission believes that the
purpose of the NWPA can best be
accomplished if all the highly
radioactive wastes generated by facility
licensees (reactors and reprocessing
plants) which require permanent
isolation are covered by waste disposal
contracts with DOE. This would assure
that DOE can alad will accept
possession of such wvastes when
necessary. Further. in the absence of
such assurance, the basis for
Commission confidence that these
wastes will be safely stored and
disposed'of would be subject to question
even if concerns about the disposal of
the licensees' spent nuclear fuel had
been laid to rest. Accordingly. if there
are any highly radioactive materials
(other than those previously regarded as
HLW) that are generated by facility
licensees and that require permanent
isolation. the Commission believes that.
for purposes of the NWPA. they should
be regarded as "high-level waste." The
Commnission has reviewed the terms of
DOEs standard Caste disposal contract
and believes that classifvi'. such
additional materials as ALW would
require no changes to the contract tenns.

C. Implications with respect to
disposal methods. Under the Atomic
Energy Act of 1954. the Commission is
authorized to establish such standards
to govern the possession of licensed
nuclear materials as it may deem
necessary or desirable to protect
health.'T Udder this authority. the
Commission may classify materials
according to their hazards and may
prescribe requirements for the long-term
management or disposal thereof. It is
not necessary to label materials as IELW
under the NWPA In order to require
thieir disposal in a geologic repository or
other suitably permanent facility.

The Commission exercised this
authority with respect to concentrated

It Sec. 14b. Pub. L a-4Ms 42 USC tanltbt.

., A, _
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reprocessing wastes by specifying. In
Appendix F to l0 CFR Part 5S. that any *
such wastes generated at licensed
facilities are to be transferred to a
Federal repository for disposal. More
recently, the Comrmission classified
certain low-level wastes as being
generally acceptable for neir-surface

-*disposal (10 CFR Part 61). On the basis
of further consideration. the Commission

C could specify appropriate disposal
* means for wastes exhibiting

radionuclide concentrations greater that
those defined in Part 61. Thus. the
Commission need not exercise NWPA
Clause (B) authority in order to assdre

i that radioactive wastes from licensed
activities are disposed of properly.I Moreover. the Identification of material
a'us HLW under Clause (B) would not by
Itself mandate that such material must

I be disposed of In a geologic repository.
A Since the NWPA authorizes only a
* t single method of permanently isolating

HLW-geologic repositories-
classification of materials as HLW may

'- - effectively preclude disposal of such
wastes by other means. Nevertheless.
the Commission's regulations will
continue to leave open the prospect of
disposal by other means if Congress

; should so authorize.
*. Relationship to State role. Section

:1 3 of the Low-level. Radioactive Waste
Policy Act (LLRWPA). Pub. L 96-573.42
U.S.C. 2021b_ enacted in 1980. defines a
State responsibility to provide, pursuant
to regional compacts, for the disposal of
-low-level radioactive waste" (LLW).I6
Such waste is defined to mean
' radioactive waste not classified as
high-level radioactive waste.
transuranic waste, spent nuclear fuel. or
by-product material as defined in

* section 11.e.(2j of the Atomic Energy Act
: of 1§54."

The Low-Level Radioactive Waste
Policy Amendments Act of i985. Pub. L
99-240. 42 U.S.C. 2021c. limited the
range of LLW for which the States must
provide disposal capacity. Specifically.
the States are not responsible for wastes
with radionuclide concentrations in:
excess of the Class C limits of laCFR
Part 61. Instead. the Federal government

* now assumes responsibility for
providing disposal capacity for such
wastes. Thus, classification of above
Class C" wastes as HLW or non-[iLW
will have no Impact on State
government responsibilities.

E. Impact on existing technical
criteria. NRC's regulations in Part Go
indude technical criteria to be applied
in licensing DOEs receipt and

* States re t responsible for disposal of MIW
tfrom atomic energy defens activities or Federal
research and development aCt;vires.

possession bf source, special uclear.
-and byproduct material at a geological
repository. The regulations would
accommodate the disposal of any
radioactive materials. Including spent
fuel. reprocessing wastes, or any other
materials which could be disposed of in
accordance with the specified
performance objectives.

Materials categorized as high-level
waste are subject to a contaInment
requirement (l GOM113ta)1)I)KA)) and to
specified waste package design criteria
and waste form criteria (I 60.135 (a-c)).
These criteria apply to wastes
characterized by the presence of fission
products getterating substantial amounts
of heat at the time of emplacement. but
with much reduced heat generation after
decades or a few centuries.' * The rule
also explicitly provides that design
criteria for waste-types other than HLW--
will be addressed on an individual basis
If and when they are proposed for
disposal in a geologic repository
(§ 60.135(dfl.

If additional materials were to be
.designated as high-level waste, the
-Commission would need to consider
whether the existing repository design
criteria are appropriate with respect to
such materials.

F. Applicability of I-L Wdefinition to
naturally-occurring and accelerator-
produced radioactive materials. Clause
(B) of the NWPA provides that the
Commission may extend the definition
of the term -high-level radioactive
waste" to include material requiring
permanent isolation only where this is
-consistent with existing law.- The
applicable existing law is the Atomic
Energy Act of 1954. under which the
Commission has authority to regulate
the possession and use of "source
material" -special nuclear material."
and "byproduct material." There are
other radioactive materials. however.
naturally-occurring radionuclides. such
as radium. and accelerator-produced
radionuclides. These-are not covered by
the Atomic Energy Act and hence there
would be no statutory basis. consistent
with existing law. for the Commission to
require that they be disposed of at
facilities licensed by the Commission or
otherwise to regulate their possession or
use. Accordingly. no legal basis exists
for the Commission to classify such
materials as HLW or non-HLW.

-The Cen1mimisnot expectation that I tW
would generate significant amount. (t heat Is
reflected in the diacussion of transuranic waste In
the notice of proposed rulenaking an the Part GO
technical criteria. 4 FR ism8. 5uly & 1981. -
Reduction of the heat load, for example by removal
of cesium-137 and .tronlium4. could mult In
different containment wquiaemente. 4a FR 2519a.
june 2t. ia Ifinst t al

. . .. . . .

Nevertheless, as already noted. 10i
'CFR Part 60 contemplates that "other
radioactive materials other than HLW`
may be received for emplacement In a
geologic repository. This provision of.
Part eo would not be altered by
expanding the definition of HLW..Part
00 provides that waste package
requirements for such wastes will be
determined on a case-by-case basis
when these wastes are proposed for
disposaL.Thus. it might be determined.
on the basis of technical considerations.
that certain niturally-occurring or.
accelerator-produced radioactive waste
materials present hazards similar to
licensed materials that are defined as
high-level waste and that such material
should be disposed of in a geologic
repository developed under NWPA. If
so. plans for such disposal can be
reviewed under Part GO and the
Commission could impose such
packaging or other requirements as
appropriate to protect public health and
safety.

IV. Issues on Which Public Comments
are Particularly Sought.

The Commission Invites comments on
all the issues identified in this notice
and any other issues that might be
identified. However, comments (with
supportive rationale) in response to the
following would be particularly helpful.

1. Two options are presented for
defining reprocessing wastes under
Clause (A) of NWPA. The first option
proposes to define the "sufficiency" of
fission product concentrations in
solidified reprocessing wastes in a
manner analogous to its treatment of
highly radioactive" and requires

permanent isolation" under Clause (13)
(i.e. by examining the hazards posed by
wastes if disposed of in facilities other
than a repository). The second option
interprets Clause (Al as encompassing
all those wastes which have heretofore
been considered high-level waste under
Appendix F to 10 CFR Part 50 and the
Energy Reorganization Act. Which of
these two approaches is preferable?

2. The Commission proposes that the
current Class C concentration limits of
10 CFR Part 61 serve to identify
radionuclide concentrations which are
highly radioactive for purposes of

Clause (0) of the NWPA definition.
Would an alternative set of
concentration limits be preferable? If so.
how should such limits be derived?

3. The Commission proposes to equate
the -requires permanent isolation"
wording of the NWPA definition with a
level of long-term radiological hazard
requiring disposal in a geologic
repository. Are the Commission's

.
.
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proposed anaiysce appropriate for
Identification of concentrations
requiring permanent isolation?

4. Although, under section 121 of;
NWPA. no environmental review Is
required with respect to the definition of
HLW. the Commission would welcome
identification of any environmental
consequences associated with the
matters discussed In this notice.

5 Some waste materials, such as
certain laboratory wastes or some.
sealed sources. may be highly I
concentrated. yet contain only relatively
small total quantities of radioactive
materials. Is there a need for a special
provision (e.g a minimum total quantity
of activity) before a waste should be
classified as HLW?

& What difficulties (legaL
administrative. financiaL or other)
would an expanded definition of HLW
cause in implementing-the provisions of
the NWPAt

7. The Commission's regulations do
not generally require that any particula:
type of waste be disposed of in any
specified type of facility. Would such a
requiremcnt be ippropriate?

8 As discussed in this notice. the
Commission has no legal authority to
classify naturally-occurring or
accelerator-produced radioactive-
mnaterials (NARM) as HLW or non-
'LW. Nevertheless. such materials may.
.e presented for disposal at facilities

licensed by the Commission. When the
Commission carries out its proposed
analyses to identify "other highly
radioactive material that ... requires
permanent isolation." should NARM be
included in the analyses?

9. Are there issues other than those
identified in this notice which the
Commission should consider in
developing approaches to implement ils
suthority?

Separate Views of Commissioner
Asseistine

Commissioner Asselstine is concerned
about the potential for creating a
confusing situation if the Comtmission
were to adopt the first option under
Clause (A1. The first option is to
numerically specify concentrations of
fission products in defining high-level
wastes. Under this approach. it is
btonceivable that material considered
high-level waste for the purposes of
licensing under the Energy -.
Reorganization Ad of 1974 will ilso be
considered low-level waste for the'
purposes of the Nuclear Waste Pollc4
Act (NWPA) of 198I Wastes presently
being stored at the Hanford waste tanks,C 'ch have traditionally been classlfied

igh-level wastesi would likely be
.jassified as above Class C low-level

waste under the first option.
Commissioner Asselstine requests
public comment on how this.
reclassification would affect the NRCs
licensing authority over the long-term
storage or in situ disposal of the
Hanford waste tanks. Commissioner

. Asselstine also requests comnmnents on
whether there are alternativec
approaches to schieving the stated
purpose of this sdvmnced notice of
proposed rulemaking of identifying
wastes subject to the provisions of the
NWPA without altering the traditional
definition of-high-level waste and thus
creating (his potential for confusion.

List of Subjects in 10 CF1Z Part Co

Hiih-level waste. Nuclear power
plants &iud reactors. Nuclear materials.
Penalty.. Reporting requirements. Waste
treatment and disposal.

Authonlty The authority citation for this
document is Sec. 181. Pub. L 83-703,08 Stat.
948. as amended (42 U.S.C. 2201t.

Dated at Washington. DC this 20th day of
February 1987.

For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
Samuel 1. Chilk.
Secretory of Me Commission.

Appendix-Volumes aod Characteristics of
Wastes Exceeding Class C Conceotratioo
Limits

For a number of years NRC has had an
ongoing program to develop regulations and
criteria for disposal of low-level radioactive
waste. At the time this program was initiated
there was a well-documented need for
comprehensive national standards and
technical criteria for the disposal of low-level
waste. The absence of sufficient technical
standards and criteria was seen to be a major
deterrent to the siting of new disposal
facilities by states and compacts.

A significant milestone In this program was
the promulgation of the regulation to CFR
Part 61 ("Licensing Requirements for Land
Disposal of Radioactive Waste") on
December 27. 1982 (47 FR 57448). This
regulation establishes procedural
requirements. institutional and financial
requirements. and overall performance
objectives for land disposal of radioactive
waste. where land disposal way Include a
number of possible disposal methods such as
mined cavities *ngineered bunkers, or
ahaUow land burial, This regulation also
contains technical criteria (on site suitability.
design, operation. closure. and waste form)
which are applicable to near-surface
disposal, which Is a subset of the broader
range of land disposal methods. Near-surface
disposal Is defimed as disposal In or within
the upper 30 meters of the earth' surface.
and may Include a rang. of possible
techniques such as concrete bunkers or
shallow land burhaL The Part el regulation Is
Intended to be performance-oriented rather
than prescriptive, with the result that the Part
01 technical criteria are written in relatively
general term&. allowing applicants to -

demonstrate how their proposals meet these'
criteria for various specific near-surface
disposal methods.

A waste classification system was also
Instituted In the regulation which establishes
three classes of waste suitable for near-
surface disposal Class A. Class j3 and Class
C. Limiting concentrations for particular
radionudides were established for each
waste dlass with the highest limits being for
Class C. The concentration limits were
established based on NRCs understanding
(at the time of the rulemaking) of the
characteristics and volumes of low4evel
waste that would be reasonably expected to
the year 2000. as well as potential disposal
methods.

The Class C concentration limits arc
applicable to alt potential near- urface
disposal systems: however, the calculations
performed to establish the limits are based on
postulated use of one near-surface disposal
method: shallow land burial. The Class C
limits arm therefore conservative since there
mnay be other near-surface disposal methods
that have greater confinement capability (and
higher coats) than shallow land buriaL

The regulation states that waste exceeding
Class C concentration limits is considered to
be -not generally acceptable for near-surface
disposal.' where this is defined in I 01.55a)
as "waste for which waste form and disposal
methods must be different, and in general
more stringent, than those specified for Class
C wase Thus, waste exceeding Part a1
concentrations generally has been excluded
from near-surface disposal and is being held
in storage by licensees. (This amounts to less
than 1% of the approximately 3.000000 It' of
commercial low-level waste annually being
generated.) Civcn the current absence of
prescriptive requirements for disposal of
waste exceeding Class C concentration
limits. t.e regulation allows for evaluation of
;specific proposals for disposal of such waste

on a case-by-cace basis. The general criteria
to be used in evaluating specific proposals
are the Pa-t 61 performance obiectives
contained in Subpart C of the regulation.

Current SRC activities include analyses of
low-level waste that exceeds ass. C
concent:ation limits to determine the extent
to which alternative near-surface disposal
systems (e.g. concrete bunkers. augered
holes, deeper disposal) may be suitable for
safe disposal of such waste. Tese analyse.
Include a more detailed characterization of
physical, chemical, and radiological
characterimtics of wastes that may be close to
or exceed Class C concentration limits as
well as development of improved methods for
modeling the radiological and economic
impact of disposal of these wastes. A related
activity Is development of more specific
guidance for design and operation of
alternative near-surface and other land
disposal systems. These activities represent a
continuation of the Part at rulemaking
process as discussed In the December 27.
1982 notice of the final Part a1 regulation (47
FR 57446).

Wastes exceeding Cless C concentrations
are profected to be generated by nuclear
power reactors and lother supporting nuclear
fuel cycle fecili:ies. and also generszed by
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radioisotope product manufadturers and
other facilities and licensees outside of the
nuclear fuel cycle. Such wastes can be
grouped as follows:
-Plutonium-contaminated nuclear fuel cycle

wastes
-Activated metals
-Sealed sources
-Radioisotope product manufacturing

wastes
-Other waste

Plutonium-conoaminoted nuclearfuelcycle
wostes. These wastes are being generated
from two principal sources. One source of
waste arises from operations supporting the
nuclear fuel cycle-4Le. post-Irradiathon
ridiochemical and other performance
analyses of spent fuel rods from nuclear
reactors (eg.- burnup' studies). These
operations generate about 200 1t' of
plutonium-contaminated waste per year.
much of which is believed to exceed Class C
concentration limits.This waste consists of
solidified liquids and other solid material.
such as scrap trash, and contaminated
equipment. Eventual decommissioning of the
three facilities currently performing these
analyses is expected to generate additional
waste volumes. a portion of which is
expected to exceed Class C concentration
limits.

The second source of waste arises from
fuel cycle licensees who have previously
been authorized to use plutonium In research
and development of advanced reactor fuels.
None of these licensees is using plutonium
now, and there is no prospect in the
foreseeable futute for such activities. In fact.
each of the licensees in this category has
either decommissioned, or ts in the process of
decommissioning. its facility. Some of the
licensees have made contractual
arrangements to transfer their
decommissioning waste to DOE ror
retrievable storage. Approximately 5.000 to
10.000 1t3 of waste, however, is projected to
be generated on a one-time basis that will not
be covered bv contract.

Activoted metols. Activated metals are
typically generated as a result of long-term
neutron bombardment of mnetals forming the
structure or internal components of a nuclear
reactor used for power production.
radioisotope production. or other purpose
Ie.g.. education, testing. research). Activated
metal wastes are unlike most other wastes
being generated in that the radionuclides
form part of the actual metal matrix rather
than being mixed with large volumes of other.
nonradioactive material such as paper. cloth
or resins. Radionuclide release is principally
governed by the material corrosion rate, and
for most 'reactor metals of concern (eg.
stainless steel) the corrosion rate is quite
low.

To date, only a small fraction (about 200
ft3/y)r of the activated metal waste currently
being generated by nuclear power reactors
has been Identified as exceeding Class C
concentration limits. Such waste appears to
primarily consist of in-core instrurnentation
which is no longer serviceable. An example
of this waste is a reactor flux wire which is
physically small but may be high in activity.
(.A flux wire is a wire that is inserted into a
tube running the length of the reactor core

and used to make neutron flux
measurements.)

Large quantities of activated metal wastes
are projected to be generated in the future as
a part of reactor decommissioning. Studies by
NRC (NUREG1CR-0130. addendum 3 and
NUREC/CRMosZ addendum 2) Indicate that
over 09% of the waste volume that Is
projected to result from nuder power reactor
decommissioning will not exceed class C
concentration limits and the 1% that is
projected to exceed these limits will be
almost all activated metals from core
structure. Conservative estimates presented
in these studies Indicate that packaged
quantities of decommissioning wastes
exceeding Clas C concentration limits will
total about 4700 ft' for a large (11,75 MWel
pressurized cater reactor (PWRI and about
1660 fi' for large (1155 MWel boiling water
reactor (BWR) Much smaller quantities of
wastes exceeding Class C concentration
limit's may also be generated from future
decommissioning of test, research, and
education reactors.

Another source of activated metal waste Is
expected to arise as part of consolidation of
spent fuel assemblies for storage andlor
disposal. Spent fuel assemblies now being
periodically discharged from nuclear power
reactors are stored in on-site fuel storage
pools. Each assembly is composed of a large
number of fuel rods arranged in a rectangular
array, and held in place by spacer grids, lie
rods, metal end fittings. and other
miscellaneous hardware. One option under
consideration, for long-term waste storage
and eventual disposal is to remove this
hardware form the fuel rods. This allows the
fuel rods, which contain the fission products
which are of primary interest in terms of
geologic repository disposal, to be
consolidated into a smaller volume. This
enables more economical storage and easier
handling for transport and disposal. Tl e
hardware, which is composed of various
types of corrosion-resistant metal such as
Inconel or zircalloy. becomes a second waste
stream which could potentially be safely
disposed by a less expensive method than a
geologic repository.

Based on information from DOE (DOE/
RW-O06. September. 1984) about 12 kg of
waste hardware would be generated per
BWR fuel assembly, and about 26 kg per
PWR fuel assembly. Assuming 200 fuel
asemblies are replaced per year per large
1000 NWel BWR. roughly 2400 kg of activated
metal hardware would be generated per year
per large BWR. and about 1700 kg per PWR.
An approximate compacted volume is on the
order of 50 ft'/yr per large reactor. or about
4.000 ft'/yr over the entire Industry.
Depending upon parameters such as the fuel
irradiation history and the hardware
elemental composition, particular pieces of
separated hardware may or may not exceed
Class C concentration limits.

Other than perhaps a few isolated cases,
all of the spent fuel assemblies are being
stored by licensees with the hardware still
attached. Under the provisions of the SWPA.
operators of nuclear power plants have
entered into contracts with DOE for
acceptance by DOE of the spent fuel for
storage and eveniual disposal. (See 48 FR

16;90. April18. 1893 for the terms of the
contract.) Acceptance of the spent fuel by
DOE Implies acceptance of the activated
hardware along with the fuel rods. with the
result that disposal of the hardware would
Intriically be a Federal rather than a State
responsibility. Disposal responsibility
becomes less clear if licensees, seeking more
efficient onsite storage, consolidated fuel
themselves.

Sealed sources. A number of discreta
sealed sources have been fabricated for a
variety of medical and industrial
applications. including Irradiation devices.
moisture and density gauges. and welt.
logging gauges. Each source contains only
oner a limted number of radioisotopes.
Sealed sources can range In activity from a
few millionths of a curie for sources used in
home smoke detectors to several thousand
curies for sources used In radiotherapy
irradiators. Sealed sources are produced in
several physical forms, including metal foils.
metal spheres. and metal cylinders clamped
onto cables. The larger activity sealed
sources typically consist of granules of
radioactive materials encapsulated in a metal
such as stainless steeL

Sealed sources are generally quite small
physically. Even sources containing several
curies of activity have physical dimensions
which are normally less than an inch or two
in diameter and a inches in length. These
dimensions are such that. like activated
metals. eiled sources may be considered to
be a unique form of low4evel waste.
Characterizing sealed sources in terms of
radionuclide concentration certainly appears
to be of less utility than characterizing sealed
sources in terms of source activity.

Depending upon the application. sealed
sources may be manufactured using a variety
of different radioisotopes. A review of the
XRC sealed source registry was conducted to
identify those source designs which may
contain radioisotopes in quantities that mihta
exceed Cass C concentration limits. The
principal possibilities appear to be those
containing cesium-137. plutonium-z8.
plutonium-239. and americiurt.241. Large
cesium-137 sources are generally used in
irradiators. and while some large sources can
range up to a few thousand curies. most
which are sold appear to contain in the
neighborhood of 500 curies. Cesium-137 is a
beta/gamma emitter having a half-life of 30
years. which suggests that special packaging
and disposal techniques can be readily
developed for safe near-surface disposal of
sources containing this isotope.

The remaining three isotopes are alpha
emitters and are longer lived. Sources
manufactured using these isotopes can range
up to a few tens of curies, although most that
have been sold appear so be much less than
one curie In strength. Plutonium-g9 sources
are not commonly manufactured. Plutonium-
238 sources have been manufactured for use
as nuclear batteries for applications such as
heart pacemakers. Plutonium.238 has also
been used In neutron sources. although
neutron sources currently being
manufactured generally contain americium-
241. Ainericium-241 is also used in a wide

-.... .. . -_1 . -.-..- ., .- ...
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variety of other Industrial applications such
as fill level gauges.

INeutron sources produce neutrons for
applications such as reactor startup, well
loggings mineral exploration and clinical
calcium measurements. These sources
contain alpha-emitting radionuclides such as
americium-241 plus a target material
(generally beryllium) which generates
neutrons when bombarded by alpha
particles. Neutron sources can contain up to
approximately za cUries of activity.

It hs difficult to project potential waste
scaled source quantities and activities. since
sealed sources as wastes are not routinely
generated as part of licensed operations. In
addition, sealed sources only become waste
when a decision Ib made by a licensee to
treat them as such. In many Instances sources
held by licensees may be recycled back to the
manufacturer when they are no longer usable.
and the radioactive material recovered and
fabricated Into new sources. Finally, source
manufacturers are licensed by the NRC and
NRC Agreement States to manufacture a
particular source design up to a specified
radioisotope curie limit. Most actual sources.
however, contain activities considerably less
than the design limit.

NRC staff estimates that licensees
currently possess approximately io.000
encapsulated sources having activities above
a few thousandths of a curie and containing
americium-241 or plutoniumn-238 Given the
hypothetical case that all these sources were
candidates for disposaL the total
consolidated source volume would be only
about 35 ft t. After packaging for shipment.
however. the totll disposed waste volume
would be rignificantly increased. The total
activity contained in the sources Is estimated
to be approximately 70.000 curies.

Radioisotope product manufacturing
wastes. Wastes exceeding Class C
concentration Umits are occasionally
generated as part of manufacture of sealed
sources. radiopharmaceutical products, and
other materials used for industrial.
educational and medical applications.
Volumes and characteristics of such wastes
are difficult to project. However. It is.
bclieved that the largest volume of this waste
consists of setaed sources which cannot be
recycled. plutonium-238 and americium-241
source manufacturing scrap. and waste
contaminated with carbon-14.

Sealed sources as a waste form are
discussed above. Manufacture of large
plutonium-238 and americium-241 sources is
concentrated in only a few facilities, from
which the generation of waste exceeding
Class C concentration limits is believed to
total only a few hundred ft 2 per year.
Approximately 10 ft * per year of carbon-14
waste is generated as a result of
radiophannaceutical manufacturing.

Other wastes. Although the above
discussed wastes are believed to be the
principal wastes that are expected to exceed
asa C concentrqtion limits, other wastes
may occasionally also be generated. For
example, relatively smal quantities of such
wastes are currently being generated as part
of decontamination of the Three Mile Island.
Unit 2. nudear power plant. However, these
wastes are being generated as a result of an

. . . . . . . . .

accdent.are therefore considered abnormal.
and are being transferred to DOE under a
memorandum of understanding with NRC.
Wastes exceeding Class C concentration
limits and generated as part of the West
Valley Demonstration Project are also being
transferred to DOE for storage pending
disposaL

Scaled sources and other waste containing
discrete quantities of ndium-226 may also
exceed Class C concentration limits. Products
containing radium-2e have been
manufactured In the past for a variety of
Industrial and medical applications. Such
wastes are not regulated by NRC but
occasionally have been disposed at licensed
low-level waste disposal facilities. NRC is
currently Investigating the impacts of
disposal of such waste In order to provide
guidance to States and other Interested
parties on safe disposal methods and any
concentration limitations.
(FR Doe. 87-4129 Filed 2-2607; 8:45 aml
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Federal Aviation AdministratIon

14 CFR Part 39

(Docket No. U6-CE-tO-ADI

Airworthiness Dlrectlves; Cessna
Model T303 Airplanes

AGENcy: Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA). DOT.
AcTiow. Notice of proposed rulemaking
(NPRM).

SUMMJlARY This Notice proposes io
amend Airworthiness Directive (AD) 80-
01-OR1. Amendment 39-5316.
published in the Federal Register on
May 21 1986 (51 FR 18573). applicable to
Cessna Model T303 airplanes. The AD
removed approval for fligHt into known
icing conditions for those Model T303
airplanes with fljight is known icing
approval. The manufacturer has -
developed a modification for the
airplane which eliminates the unsafe
condition when operating in icing
conditions. This proposed amendment
restores approval for flight in known
icing conditions for those airplanes
which install the rmodification.
OA'E: Comments must be received on or
before April 15. 197.
AOORESS: Cessna Service Bulletins
MEB86-17. dated October 1. 1986. and
MEB86-1E. dated October 1. 1980.
iapplicable to this AD may be obtained
from Cessna Aircraft Company.
Customer Services. P.O. Box 1521.
Wichita. Kansas 67201: or may be
examined In the Rules Docket at the
address below. Send comments on the
proposal in duplicate to Federal
Aviation Administration. Central

.Region. Office of the Regional Counsel.
Attention: Rules Docket No. 8G-CE--b0
AD. Room 1558 601 East 12th Street.
Kansas City. Missouri 04100. Comments
may be Inspected at this location
between a am. and 4 p.m. Monday
through Friday. holidays excepted.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT.
Mr. Bennett L Sorensen. Aerospace
Engineer. Wichita Aircraft Certification
Office. ACE-1OW. FAA Central Region.
1801 Airport Road. Room 100. Mid-
Continent Airport. Wichita. Kansas;
Telephone (316) 940-433.
SUPPLEMEKTARY tIFORMA1TOW.

Comments Invited

Interested persons are invited to
participate in the making of the
proposed rule by submitting such
written data. views or arguments as
they may desire. Communications
should identify the regulatory docket or
notice number and be submitted in
duplicate to the address specified
above. All communications received on
or before the closing date for comments
specified above will be considered by
the Director before taking action on the
proposed rule. The proposals contained
in this notice may be changed in the
light of comments received. Comments
are specifically invited on the overall
regulatory. economic, environmental
and energy aspects of the proposed rule.
All comments submitted will be
available both before and after the
closing date for comments in the Rules
Docket for examination by interested
persons. A report summarizing each
FAA public contact concerned with the
substance of this proposal %will be filed
in the Rules Docket.

Availability of NPRMs

Any person may obtain a copy of this
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM)
by submitting a request to ths Federal
Aviation Administration. Central
Region; Office of the Regional Counsel.
Attention: Airworthiness Rules Docket
No. 86-CE-1--AD. Room 1558 601 East
12th Street. Kansas City. Missouri 64106.

Discussion

AD 8-01 OIRI. Amendment 39-5316.
was published in the Federal Register
(51 FR 18573) on May 21.1986. The AD
removed approval for flight into known
Icing conditions for Cessna Model T303
airplanes. The AD was written because
there were several reported occurrences
of rudder/rudder pedal oscillations.
pitch oscillations and uncommanded
nose down pitch changes when
conducting flight in icing conditions. AD
8G-01-01 and AD 86-01OIRI were sent
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DRAFT CONGRESSIONAL LETTER

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Enclosed for your information is a copy of a notice of proposed rulemakino to

be published in the Federal Register.

The enactment of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, Pub. L. 97-425, led the

Commission to reexamine some of the provisions of 10 CFR 60 in order to conform

with the new law. As a result of this review, the Commission had planned to

revise the definition of high-level radioactive wastes in Part 60. An advance

notice of proposed rulemaking was published on February 27, 1987 (52 FR 5992).

After consideration of the public comments on that notice, the Commission has

decided not to make any revision. Instead, the Commission is proposing to

amend Part 61 to require geologic repository disposal for all low-level waste

not routinely acceptable for shallow land burial, unless alternative proposals

are approved by the Commission.

Sincerely,

Eric S. Beckjord, Director

Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research

Enclosure: As stated
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DRAFT

NRC PROPOSES CHANGES TO REGUL'ATIONS ON

DISPOSAL OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission is considering amending its regulations

to require that additional types of radioactive waste be disposed of in a

high-level waste repository.

The proposed amendments state that wastes "greater than Class C," as

defined in the Commission's current reculatio)ns, must be disposed of in a deep,

excavated repository to be built by the Department of Energy, unless disposal

elsewhere has been approved by the Commission.

Generally speaking, greater-than-Class-C waste is radioactive waste that

is less toxic than high-level waste, but more toxic than ordinary low-level

waste.

More specifically, radioactive waste is greater than Class C if it

contains more than 8 curies per cubic meter of Carbon-14; 80 curies per cubic

meter of Carbon-14 in activated metal; 220 curies per cubic meter of Nickel-59

in activated metal; 0.2 curies per cubic meter of Niobium. 94 in activated

metal; 3 curies per cubic meter of Technetium-99; 0.08 curies per cubic meter of

Iodine-129; 100 nanocuries per gram of alpha-emitting transuranics with a

high-life greater than five years; 3,500 nanocuries per gram of Plutonium-241;

or 20,000 nanocuries per gram of Curium-242.



DRAFT

Waste is also greater than Class C if it contains more than 700 curies per

cubic meter of Nickel-63; 7000 curies per cubic meter of Nickel-63 in activated

metal; 7000 curies per cubic meter of Strontium-90; or 4600curies per cubic

meter of Cesium-137.

If waste contains a mixture of these radioactive materials, the

determination as to whether it is greater than Class C is made by use of a

formula, as described in Part 61 of the Commission's regulations.

Most of the greater-than-Class-C wastes are expected to come from the

decommissioning of nuclear power plants. Examples are certain instruments,

sludges and reactor internals such as control rods.

The Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act of 1985 gave the

federal government responsibility for disposal of greater-than-Class-C

radioactive waste. Wastes that are Class C or lower may be disposed of in

commercially operated low-level waste facilities.

If DOE decides in the future to build an intermediate-disposal facility

for greater-than-Class-C wastes, the Commission would evaluate its

acceptability at that time. However, the very small volume (about 2,000 cubic

retersthrough the year 2020) of commercially generated, greater-than-Class-C

wastes may make an intermediate disposal facility unattractive. Requiring

that these wastes be disposed of in a high-level waste repository ensures that

they will have a safe disposal "home," while leaving open the prospect that an

intermediate disposal facility may prove attractive at some time in the future.
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In an advance notice of proposed rulemaking published in the Federal

Register on February 27, 1987, the Commission announced its intent; to revise

its definition of high-level waste to include greater-than-Class-C waste. The

proposed modifications to the regulations announced today would be in lieu of

that redefinition.

Interested persons are invited to submit written comments on the proposed

amendments, which are to Part 61 of the Commission's regulations, by

(_ days after publication in the Federal

Register on ). The comments should be addressed to the Secretary,

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C. 20555, Attention:

Docketing and Service Branch.
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REGULATORY ANALYSIS

PROPOSED PART 61 AMENDMENTS

IN LIEU OF REVISION OF THE HLW DEFINITION

I. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

10 CFR Part 60 is the basis for NRC regulation of high level radioactive

waste (HLW) in geologic repositories. Part 60 contains a definition of what

constitutes high level waste for the purposes of the rule. The Nuclear Waste

Policy Act of 1982 (NWPA) also contains a definition of high level waste, one

that differs from the-Part 60 definition. The NWPA definition is as follows;

a. The highly radioactive material resulting from the reprocessing of

-spent-nuclear fuel, including liquid waste produced directly in

reprocessing and any solid material derived from such liquid waste

that contains fission products in sufficient concentrations; and

b. Other highly radioactive material that the Commission, consistent

with existing law, determines by rule requires permanent isolation.

The issue at hand is whether or not to revise the definition in Part 60 to

conform with that in the NWPA, and if not, what other action should be taken.

Adoption of the NWPA definition would involve Commission action to decide if

and how "sufficient concentrations" in clause a. of the NWFA definition should

be interpreted; and in regard to clause b., how to determine what "other highly

radioactive material" requires "permanent isolation."

The waste classification system presently defines HLW by source; HLW

includes spent nuclear fuel and waste generated from reprocessing spent fuel.

Low level radioactive waste (LLW) is defined as any waste not considered HLW.

There is no upper limit to what constitutes LLW. The Commission's regulations

for disposal of waste in 10 CFR 61 classify some LLW as either Class A, Class



B. or Class C. However, some LLW has radionuclide concentrations which are

greater than the upper limits of Class C LLW. These wastes are referred to as

"above Class C waste." Above Class C wastes currently consist of a variety of

waste streams generated by industrial, medical, and utility operations. The

majority of future above Class C waste is expected to come from the

decommissioning of nuclear power plants. By volume, the amount of above Class

C LLW is not now, and is not expected to be, more than a few percent of total

LLW. By activity however, it is significant.

On February 27, 1987 the Commission published an advance notice of

proposed rulemaking on the definition of HLW (52 FR 5992). The advance notice

(ANPR) outlined a tentative approach to defining HLW, and requested public

comment on this approach and the general issues involved in revising the

definition of HLW. NRC received 94 public comment letters from a wide range of

commentors; States and Indian Tribes, other Federal agencies, utility groups,

environmental and public interest groups, and others. The comments were such

that the NRC staff has modified the approach outlined in the ANPR.

Public comments on the 8 specific questions posed in the ANPR, and on

other issues', were very extensive, involving complex technical and legal

issues. Many commentors expressed concern that a revision would allow some

wastes which are now classified as HLW to be classified as LLW under a revised

definition. Another issue receiving heavy comment was the proposed criterion

for classifying material as HLW under Clause (b) of the NWPA. The Commission

proposed to define waste as high level if it was both highly radioactive and

required permanent isolation. Specific concentration limits for radionuclides

were proposed to define highly radioactive material, and a set of risk based

analyses was proposed to determine which highly radioactive waste required

permanent isolation.

Commentors offered a wide range of alternative criteria for defining HIW,

some of which were more conservative than that proposed in the ANPR, and some

less conservative. Many comments argued that waste which was either highly

radioactive or long lived should be HLW. On the other hand, some comments

supported the view that the proposed concentration limits were too



conservative, and would result in material not really needing permanent

isolation going to the geologic repository.

II. OBJECTIVE

This rulemaking would clarify the system of radioactive waste management.

It would ensure that disposal options for radioactive waste are consistent with

public health and safety.

Revision of the definition of HLW or of Part 61 would not affect the

responsibilities of States for managing radioactive wastes The Low Level.-

Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act of 1985 established the

responsibilities of States and the Federal government for waste management.

States are only responsible for commercially generated Class A, B, and C low

level waste, as defined in Part 61. With the exception of NARM, the Federal

government is responsible for all other wastes, whether they are classified as

high level waste or low level waste. Revision of the definition of HLW would

also not alter the authority, previously established by the Energy

Reorganization Act of 1974, for NRC licensing of DOE wastefacilities. As NRC-

is not presently authorized to regulate naturally occurring or accelerator

produced materials (NARM), there would be no effect on these wastes.

III. ALTERNATIVES

(1) MAKE NO CHANGE IN THE DEFINITTON OF HLW BUT REQUIRE DISPOSAL OF ALL ABOVE CLASS

C WASTE IN A GEOLOGIC REPOSITORY OR APPROVED ALTERNATIVE

This alternative would continue the status quo, so that Part 60 kept the

original definition of HLW. This definition would differ from the definition

of HLW in the Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA). There would be no Commission

guidance given as to Clause B of the NWPA definition, which empowers the

Commission to add to reprocessing waste'and spent fuel such other highly

radioactive waste which requires permanent isolation. Rather, all above Class

C waste would remain classified as LLW.



The Federal government would have responsibility for management and

disposal of all HLW in the Part 60 definition plus all above Class C waste. It

would have to develop special facilities to dispose of this above Class C LLW,

or decide to place it in the geologic repository along with HLW. DOE has

stated in its recent report to Congress on management of above Class C LLW that

it needs an NRC decision on how much of this above Class C waste, if any, will

be classified as HLW. DOE maintains that its plans for management of

radioactive wastes cannot proceed apace without an NRC decision on this point.

Given the current institutional setup of the waste management system,

establishing-a-preci.se .numerical definition of MLW now mould. not solve any

pressing problem. Given the complexities of developing a concentration-based

classification system, this would be a major commitment of resources. It does

not seem worthwhile to carry out this task, the outcome of which would affect

only a relatively small volume of waste. However, in the absence of any

revision, the Commission could require that all above Class C waste be sent to

a geologic repository, unless alternative proposals are approved by the

Commission. Requiring repository disposal would allow the DOE program for'

disposal of above Class C waste to proceed. Additional legislation may be

needed to provide a funding mechanism for covering the costs of disposal of

these wastes.

The argument can be made that this alternative would result in some waste

not needing permanent isolation to be disposed of in a repository. This may be

true, but would not necessarily result in an additional cost burden. The total

volume of above Class C LLI is expected to be approximately 2,000 cubic meters

from now through the year 2020, an amount of waste which is very small relative

to the total volume of LLW generated. The choice to be made among disposal

options is between emplacing above Class C material in a geologic repository,

or developing a new facility to dispose of these wastes. The latter could be

very costly. For the present and immediate future, it seems most effective

from the viewpoint of public policy to utilize geologic repository disposal.

This alternative is the recommended one.

(2) PROCEED WITH DEFINING HLW USING THE APPROACH OUTLINED IN THE ANPR



This alternative would involve completion of NRC staff activities to

establish a waste classification system like that advanced in the ANPR. NRC

staff would continue to carry out technical studies to determine concentration

limits for radionuclides in other non-reprocessing highly radioactive wastes

that require permanent isolation. Highly radioactive would be defined by the

Commnission's Part 61 upper limits for Class C LLW. The technical studies to

determine which of these wastes needs permanent isolation would assume

reference with a hypothetical "intermediate" waste facility, and consist of

performance modeling of this facility combined with a variety of waste streams.

Waste types which were determined to exceed postulated release limits through

performance assessment modeling would be classified as HLW. Disposal of these

wastes would be in a geologic repository or equivalent in terms of permanently

isolating the waste from the environment.

Waste types which, through the same type of modeling, were determined not

to exceed the postulated release limits would be classified as LLW. However,

as the Federal government is responsible for management of above Class C LLW,

DOE would have to dispose of this above Class C LLVI in an appropriate facility.

For reprocessing waste, the ANPR offered two options; (1) Treat Clause A

of the NWFA definition as if it referred to all reprocessing wastes which have

historically been considered HLW (a so-called "source based" definition), or

(2) interpret the language of Clause A to call for Commission determination of

what concentrations reprocessing waste must have to be determined to be HLW.

The advantage of this alternative is that, when option (2) for Clause A is

chosen, waste classification across the board would be based on risk. This

type of definition reflects the preferred methodology of waste classification

when viewed from a theoretical approach.

A major disadvantage, when this alternative is considered in the context

of the waste management system, is the lack of any currently available disposal

facility for disposal of above Class C LLW. This raises a number of concerns.

Performance assessment modeling referred to above would have to be based upon

some arbitrary theoretical "intermediate" facility, which may never be built.

Any facility that is developed may have completely different characteristics,



invalidating the results of the modeling. The waste classification question

would-thus be reopened.

Another disadvantage would be the complexity of the task and the necessary

commitment of NRC resouces.

(3) DEFINE HLW AS ALL REPROCESSING WASTE, AND ALL NON-REPROCESSING WASTE

ABOVE CLASS C, BUT RETAINING FLEXIBILITY FOR FUTURE RECLASSIFICATION

Alternative (3) is to consider all non-reprocessing waste with concen-

trations greater than Class C LLW as HLW.. All reprocessing waste now classi-

fied as HLW would remain HLW. However, this alternative would retain the

flexibility to reclassify some of this waste in the face of future

developments.

For reprocessing waste, keep all waste presently considered HLW in the HLW

category. Incidental wastes from reprocessing, now considered non-HLW, would

remain in that category. For non-reprocessing waste, waste presently

classified as above Class C LLW would be HLW. The Commission's regulations

would allow for case-by-case reclassification of some waste. Those seeking

reclassification to dispose of wastes using technologies which are newly

developed would have to justify their requests with technical studies which

clearly demonstrate that the isolation capability of the chosen technology is

adequate.

The major drawback to this alternative is that labeling above Class C

waste as HLW would make it subject to a number of regulations really meant for

much more hazardous waste.

IV. IMPACTS OF THE RECOMMENDED ALTERNATIVE

The recommended approach would have essentially no major impacts on the

management of reprocessing wastes as it retains the status quo. Some positive

impacts on the public and DOE could accrue from promulgating the rulemaking,-

as it should reduce uncertainty as to classification of reprocessing wastes.



For non-reprocessing wastes there would be no impact on State

responsibilities. For DOE, some additional amount of above Class C LLW would

go to a repository for disposal(assuming no alternative proposal is approved by

the Commission). The cost of this, relative to alternatives should not be

significant.
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COMPARATIVE TEXT

1. Section 61.2 is revised to read as follows:

§ 61.2 Definitions.

As used in this part:
.* * * * *

"Person' means (1) any individual, corporation, partnership, firm,
association, trust, estate, public or private institution, group, government
agency other than the-Commission or the Department of Energy (except that the
Department of Energy is considered a person within the meaning of the
regulations in this part to the extent that its facilities and activities are
subject to the licensing and related regulatory authority of the Commission
pursuant to [ section-rOr- of the Energy-Reargentzation-Ace of 19Y4-(8- Stat.
1e44- 1 law, any State or any political subdivision of or any political entity
within a-t ate, any foreign government or nation or any political subdivision
of any such government or nation, or other entity; and (2) any legal successor,
representative, agent, or agency of the foregoing.

* . * * * *

2. Section 61.55 is revised to read as follows:

§ 61.55 Waste classification.

(a) Classification of waste for near surface disposal.
* * * * *

(2) Classes of waste. * * *
(iv) Waste that is not generally acceptable for near-surface disposal is

waste for which waste form and disposal~methods must be different, and in
general more stringent, than those-specified for Class C waste. In the absence
of specific requirements in this part, such waste must be disposed of in a
geologic repository as defined in Part 60 of this chapter unless proposals for
disposal ofL tthis-l such waste in a disposal site licensed pursuant to this
Dart [ may-be-] are submitted to the Commission for approval L-pursuent-to-§

Z.8 ef hiSPe



UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, V. C. 20S555

MAR 0 1989

Dr. Dade W. Moeller, Chairman
Advisory Committee on Nuclear Waste
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Dear Dr. Moeller:

Your February 24, 1989 letter to Chairman Zech on final rulemaking relative
to disposal of Greater Than Class C Wastes (GTCC), 10 CFR 61, requested the
staff to address two points: (1) Explicitly state that DOE can exercise a
range of options in selecting methods for disposing of GTCC wastes in NRC-
licensed facilities, and (2) Specify the performance requirements for the
waste package in order to assist DOE in selecting an appropriate option.

Regarding the first point, Enclosure A contains highlighted text showing
where DOE flexibility is explicitly stated in the draft Federal Register
notice.

Enclosure B contains text which will be included in the draft Federal
Register notice to accommodate the second point.

The staff believes this is responsive to the ACNW comments. Please let
me know if I can provide the ACNW with any additional information.

Sincerely,

V Ste o, J
Executive Direct
for Operations

Enclosures:
As stated

cc: Chairman Zech
Commissioner Roberts
Commissioner Carr
Commssioner Rogers

t_4Rxmmissioner Curtiss
SECY

C)
v30

co



ENCLOSURE A

- page 2 of Federal Register notice)

Background
On May 18, 1988, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission published proposed

amendments to Part 61 to require geologic repository disposal of
greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) low level radioactive waste (L1W) unless an
alternative means of disposal was approved by the Commission (53 FR 17709).
The [proposal to require geologic repository disposal, or an approved
alternativej was aimed at insuring that GTCC waste would be disposed of in a
manner consistent with the protection of public health and safety.
This-action was taken in lieu of a revision of the definition of high level
radioactive waste (HLW). In proposing the amendments the Commission outlined
its rationale for not proceeding with a revision of the definition of HLW along
the lines proposed in the advance notice of proposed rulemaking (ANPRM)
published on February 27, 1987 (51 FR 5992).

It is the Commission's view that intermediate disposal facilities may never be
available, in which case a repository would be the only type of facility
generally capable of providing safe disposal for GTCC wastes. [At the same
time. the Commission wishes to avoid foreclosing possible use ate
disposal facilities by the Department of Energy( DOE).J If DOE chooses to
develop one or more intermediate disposal facilities the Commission
anticipates that the acceptability of such facilities would be evaluated in the
light of the particular circumstances, considering for example the existing
performance objectives of 10 CFR Part 61 and any generally applicable
environmental radiation protection standards that might have been established
by the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency. Technical criteria to Implement
the performance objectives and environmental standards would be developed by
the Commission after DOE had selected a specific disposal technology and
decided to pursue development of an intermediate facility.

Enclosure A
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- page 6) of Federal Register notice

(c) Effects on Repository Program

There were a number of comments, including those of DOE, that-expressed concern
over the possible impacts on the geologic repository program of emplacement of
GTCC waste along with HLW in the repository. Specific concerns were over the
potential for additional costs, GTCC waste taking up valuable repository space,
and the burden for DOE of having to include GTCC waste in its performance
assessment of the repository.

The Commission believes that these impacts would be negligible. [First, the
proposed amendments allow for a rance of GTCC disposal methods to be used by
OE.I Under present regulations on land disposal of LLW (10 CFR Part 61), GTCC
waste is specifically identified as 'not generally acceptable" for near-surface
disposal. Disposal methods for GTCC waste must generally be *more stringent"
than near-surface disposal. The proposed amendments to Part 61 specified that
one "more stringent" method would be geologic repository disposal. rOther
methods are not specified but are also left open to DOE, subject to ComiEssion
apprvl.j The proposed amendments were not what prevented DOE from rpoutnely
usifng near-surface-disposal; that is already prohibited by 10 CFR Part 61.
Thus, relevant cost impacts of the amendments do not involve a comparison
between costs of geologic repository disposal vs. costs of near-surface
disposal. Cost comparisons involve geologic repository disposal vs. other

- page 8 of Federal Register notice

considerations are involved. However, if DOE found that it did pose such an
obstacle,
rthese amendments would permit DOE to choose an acceptable alternative
disposal method.]

- page 12 of Federal Register notice

Final Rule

Following its review and analysis of the public comments, the Commiission
believes that the course of action it had proposed rin!gg eolocic
repository disposal of GTCC waste, or approved altert -- should be
adopted. Therefore, these final amendments to Part 61 deviate little from
those proposed. By them, the Commission is providing DOE with the regulatory
framework DOE needs to proceed with plans for management of GTCC waste. The

Enclosure A
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[rule identifies one approved method of disposal for GTCC waste, but allows DOE
to plan and develop an alternative method If DOE so desIresJ subject to
Commission approval. It is now up to DOE to evaluate its options for GTCC
waste disposal, and to proceed with GTCC disposal.

- proposed §61.55

§ 61.55 Waste classification.

(a * * *

* *
(iv) Waste that is not generally acceptable for near-surface disposal is
waste for which waste form and disposal methods must be different, and in
general more stringent, than those specified for Class C waste. In the
absence of specific requirements in this part, such waste must be disposed
of in a geologic repository as defined in Part 60 of this chapter
unless proposals for disposal of such waste in a disposal site
licensed pursuant to thS part are approved kV the Commission.

Enclosure A



ENCLOSURE B

(to be inserted in draft Federal Register Notice)

For all wastes disposed of in a repository, Part 60 now requires:

(1) waste disposal operations shall be conducted in compliance with the
radiation protection requirements of Part 20 of the NRC's regulations (section
60.111(a).

(2) the option of waste retrieval shall be maintained for a period up to 50
years after the start of waste emplacement operations (section 60.111(b), and

(3) "... any release of radionuclides from the engineered barrier system shall
be a gradual process which results in small fractional releases to the geologic
setting over long times ... The release rate of any radionuclide from the
engineered barrier system following the containment period shall not exceed one
part in 100,000 per year of the inventory of that radionuclide calculated to be
present at 1,000 years following permanent closure ... (section 60.113).

Also implicit in Part 60 is a requirement that any GTCC wastes disposed of in a
repository not prevent HLW or spent fuel from meeting the specific performance
objectives for those types of wastes.

These general objectives can be achieved in various ways for different wastes.
For example, containment within a durable waste canister might be appropriate
for short-lived wastes (half-lives about 30 years or less), while processing of
wastes to reduce leachability of use of retardant backfill materials might be
more appropriate for longer-lived wastes. The NRC is initiating an effort, as
contemplated by section 60.135(d) of Part 60, to specify in more detail the
waste form and packaging criteria appropriate for specific types of GTCC
wastes. The Commission anticipates that DOE will develop specific waste form
and packaging alternatives for consideration by the NRC in that rulemaking, and
the Commission would welcome similar suggestions from other interested parties.

Enclosure B
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Department of Energy
Washington, DC 20585

.AIR 7 198S

Mr. Robert M. Bernero, Director
Office of Nuclear Materials Safety
and Safeguards

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. Bernero:

On August 30, 1988, the Department of Energy (DOE) submitted its
comments on the proposed amendment to 10 CFR Part 61, published
on May 18, 1988, concerning the definition of high-level waste
(HLW) and disposal of greater-than-Class-C waste (GTCC). Based
on the recent Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff
presentation before the Advisory Committee on Nuclear Waste, thy
Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management (OCRWM) is
concerned that few, if any, of the DOE recommendations and
comments were adopted by the NRC staff in preparation of the
final rule. We need to understand the reasoning behind the final
rule as it could impact many areas of the OCRWH geologic
repository program, as well as affect other DOE programs.

In our comments transmitted on August 30, 1988, an opportunity
was requested to discuss the applicability of the existing
repository technical criteria for spent nuclear fuel and HLW to
the disposal of GTCC wastes in a repository. Such a discussion
would allow DOE to gain an understanding of the considerations
which niided development of the final rule and assure us that
the NRC fully understands the potential cost, schedule and
technical implications of its proposed action.

The topics identified below are of particular concern to OCRWM
with regard to the impact on repository development.

1. If the KRC intends to suggest in the final rule that GTCC
wastes be disposed of in the repository, DOE needs to
understand why NRC believes it is necessary to include this
in the final rule. The alternative is to specify
requirements for disposal of GTCC, irrespective of
destination, to allow later determinations as to the most
effective method for meeting those requirements.

2. NRC appears to have abandoned its efforts to define HLW based
on its radiological characteristics. DOE has stated a
preference for this risk-based approach and needs to
understand the NRC's position.
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3. The introduction of GTCC waste in the waste management system
portends potential changes to technical criteria, performance
objectives and environmental standards for the geologic
repository (e.g., waste package criteria, repository surface
and subsurface design criteria, basis for testing, and risk
assessment basis), as well as disposal costs.

4. The NRC staff has based estimates of GTCC volume on a
February 1987 DOE report (DOE/NE-0077). This report states

the Department identified several factors that make itimpossible to recommend specific federal or nonfederal
disposal options at this time": including, "Inadequate
information on the volumes, sources, and characteristics of
GTCC low-level wastes. . . ." DOE still believes that theuncertainty in the estimates of GTCC waste volume precludes
selection of a disposal option.

I would appreciate the opportunity to discuss these topics withyou at your earliest convenience. These concerns are not asstraightforward as they may appear and deserve more detailed
discussion and consideration with respect to their impact on thegeologic repository program under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act,as amended.

Please contact me at 586-6842, or Ralph Stein of my staff at586-6046, at your earliest convenience to arrange a mutually
agreeable time for us to meet on this topic.

s (X@--

amue Rousso, Acting Director
ffice of Civilian Radioactive
Waste Management

cc:
B. J. Youngblood, NRC
J. Linehan, NRC
R. Loux, State of Nevada
D. Bechtel, Clark County, Nevada
M. Baughman, Lincoln County, Nevada
S. Bradhurst, Nye County, Nevada
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REGULATORY ANALYSIS

itus of ECCS Rule Revision

rJ n March 3, 1987, the NRC published proposed amendments to 10 CFR 50.46 and
bA Appendix K that would permit applicants and licensees to use realistic

r calculations of emergency core cooling system response to loss of coolant
accidents when determining the acceptance criteria in 10 CFR 50.46 (b)
(e.g., calculated peak cladding temperature less than 22000F) are not
exceeded. The rule requires licensees who avail themselves of the new
provisions to perform an uncertainty analysis and to use this estimate to
provide assurance with a high level of probability that the plant is
operating in such a manner that the acceptance criteria will be met.
Thirty-three comment letters were received and the comments were generally
favorable to the approach taken. The commenters favored grandfathering
existing Appendix K modelling. The commenters were opposed: to including
an explicit degree of conservatism to be applied to the evaluation model; to
explicit prohibition of power uprating until all severe accident and
unresolved safety issues are resolved; and to having the technical basis of
the rule reviewed by an independent group such as the American Physical
Society. The staff has considered and resolved all of the public comments
and has prepared a Commission Paper package recommending the issuance of the
rule with no substantive changes from the proposed rule.

This proposed rule as well as all of the supporting documentation is
expected to be circulated to the other offices for final concurrence within
the next few weeks.

Definition of High-Level Radioactive Waste (HLW) in 10 CFR Part 60/Part 61
Amendments

The Commission instructed the staff to analyze the need to revise the
definition of high-level radioactive waste in Part 60 to conform with the
definition in the Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA). An ANPR was published on
February 27, 1987 (52 FR 5992). which recommended a revision based either
wholly or partially on concentrations of radionuclides in the waste. After
assessing the public comments on the ANPR, and also taking into account
recent information, the staff is now recommending against any revision of
the definition of HLW. Instead, amendments to Part 61 are being recommended
that would require geologic repository disposal of all above Class C low-level
radioactive waste (LLW) unless an alternative has been approved by the Commission.
This would accomplish the objective of establishing suitable disposal requirements
for radioactive waste.

The proposed rulemaking package was forwarded to the EDO on February 5,
1988, and to the Commission on February 19g 1988 (SECY-88-51). The staff
met with Commissioners' assistants on March 29, 1988. The detailed analysis
of public comments was completed and delivered to the EDO on March 30, 1988.
It will be placed in the Public Document Room after Commission action on
SECY-88-51.

APRIL 8, 1988 ENCLOSURE D



Po *UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

May 13, 1988

The Honorable John B. Breaux, Chairman
Subcommittee on Nuclear Regulation
Committee on Environment and Public Works
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Enclosed for your information is a copy of a notice of proposed rulemaking to
be published in the Federal Register.

The enactment of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, Pub. L. 97-425, led the
Commission to reexamine some of the provisions of 10 CFR 60 in order to conform
with the new law. As a result of this review, the Commission had planned to
revise the definition of high-level radioactive wastes in Part 60. An advance
notice of proposed rulemaking was published on February 27, 1987 (52 FR 5992).
After consideration of the public comments on that notice, the Commission has
decided not to make any revision. Instead, the Commission is proposing to
amend Part 61 to require geologic repository disposal for all low-level waste
not routinely acceptable for shallow land burial, unless alternative proposals
are approved by the Commission.

Sincerely,

Eric S. Beckjord, Di
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research

Enclosure: As stated

.,C c Senator Alan K. Simpson
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

10 CFR Fart 61

Disposal of Radioactive Wastes

AGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

ACTION: Proposed rule.

SUMMARY: The NRC is publishing proposed amendments which require disposal of

"greater-than-Class-C" low-level radioactive wastes in a deep geologic

repository unless disposal elsewhere has been approved by the Commission. The

proposed amendments obviate the need for altering existing classifications of

radioactive wastes as high-level or low-level.

DATE: Comment period expires[ 7/18/88 ]. Comments received after this date

will be considered if it is practical to do so, but the Commission is able to

assure consideration only for comments received on or before this date.

ADDRESS: Mail written comments to: Secretary, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission, Washington, 0. C. 20555, Attention: Docketing and Service Branch.

Deliver comments to: 1 White Flint North,. 11555 Rockville Pike, Rockville

Md. between 7:30 AM and 4:15 PM Federal workdays, or to the NRC Public Document

Room at the address and times below. Copies of the regulatory analysis and

comments received may be examined at the NRC Public Document Room, 1717 H Street

NW, Washington, D. C., between 7:30 a.m. and 4:15 p.m.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: W. Clark Prichard, Division of Engineering,

Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

Washington, D. C. 20555, telephone (301) 492-3884.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Background

On February 27, 1987, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission published an

Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (ANPRM) (51 FR 5992) announcing its

intent to revise-the definition of the term "high-level radioactive waste"

(HLW) that appears in 10 CFR Part 60. In the ANPRM, the Commission reviewed

the previous statutory and regulatory uses of the term "high-level radioactive

waste," the NRC's current regulations related to waste classification and

disposal, and the oertinent provisions of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982,

Pub.L. 97-425, 42 U.S.C. 10101 et seq. (NWPA). As indicated in the ANPRM, the

NWPA includes a specific definition of "high-level radioactive waste" and the

Commission was considering a change to its own rules to conform to that

definition.

In the ANPRM, the Commission proposed to define HLW in a manner

that in general would apply the term "high-level radioactive waste" to

materials In amounts and concentrations exceeding numerical values that would

be stated explicitly in the form of a table. Thus, HLW would be characterized

by the kind of hazard that could only be guarded against by disposal in a

geologic repository or equivalent facility. Those wastes that could be

disposed of safely in an "intermediate" disposal facility would continue to be

classified as low-level radioactive waste rather than as HLW.

COMMENTS

The Commission solicited comments on several specific issues and received

letters from nearly 100 public agencies, private organizations, and

individuals. Virtually all comments on the ANPRM agreed with the Commission on

one point: use of the term "high-level radioactive waste," at least under

Clause (B) of the NWPA definition, serves to identify those wastes which

require the degree of isolation afforded by a deep geologic repository.

However, comments differed widely regarding the specific wastes perceived to

require that degree of isolation. Some comments advocated classification of

all radioactive wastes, other than the most innocuous, as HLW while other

comments would prefer to reclassify as low-level large quantities of defense

reprocessing wastes long regarded as HLW. Conspicuously absent from the
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comments was any consensus regarding the means to be used by the Commission to
distinguish HLW from non-HLW. For example, even the basic concept of a
numerical definition of HLW, as suggested in the ANPRM, was criticized as an
invitation to dilute or fractionate wastes solely to alter their
classification. In light of the comments received, the Commission's own review
of available technical information related to waste classification and
"intermediate" disposal facilities, and review of relevant statutory purposes,
the Commission has determined that it would be best to proceed quite
differently from its original suggestion put forth in the ANPRM.

REPROCESSING WASTES

The NWPA first labels as HLW, under Clause (A), the "highly radioactive
material" resulting from the reprocessing of spent fuel, including not only the
liquid wastes but also any solid material derived from such liquid waste that
contains fission products "in sufficient concentrations." Clause (A) wastes
have little significance for purposes of NWPA, since the Federal Government was
already responsible for the disposal of all reprocessing wastes at the time the
statute was passed. (The only commercially-generated reprocessing wastes were
made a Federal Government responsibility in 1980 pursuant to the West Valley
Demonstration Project Act. Pub.L. 96-368, 42 U.S.C. 2021a note.) In light of
this fact, the Commission believes that the preferable construction of the
statute is to conform to the traditional definition. Under this approach,
materials that are HLW for purposes of the licensing-jurisdiction provisions of
the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 (ERA) will also be regarded as HLW under
KWFA. This would Include the primary reprocessing waste streams at DOE
facilities, though not the incidental wastes produced in reprocessing.

OTHER WASTES

In the ANPRM the Commission proposed to classify wastes as HLW or non-HLW
by examining the disposal capability of hypothetical, "Intermediate" disposal
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facilities less secure than a deep geologic repository. Wastes which could not

be safely disposed of in such facilities would be classified as HLW.

Following publication of the ANPRM, a technical report (Kocher, D. C. and

A. G. Croff, A Proposed Classification System for High-Level and Other

Radioactive Wastes, ORNL/TM-10289, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, 1987) was

published which attempted to provide a technical basis for classification of

wastes as HLW or non-HLW. This report described a number of conceptual

"intermediate" disposal facilities which would use either engineered barriers

or deeper burial to provide a degree of waste isolation intermediate between

that of shallow land burial and a deep geologic repository. The authors

attempted an analysis of the waste isolation capability of such facilities but,

emphasizing the site-specific nature of such analyses and the very large

uncertainties involved, concluded that "[a]t the present time . . . [such

facilities are] not sufficiently developed to provide a basis for defining

waste classes, and disposal of any wastes using [such facilities] must be

considered on a case-by-case basis." Kocher and Croff then presented an

alternative approach for defining HLW which, in essence, is based solely on the

short-term storage and handling risks associated with the heat and external

radiation levels generated by a waste. The Commission could not accept this

alternative approach since it bears no correlation to the degree of waste

Isolation required following disposal.

The Commission's review of Kocher and Croff's study leads it to the same

conclusion regarding the impracticability of waste classification based on

analyses of the performance of Intermediate disposal facilities. If waste

classification is to be at all realistic, additional disposal facility

development must be completed which will provide a supportable basis for such

classification. Such disposal facility development is-more properly the

responsibility of DOE rather than NRC. However, the very small volume (about

2,000 m3 through the year 2020) of commercially-generated, greater-than-Class-C

(GTCC) wastes may make an intermediate disposal facility economically

unattractive. Because no such facility now exists for disposal of

commercially-generated wastes, and because there is no assurance that one will

ever be constructed, the Commission believes that an alternative, technically

conservative approach should be taken.
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The Commission proposes to require disposal of all GTCC wastes in a deep

geologic repository unless disposal elsewhere has been explicitly 
approved by

the Commission. This proposal reflects the Commission's view that intermediate

disposal facilities may never-be available, in which case 
a repository would be

the only type of facility generally capable of providing safe disposal for GTCC

wastes. At the same time, the Commission wishes to avoid foreclosing 
possible

use of intermediate disposal facilities by the Department of Energy (DOE). If

DOE chooses to develop one or more intermediate disposal 
facilities, the

Commission anticipates that the acceptability of such facilities 
would be

evaluated in the light of the particular circumstances, considering 
for example

the existing performance objectives of 10 CFR Part 61 and any generally

applicable environmental radiation protection standards that might have been

established by the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency. Technical criteria

to implement the performance objectives and environmental 
standards would be

developed by the Commission after DOE had completed its conceptual design and

selected a site for a specific type of facility.

The Commission considers that the proposal presented in this 
notice would

obviate any need to reclassify certain GTCC wastes as HLW. 
The proposal

follows the alternative approach alluded to in the ANPRM, 
that the Commission

"need not exercise NWPA Clause (B) authority In order to 
assure that

radioactive wastes from licensed activities are disposed of 
properly" (52 FR

5998). Many comments on the ANPRM advocated classification of all 
GTCC wastes

as HLW in order to ensure availability of a safe disposal 
"home" for those

wastes, but this proposal achieves the same purpose while 
leaving open the

prospect that an intermediate disposal facility may prove attractive at some

time In the future. (Since the possibility of using such a facility is left

open, the Commission is not now determining that the wastes, 
even if.highly

radioactive, do in fact "require permanent isolation"; accordingly, 
the NWPA

definition of HLW does not apply). Moreover, this proposal avoids the problem

of trying to distinguish HLW from non-HLW without an adequate 
technical basis

for doing so. And the legal and administrative complications identified in the

ANPRM, as well as questions as to the retroactive application 
of any new

classification, would be avoided or reduced. However, additional 
legislation
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may be needed by DOE to provide for payment of disposal costs for above Class C

wastes, or to authorize receipt of such wastes for disposal at a repository.

The Commission also observes that the statutory framework for nuclear

waste matters has changed greatly since enactment of NWPA. When that law was

passed, it placed a responsibility on the Federal government to receive,

manage, and dispose of certain wastes (HLW as well as-spent nuclear fuel) in

geologic repositories. In that context, the definition of the term "high-level

radioactive waste" assumed Importance because it provided a basis for

differentiating between State and Federal responsibilities. This concern was

subsequently mooted by adoption of the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy

Amendments Act of 1985, Pub.L. 99-240, 42 U.S.C. 2021b et seq. This later

statute established a Federal Government responsibility for the disposal of

commercially generated wastes with radionuclide concentrations exceeding the

limits established in 10 CFR Part 61 for Class C radioactive waste. In view of

this development, the Commission perceives little practical importance or

significance in proceeding with a precise definition of HLW. To do so would

not advance the objectives of NWPA.

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS

In line with the foregoing discussion, therefore, the Commission is

proposing two changes to its existing rules. First, by amending 10 CFR 61.55,

it would henceforth require all greater-than-Class-C waste to be disposed of in

a geologic repository unless an alternative proposal is approved by the

Commission. Second, the jurisdictional reach of 10 CFR Part 61 would be

extended to cover all activities of the Department of Energy that may be

subject to the licensing and regulatory authority of the Commission. This is

intended to reflect the policy of the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy

Amendments Act, which provides that all commercially-generated waste with

concentrations exceeding Class C limits shall be disposed of in a facility

licensed by the Commission that the Commission determines is adequate to

protect the public health and safety. This change would take the form of

eliminating the more restrictive language regarding the Department of Energy

that appears in the definition of the term "Person" In §61.2.
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Environmental Impact: Categorical Exclusion

The NRC has determined that this proposed regulation is the type of

action described in categorical exclusion 10 CFR 51.22(c)(2). Therefore

neither an environmental impact statement nor an environmental assessment has

been prepared for this proposed regulation.

The first change, pertaining to the definition of "person," is corrective

in that it merely reflects the broader jurisdiction of the Commission under the

Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act. The modification is not

substantial.

The second change, pertaining to the disposal of greater-than-Class-C

radioactive wastes in a geologic repository, is minor. The existing

regulations in 10 CFR Part 61 already preclude disposal of GTCC in a Part 61

licensed disposal facility without further review and approval. This amendment

does no more than state the Commission's conclusion that, in the absence of

such an approved alternative, a geologic repository is the only currently

authorized facility acceptable for GTCC disposal without further review by the

Commission. Thus, it is a minor change to specify that the "more stringent"

methods are to include disposal in a repository, where it is also expressly

provided that, as before, proposals for other methods of disposal may still be

submitted to the Commission for approval. No substantial modification of

existing regulations is involved.

Paperwork Reduction Act Statement

This proposed rule does not contain a new or amended information

collection requirement subject to the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980

(44 U.S.C. 3501 et seq.). Existing requirements were approved by the Office

of Management and Budget approval number 3150-0135.

Regulatory Analysis

The Commission has prepared a draft regulatory analysis for this proposed

regulation. The analysis examines the costs and benefits of the alternatives

considered by the Commission. The draft analysis is available for inspection

in the NRC Public Document Room, 1717 H Street NW, Washington, DC. Single
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copies of the draft analysis may be obtained from W. Clark Prichard, Division

of Engineering, Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission, Washington, D.C. 20555, teltphone (301) 492-3884.

The Commission requests public comment on the draft regulatory analysis.

Comments on the draft analysis may be submitted to the NRC as indicated under

the ADDRESSES heading.

Regulatory Flexibility Act Certification

In accordance with the Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1980 (5 U.S.C.

605(b)) and NRC Size Standards (December 9, 1985, 50 FR 50241), the Commission

certifies that this proposed rule will not have a significant economic impact

on a substantial number of small entities. The only entity subject to

regulation under this proposed rule would be the U.S. Department of Energy,

which does not fall within the scope of the definition of "small entities" set

forth in the Regulatory Flexibility Act. All waste generators, some of which ,

might be classified as small entities, must pay the costs associated with

management and disposal of the wastes they generate. This proposed rule would

not affect those costs since it preserves all options currently available for

waste disposal. Only DOE's selection of a specific disposal technology from

the full range of alternatives available would potentially have an economic

impact on small entities.

List of Subjects in 10 CFR Part 61

Low-level waste, Nuclear materials, Penalty, Radioactive waste, Reporting

and recordkeeping requirements, Waste classification, Waste treatment and

disposal.

Backfitting Analysis

The NRC has determined that the backfit rule, 10 CFR 50.109, does not

apply to this proposed rule, and therefore, that a backfit analysis is not

required for this proposed rule, because these amendments do not involve any

provisions which would impose backfits as defined in 10 CFR 50.109(a)(1).
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For the reasons set out in the preamble and under the authority of the

Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974,

as amended, and 5 U.S.C. 553, the NRC is proposing to adopt the following

amendments to 10 CFR Part 61.

PART 61 -- LICENSING REQUIREMENTS FOR LAND DISPOSAL OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE

1. The authority citation for Part 61 continues to read as follows:

AUTHORITY: Secs. 53, 57, 62, 63, 65, 81, 161, 182, 183, 68 Stat. 930, 932,

933, 935, 948, 953, 954, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2073, 2077, 2092, 2093, 2095,

2111, 2201, 2232, 2233); secs. 202, 206, 88 Stat. 1244, 1246 (42 U.S.C. 5842,

5846); secs. 10 and 14, Pub.L. 95-601, 92 Stat. 2951 (42 U.S.C. 2021a and $851).

For the purposes of Sec. 223, 68 Stat. 958, as amended, (42 U.S.C. 2273);

Tables I and 2, §§61.3, 61.24, 61.25, 61.27(a) 61.41 through 61.43, 61.52,

61.53, 61.55, 61.56, and 61.61 through 61.63 are issued under Sec. 161b, 68

Stat. 948 as amended (42 U.S.C. 2201(b)); §§61.10 through 61.16, 61.24, and

61.80 are issued under Sec. 161o, 68 Stat. 950, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2201(o)).

2. In §61.2, the definition of "person" is revised in the alphabetical

sequence to read as follows:

§ 61.2 Definitions.

As used in this part:
* * * * *

"Person" means (1) any individual, corporation, partnership, firm,

association, trust, estate, public or private institution, group, government

agency other than the Commission or the Department df Energy (except that the

Department of Energy is considered a person within the meaning of the

regulations in this part to the extent that its facilities and activities are

subject to the licensing and related regulatory authority of the Commission

pursuant to law), any State or any political subdivision of or any political

entity within a State, any foreign government or nation or any political
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subdivision of any such government or nation, or other entity; and (2) any

legal successor, representative, agent, or agency of the foregoing.
* * * * *

3. In §61.55, paragraph (a) is amended by revising paragraph (a)(2)(iv)

to read as follows:

§ 61.55 Waste classification.

(a) * * *

(2) * * *

(iv) Waste that is not generally acceptable for near-surface disposal is

waste for which waste form and disposal methods must be different, and in

general more stringent, than those specified for Class C waste. In the absence

of specific requirements in this part, such waste must be disposed of in a

geologic repository as defined in Part 60 of this chapter unless proposals for

disposal of such waste in a disposal site licensed pursuant to this part are

submitted to the Commission for approval.

* * * * *

Dated at Rockvllle, Nd. this ( day of , 1988.



AMENDMENTS TO 10 CFR PART 61

IN LIEU OF A REVISED DEFINITION OF

"HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE"

1



BACKGROUND

--ON FEBRUARY 27, 1987 THE NRC PUBLISHED AN ADVANCE NOTICE OF PROPOSED

RULEMAKING (ANPR) ANNOUNCING ITS INTENT TO REVISE ITS CURRENT

DEFINITION OF HLW IN 10 CFR PART 60.

--THE ANPR SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENT OF A NUMERICAL DEFINITION TO DISTINGUISH

HLW FROM NON-HLW. THIS NUMERICAL DEFINITION MIGHT BE APPLIED ONLY TO

NON-REPROCESSING WASTES OR, ALTERNATIVELY, TO REPROCESSING WASTES AS WELL.

--DEVELOPMENT OF A NUMERICAL DEFINITION WAS TO BE BASED ON ANALYSES OF THE

DISPOSAL CAPABILITIES OF "INTERMEDIATE" DISPOSAL FACILITIES. WASTES

NOT SUITABLE FOR SUCH FACILITIES WOULD REQUIRE PERMANENT ISOLATION IN

A REPOSITORY (OR EQUIVALENT) AND WOULD BE CLASSIFIED AS HLW.

2



CURRENT PROPOSAL

--RETAIN EXISTING, SOURCE-BASED DEFINITION OF HIGH-LEVEL WASTE.

--REQUIRE REPOSITORY DISPOSAL OF WASTES WITH CONCENTRATIONS ABOVE THE

CLASS C LIMITS UNLESS AN ALTERNATIVE DISPOSAL FACILITY HAS BEEN APPROVED.

REASONS

--"INTERMEDIATE" DISPOSAL FACILITIES ARE NOT AVAILABLE TO PROVIDE A

SUPPORTABLE BASIS FOR DEVELOPMENT OF A NUMERICAL DEFINITION OF HLW.

--A DIFFERENT CLASSIFICATION WOULD CONFLICT WITH EXISTING LAWS WHICH

ARE BASED ON THE SOURCE-BASED CLASSIFICATION.

--RADIONUCLIDE CONCENTRATIONS, ALONE, DO NOT SEEM APPROPRIATE FOR

CLASSIFYING WASTES. THE TOTAL RADIOACTIVE INVENTORY ALSO MUST BE

CONSIDERED. ON THIS BASIS, RETAINING ALL REPROCESSING WASTES IN

THE HLW CATEGORY SEEMS APPROPRIATE.

3



COMMENTS ON ANPR

--COMMENTS SHOWED INTEREST IN WASTE CLASSIFICATION AS IT WAS PERCEIVED TO

AFFECT THE TYPE OF DISPOSAL FACILITY TO BE USED OR TO ALTER GOVERNMENTAL

RESPONSIBILITIES FOR DISPOSAL.

--COMMENTS INDICATED WIDE DISAGREEMENT ABOUT HOW, OR EVEN IF, A REVISED

HLW DEFINITION SHOULD BE DEVELOPED.

--A DOE CONTRACTOR STUDY, PUBLISHED AFTER THE ANPR, WAS REFERENCED.

THIS STUDY ATTEMPTED THE TYPE OF ANALYSES PROPOSED IN THE ANPR,

BUT CONCLUDED THAT ADDITIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF INTERMEDIATE DISPOSAL

FACILITIES WOULD BE NEEDED BEFORE WASTES COULD BE CLASSIFIED ON A

SOUND TECHNICAL BASIS.

--NO CONVINCING RATIONALE WAS PRESENTED TO COUNTER THE NRC'S VIEW THAT

ALL REPROCESSING WASTES WERE, AND REMAIN, HLW WITHIN THE MEANING OF

THE ENERGY REORGANIZATION ACT.

4



PROPOSED RULE

--RETAINS EXISTING WASTE CLASSIFICATIONS.

--REQUIRES DISPOSAL OF "GREATER THAN CLASS C" WASTES IN A REPOSITORY

UNLESS THE COMMISSION HAS APPROVED AN ALTERNATE MEANS OF DISPOSAL.

--CODIFIES WHAT IS NOW ONLY IMPLICIT IN NRC REGULATIONS.

--SERVES AS A "SPUR" TO DOE TO SELECT A PREFERRED MEANS FOR DISPOSAL OF

GREATER THAN CLASS C WASTES (EITHER REPOSITORY OR OTHER).

--LEAVES DOE WITH FLEXIBILITY TO SELECT AND DESIGN DISPOSAL FACILITIES,

WHILE ENSURING THAT AT LEAST ONE SAFE MEANS OF DISPOSAL WILL BE AVAILABLE.

5



RATIONALE

CLAUSE A (REPROCESSING) WASTES

--REPROCESSING WASTES WOULD REMAIN HLW UNDER THE ENERGY REORGANIZATION ACT

EVEN IF CLASSIFIED DIFFERENTLY UNDER THE WASTE POLICY ACT. THEREFORE,

A REVISED CLASSIFICATION WOULD ACCOMPLISH NOTHING USEFUL, AND WOULD LEAD

TO CONFUSION.

--A REVISED CLASSIFICATION IS NOT NEEDED TO ALLOW DOE TO CONSIDER

ALTERNATIVE MEANS OF DISPOSAL (E.G., IN SITU DISPOSAL AT HANFORD).

--THE TOTAL INVENTORY OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS PRESENT IN REPROCESSING

WASTES IS SO LARGE THAT SUCH WASTES CANNOT BE CONSIDERED TO BE

EQUIVALENT TO "ORDINARY" LOW-LEVEL WASTES.

6



COMPARISONS OF VOLUMES AND ACTIVITIES OF VARIOUS WASTES

(REFERENCE DOE/RW-0006, REV. 3, EXCEPT WHERE NOTED)

WASTE TYPE VOLUME
(MILLIONS
OF M3)

U-MILL TAILINGS (THRU 1986, SEVERAL SITES) 110

TMI-2 (3/1/84)

COMMERCIAL LLW (THRU 1986, 6 SITES) 1.2

COMMERCIAL LLW (THRU 2020) 5

DEFENSE LLW (THRU 1986, SEVERAL SITES) 2.3

DEFENSE LLW (THRU 2020) 6

STORED DEFENSE TRU (THRU 2020, SOME OR

ALL TO BE SHIPPED TO WIPP) 0.2

COMMERCIAL GTCC (THRU 2020) 0.002**

HANFORD REPROCESSING (THRU 1986) 0.2

SRP REPROCESSING (THRU 1986) 0.1

SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL (THRU 2020, NO

NEW POWER PLANT ORDERS) 0.05

ACTIVITY
(MILLIONS
OF CI)

0.5

2*

5

15

12

22

16

40***

550****

790

50,000

*REF. GEND-057

**REF. DOE/NE-0077.

***REACTOR-DECOMMISSIONING ONLY.

****INCLUDES 210 MILLION CURIES IN CS & SR CAPSULES. SINGLE-SHELL TANK

WASTES CURRENTLY CONTAIN ABOUT 125 MILLION CURIES.
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CLAUSE B (OTHER) WASTES

--COMMENTS WERE PRIMARILY CONCERNED WITH THE MEANS OF DISPOSAL FOR GREATER

THAN CLASS C WASTES. CONCERN ABOUT CLASSIFICATION WAS EVIDENT MOSTLY AS

CLASSIFICATION WAS PERCEIVED TO AFFECT DISPOSAL.

--CONCENTRATION, ALONE, DOES NOT SEEM AN ADEQUATE BASIS FOR CLASSIFICATION.

TOTAL RADIOACTIVE INVENTORY ALSO SEEMS TO BE RELEVANT. ON THIS BASIS,

GREATER THAN CLASS C WASTES SEEM TO BE NEITHER HLW NOR "ORDINARY" LLW.

--HYPOTHESIZING AN ALTERNATIVE TYPE OF DISPOSAL FACILITY AS THE BASIS FOR

WASTE CLASSIFICATION WOULD EFFECTIVELY PLACE THE NRC IN THE POSITION OF

DISXA IfG DISPOSAL TECHNOLOGY. THIS SHOULD BE DOE'S JOB.

--AS DOE'S CONTRACTOR STUDY SHOWED, CURRENT DEVELOPMENT OF ALTERNATIVE

DISPOSAL TECHNOLOGIES IS NOT SUFFICIENTLY ADVANCED TO SERVE AS A BASIS

FOR WASTE CLASSIFICATION.
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--THE VERY SMALL VOLUME OF GREATER THAN CLASS C WASTES (ABOUT 2,000 M3

THRU 2020) MAKES IT UNLIKELY THAT A SEPARATE DISPOSAL FACILITY WILL

PROVE ECONOMICALLY ATTRACTIVE. WE THINK IT LIKELY THAT REPOSITORY

DISPOSAL WILL PROVE MOST ECONOMICAL.

--CLASSIFICATION OF GREATER THAN CLASS C WASTES AS HLW WAS CONSIDERED AS

AN ALTERNATIVE, BUT REJECTED. DOING SO

--WOULD HAVE IMPLICATIONS FOR APPLICATION OF PART 60 WASTE

PACKAGING REQUIREMENTS,

--MIGHT AFFECT DOE'S CONTRACTS FOR RECEIPT OF WASTES AND PAYMENTS

INTO THE NUCLEAR WASTE FUND,

--MIGHT RAISE PUBLIC PERCEPTION QUESTIONS ABOUT PAST DISPOSAL OF

GREATER THAN CLASS C WASTES, AND

--WOULD BE TECHNICALLY UNSUPPORTABLE BASED ON CURRENT DEVELOPMENT OF

ALTERNATIVE DISPOSAL TECHNOLOGIES.

--THE PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE, AS PROPOSED, IS TO REQUIRE REPOSITORY DISPOSAL

OF GREATER THAN CLASS C WASTES (UNLESS AN ALTERNATIVE MEANS OF DISPOSAL

HAS BEEN APPROVED), BUT TO RETAIN THOSE WASTES WITHIN THE LLW CATEGORY.

10



CLASSIFICATION OF WASTES UNDER PROPOSED RULE

HIGH-LEVEL WASTES NON-HIGH-LEVEL WASTES

PRIMARY REPROCESSING WASTES

--"TANK" WASTES AT HANFORD,

SAVANNAH RIVER & WEST VALLEY

--CALCINED WASTES AT IDAHO

--GLASS INCORPORATING

"TANK" WASTES

"INCIDENTAL" REPROCESSING WASTES

--TRASH, IX RESINS, HULLS, ETC.

--SOME SALTS

--SOME HARDWARE, EMPTY TANKS, ETC.

ALL NON-REPROCESSING WASTES

--"ORDINARY" LLW

--"ABOVE CLASS C" LLW

--WIPP WASTES

--NARM WASTES

11
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(7590-01)

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

10 CFR Part 61

Disposal of Radioactive Wastes

AGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

ACTION: Proposed rule.

SUMMARY: The NRC is publishing proposed amendments which require disposal of

"greater-than-Class-C" low-level radioactive wastes in a deep geologic

repository unless disposal elsewhere has been approved by the Commission. The

proposed amendments obviate the need for altering existing classifications of

radioactive wastes as high-level or low-level.

DATE: Comment period expires 4 ' . Comments received after this

date will be considered if it is practical to do so, but the Commission is able

to assure consideration only for comments received on or before this date.

ADDRESS: Mail written comments to: Secretary, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission, Washington, D. C. 20555, Attention: Docketing and Service Branch.

Deliver comments to: Room 1121, 1717 H Street, NW, Washington, DC,

between 7:30 a.m. and 4:15 p.m. Federal workdays.

Copies of the regulatory analysis and comments received may be examined at:

the NRC Public Document Room at 1717 H Street NW, Washington, D. C., between

7:30 a.m. and 4:15 p.m.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: W. Clark Prichard, Division of Engineering,

Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

Washington, D. C. 20555, telephone (301) 492-3884.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Background

On February 27, 1987, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission published an

Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (ANPRM) (51 FR 5992) announcing its

intent to revise the definition of the term "high-level radioactive waste"

(HLW) that appears in 10 CFR Part 60. In the ANPRM, the C6mmission reviewed

the previous statutory and regulatory uses of the term "high-level radioactive

waste," the NRC's current regulations related to waste classification and

disposal, and the pertinent provisions of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982,

Pub.L. 97-425, 42 U.S.C. 10101 et seq. (NWPA). As indicated in the ANPRM, the

NWPA includes a specific definition of "high-level radioactive waste" and the

Commission was considering a change to its own rules to conform to that

definition.

In the ANPRM, the Commission proposed to define HLW in a manner

that in general would apply the term "high-level radioactive waste" to

materials in amounts and concentrations exceeding numerical values that would

be stated explicitly in the form of a table. Thus, HLW would be characterized

by the kind of hazard that could only be guarded against by disposal in a

geologic repository or equivalent facility. Those wastes that could be

disposed of safely in an "intermediate" disposal facility would continue to be

classified as low-level radioactive waste rather than as HLW.

COMMENTS

The Commission solicited comments on several specific issues and received

letters from nearly 100 public agencies, private organizations, and

individuals. Virtually all comments on the ANPRM agreed with the Commission on

one point: use of the term "high-level radioactive waste," at least under

Clause (B) of the NWPA definition, serves to identify those wastes which

require the degree of isolation afforded by a deep geologic repository.

However, comments differed widely regarding the specific wastes perceived to

require that degree of isolation. Some comments advocated classification of

all radioactive wastes, other than the most innocuous, as HLW while other

comments would prefer to reclassify as low-level large quantities of defense

reprocessing wastes long regarded as HLW. Conspicuously absent from the
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comments was any consensus regarding the means to be used by the Commission to

distinguish HLW from non-HLW. For example, even the basic concept of a

numerical definition of HLW, as suggested in the ANPR, was criticized as an

invitation to dilute or fractionate wastes solely to alter their

classification. In light of the comments received, the Commission's own review

of available technical information related to waste classification and

"intermediate" disposal facilities, and review of relevant statutory purposes,

the Commission has determined that it would be best to proceed quite

differently from its original suggestion in the ANPR.

REPROCESSING WASTES

The NWPA first labels as HLW, under Clause (A), the "highly radioactive

material resulting from the reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel, including

liquid waste produced directly in reprocessing and any solid material derived

from such liquid waste that contains fission products in sufficient

concentrations." Clause (A) wastes have little significance for purposes of

NWPA, since the Federal Government was already responsible for the disposal of

all reprocessing wastes at the time the statute was passed. (The only

commercially-generated reprocessing wastes were made a Federal Government

responsibility in 1980 pursuant to the West Valley Demonstration Project Act.

Pub.L. 96-368, 42 U.S.C. 2021a note.) In light of this fact, the Commission

believes that the preferable construction of the statute is to conform to the

traditional definition. Under this approach, materials that are HLW for

purposes of the licensing-jurisdiction provisions of the Energy Reorganization

.Act of 1974 (ERA) will also be regarded as HLW under NWPA. This would include

the primary reprocessing waste streams at DOE facilities, though not the

incidental wastes produced in reprocessing.

OTHER WASTES

In the ANPRM, the Commission proposed to classify wastes as HLW or non-HLW

by examining the disposal capability of hypothetical, "intermediate" disposal
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facilities less secure than a deep geologic repository. Wastes which could not

be safely disposed of in such facilities would be classified as HLW.

Following publication of the ANPRM, a technical report (Kocher, D. C. and

A. G. Croff, A Proposed Classification System for High-Level and Other

Radioactive Wastes, ORNL/TM-10289, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, 1987) was

published which attempted to provide a technical basis for classification of

wastes as HLW or non-HLW. This report described a number of conceptual

"intermediate" disposal facilities which would use either engineered barriers

or deeper burial to provide a degree of waste isolation intermediate between

that of shallow land burial and a deep geologic repository. The authors

attempted an analysis of the waste isolation capability of such facilities but,

emphasizing the site-specific nature of such analyses and the very large

uncertainties involved, concluded that "[a]t the present time . . . [such

facilities are] not sufficiently developed to provide a basis for defining

waste classes, and disposal of any wastes using [such facilities] must be

considered on a case-by-case basis." Kocher and Croff then presented an

alternative approach for defining HLW which, In essence, is based solely on the

short-term storage and handling risks associated with the heat and external

radiation levels generated by a waste. The Commission could not accept this

alternative approach since it bears no correlation to the degree of waste

isolation required following disposal.

The Commission's review of Kocher and Croff's study leads it to the same

conclusion regarding the impracticability of waste classification based on

analyses of the performance of intermediate disposal facilities. If waste

classification is to be at all realistic, additional disposal facility

development must be completed which will provide a supportable basis for such

classification. Such disposal facility development is more properly the

responsibility of DOE rather than NRC. However, the very small volume (about

2,000 M3 through the year 2020) of commercially-generated, greater-than-Class-C

(GTCC) wastes may make an intermediate disposal facility economically

unattractive. Because no such facility now exists for disposal of

commercially-generated wastes, and because there is no assurance that one will

ever be constructed, the Commission believes that an alternative, technically

conservative approach should be taken.
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The Commission proposes to require disposal of all GTCC wastes in a deep

geologic repository unless disposal elsewhere has been explicitly approved by

the Commission. This proposal reflects the Commission's view that intermediate

disposal facilities may never be available, in which case a repository would be

the only type of facility generally capable of providing safe disposal for GTCC

wastes. At the same time, the Commission wishes to avoid foreclosing possible

use of intermediate disposal facilities by the Department of Energy (DOE). If

DOE chooses to develop one or more intermediate disposal facilities, the

Commission anticipates that the acceptability of such facilities would be

evaluated in the light of the particular circumstances, considering for example

the existing performance objectives of 10 CFR Part 61 and any generally

applicable environmental radiation protection standards that might have been

established by the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency. Technical criteria

to Implement the performance objectives and environmental standards would be

developed by the Commission after DOE had completed its conceptual design and

selected a site for a specific type of facility.

The Commission considers that the proposal presented in this notice would

obviate any need to reclassify certain GTCC wastes as HLW. The proposal

follows the alternative approach alluded to in the ANPRM, that the Commission

"need not exercise NWPA Clause (B) authority in order to assure that

radioactive wastes from licensed activities are disposed of properly" (52 FR

5998). Many comments on the ANPRM advocated classification of all GTCC wastes

as HLW in order to ensure availability of a safe disposal "home" for those

wastes, but this proposal achieves the same purpose while leaving open the

prospect that an intermediate disposal facility may prove attractive at some

time in the future. (Since the possibility of using such a facility is left

open, the Commission is not now determining that the wastes, even if.highly

radioactive, do in fact "require permanent isolation"; accordingly, the NWPA

definition of HLW does not apply). Moreover, this proposal avoids the problem

of trying to distinguish HLW from non-HLW without an adequate technical basis

for doing so. And the legal and administrative complications identified in the

ANPRM, as well as questions as to the retroactive application of any new

classification, would be avoided or reduced. However, additional legislation
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may be needed by DOE to provide for payment of disposal costs for above Class C

wastes, or to authorize receipt of such wastes for disposal at a repository.

The Commission also observes that the statutory framework for nuclear

waste matters has changed greatly since enactment of NWPA. When that law was

passed, it placed a responsibility on the Federal government to receive,

manage, and dispose of certain wastes (HLW as well as spent nuclear fuel) in

geologic repositories. In that context, the definition of the term "high-level

radioactive waste" assumed importance because it provided a basis for

differentiating between State and Federal responsibilities. This concern was

subsequently mooted by adoption of the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy

Amendments Act of 1985, Pub.L. 99-240, 42 U.S.C. 2021b et seq. This later

statute established a Federal Government responsibility .for the disposal of

commercially generated wastes with radionuclide concentrations exceeding the

limits established in 10 CFR Part 61 for Class C radioactive waste. In view of

this development, the Commission perceives little practical importance or

significance in proceeding with a precise definition of HLW. To do so would

not advance the objectives of NWPA.

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS

In line with the foregoing discussion, therefore, the.-Commission is

proposing two changes to its existing rules. First, by amending 10 CFR 61.55,

it would henceforth require all greater-than-Class-C waste to be disposed of in

a geologic repository unless an alternative proposal is approved by the

Commission. Second, the jurisdictional reach of 10 CFR Part 61 would be

extended to cover all activities of the Department of Energy that may be

subject to the licensing and regulatory authority of the Commission. This is

intended to reflect the policy of the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy

Amendments Act, which provides that all commercially-generated waste with

concentrations exceeding Class C limits shall be disposed of in a facility

licensed by the Commission that the Commission determines is adequate to

protect the public health and safety. This change would take the form of

eliminating the more restrictive language regarding the Department of Energy

that appears in the definition of the term "Person" in §61.2.

7
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Environmental Impact: Categorical Exclusion

The NRC has determined that this proposed regulation is the type of

action described in categorical exclusion 10 CFR 51.22(c)(2). Therefore

neither an environmental impact statement nor an environmental assessment has

been prepared for this proposed regulation.

The first change, pertaining to the definition of "person," is corrective

in that it merely-reflects the broader jurisdiction of the Commission under the

Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act. The modification is not

substantial.

The second change, pertaining to the disposal of greater-than-Class-C

radioactive wastes in a geologic repository, is minor. The existing

regulations in 10 CFR Part 61 already preclude disposal of GTCC in a Part 61

licensed disposal facility without further review and approval. This amendment

does no more than state the Commission's conclusion that, in the absence of

such an approved alternative, a geologic repository is the only currently

authorized facility acceptable for GTCC disposal without further review by the

Commission. Thus, it is a minor change to specify that the "more stringent"

methods are to include disposal in a repository, where it is also expressly

provided that, as before, proposals for other methods of disposal may still be

submitted to the Commission for approval. No substantial modification of

existing regulations is involved.

Paperwork Reduction Act Statement

This proposed rule does not contain a new or amended information

collection requirement subject to the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980

(44 U.S.C. 3501 et seq.). Existing requirements were approved by the Office

of Management and Budget approval number 3150-0135.

Regulatory Analysis

The Commission has prepared a draft regulatory analysis for this proposed

regulation. The analysis examines the costs and benefits of the alternatives

considered by the Commission. The draft analysis is available for inspection

in the NRC Public Document Room, 1717 H Street NW, Washington, DC. Single
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copies of the draft analysis may be obtained from W. Clark Prichard, Division

of Engineering, Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission, Washington, D.C. 20555, teltphone (301) 492-3884.

The Commission requests public comment on the draft regulatory analysis.

Comments on the draft analysis may be submitted to the NRC as indicated under

the ADDRESSES heading.

Regulatory Flexibility Act Certification

In accordance with the Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1980 (5 U.S.C.

605(b)) and NRC Size Standards (December 9, 1985, 50 FR 50241), the Commission

certifies that this proposed rule will not have a significant economic impact

on a substantial number of small entities. The only entity subject to

regulation under this proposed rule would be the U.S. Department of Energy,

which does not fall within the scope of the definition of "small entities" set

forth in the Regulatory Flexibility Act. All waste generators, some of which

might be classified as small entities, must pay the costs associated with

management and disposal of the wastes they generate. This proposed rule would

not affect those costs since it preserves all options currently available for

waste disposal. Only DOE's selection of a specific disposal technology from

the full range of alternatives available would potentially have an economic

impact on small entities.

List of Subjects in 10 CFR Part 61

Low-level waste, Nuclear materials, Penalty, Radioactive waste, Reporting

and recordkeeping requirements, Waste classification, Waste treatment and

disposal.

Backfitting Analysis

The NRC has determined that the backfit rule, 10 CFR 50.109, does not

apply to this proposed rule, and therefore, that a backfit analysis is not

required for this proposed rule, because these amendments do not involve any

provisions which would impose backfits as defined in 10 CFR 50.109(a)(1).
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For the reasons set out in the preamble and under the authority of the

Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974,

as amended, and 5 U.S.C. 553, the NRC is proposing to adopt the following

amendments to 10 CFR Part 61.

PART 61 -- LICENSING REQUIREMENTS FOR LAND DISPOSAL OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE

1. The authority citation for Part 61 continues to read as follows:

AUTHORITY: Secs. 53, 57, 62, 63, 65, 81, 161, 182, 183, 68 Stat. 930, 932,

933, 935, 948, 953, 954, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2073, 2077, 2092, 2093, 2095,

2111, 2201, 2232, 2233); secs. 202, 206, 88 Stat. 1244, 1246 (42 U.S.C. 5842,

5846); secs. 10 and 14, Pub.L. 95-601, 92 Stat. 2951 (42 U.S.C. 2021a and 5851).

For the purposes of Sec. 223, 68 Stat. 958, as amended, (42 U.S.C. 2273);

Tables 1 and 2, §§61.3, 61.24, 61.25, 61.27(a) 61.41 through 61.43, 61.52,

61.53, 61.55, 61.56, and 61.61 through 61.63 are issued under Sec. 161b, 68

Stat. 948 as amended (42 U.S.C. 2201(b)); §§61.10 through 61.16, 61.24, and

61.80 are issued under Sec. 161o, 68 Stat. 950, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2201(o)).

2. In §61.2, the definition of "person" Is revised in the alphabetical

sequence to read as follows:

§ 61.2 Definitions.

As used in this part:
x * * * *

"Person" means (1) any individual, corporation, partnership, firm,

association, trust, estate, public or private institution, group, government

agency other than the Commission or the Department df Energy (except that the

Department of Energy is considered a person within the meaning of the

regulations in this part to the extent that its facilities and activities are

subject to the licensing and related regulatory authority of the Commission

pursuant to law), any State or any political subdivision of or any political

entity within a State, any foreign government or nation or any political
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subdivision of any such government or nation, or other entity; and (2) any

legal successor, representative, agent, or agency of the foregoing.
* * * * *

2. In §61.55, paragraph (a) is amended by revising paragraph (a)(2)(iv)

to read as follows:

§ 61.55 Waste classification.

(a) * *

(iv) Waste that is not generally acceptable for near-surface disposal is

waste for which waste form and disposal methods must be different, and in

general more stringent, than those specified for Class C waste. In the absence

of specific requirements in this part, such waste must be disposed of in a

geologic repository as defined in Part 60 of this chapter unless proposals for

disposal of such waste in a disposal site licensed pursuant to this part are

submitted to the Commission for approval.

* * * *

Dated at Washington, D.C. this day of , 1988.

For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

Samuel J. Chilk,

Secretary of the Commission.
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CUNITED STATES

\ 4 .°0 NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. 0. C- 255

STATE LIAISOF' OFFICERS
ALL AGREEMENT AND NON-AGREEMENT STATES
LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISTRIBUTION

ADVANCE NOTICE OF PPOPOSED RULEMAKING RE: DEFINITION OF HIGH-LEVEL
RADIOACTTVE WASTE

For your information and comment, please find enclosed the advance notice of
proposed rulemaking, "Definition of 'High-Level Radioactive Waste,' 10 CFR
Part 60." This notice was published in the Federal Register, Volume 52,
No. 39, Friday, February 27, 1987, pp. 5992-6001.

The Commission intends to modify the definition of high-level radioactive
waste (HLW) in previouslv adopted regulations (10 CFR Part 60) so as to follow
more closely the statutory definition in the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 198?
(NWPAI. The Commission identifies in this advance notice of proposed
rulemaking a number of legal and technical considerations that are pertinent
to the definition of HLW and solicits public comment on alternative approaches
for developing a rpvised definition.

The comment period expires April 29, 1987. Your comments should be sent to
the Secretary of the Commission, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Washington, DC 20555. Attention: Dockoting and Service Branch. For further
information, contact Clark Prichard, Division of Engineering Safety, Office of
Nuclear Regulatory Research, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington,
DC ?0555. His telephone is (301) 443-7668.

Copies of this notice were sent separately to the first repository HLW State
and Tribal distribution by the Division of Waste Management.

Considerations of special concern that OSP highlights are:

o Relationship to State role that discusses the classification of
"above Class C" Wastes as HLW or non-HLW having no impact on State
government responsibilities. (Section III.D.)

o Applicability of HLW definition to naturally-occurring and
.accelerator-produced radioactive materials (NARM). Under certpin
conditions, NARM could be disposed of in a geologic repository
developed under KWPA. (Sections III.F and IV.8)

The notice discusses nine issues on which public comments are particularly
sought in Part IV.
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Additional information may also be obtained from Dr. Stephen Salomon of our
office. His phone is (301) 492-9881.

6. Wayne KiLr, Director
Office of State Programs I

Enclosure:
As stated
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NUC -FRREGLATO
- ~OMMISSSON

'flnllOf -HfWjAwsf 10a active
* . ~W"Wf- ,

-U C Nudes Replaory
Commsston.
AMCMSe Advance notice of proposed

SUMMARY. Tke Commlsslon has
previously adopted regulations wor
disposal of bifh-level radioactive wastes
(LW) In gao ogic repositorls (10 CFER
Part W) The Commission Intends to

odif the definition of HLW In those
regulations to a to follow more closely
the statutory definition in the Nuclear
Wate Policy Act of 12 (NWPA. In
this advance notice of proposed
=nmak%*nottc&). the Com mission
Identifies andS xth tCal
consideratIons that are pertinent to the
definition of HLW and solicits public
comment on alternative approaches for
developing a revised definition.
OATM Comment period expires April
2z,2987. Comments received after tis
date will be considered If It Is practical
to do so. but assurance of considestion
can be given only for comments
received on or before this date.
£DORESSc Send comments or
agestions to the Secretary of the
Commission. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. Washington. DC 20555.
Attention Docleting and Service
Branch. Copies of comments received
end of documents referenced in this
notice may be examined at the NRC
Public Document Room 177 H Street
NW. Washington. DC. Copies of
NUREG documents may be purchased
through the US. Government Printing
Office by calling (202J 275060 or-by
Writing to the U.S. Government Printing
OfMlee P.O. Box 3708Z Washington. DC
20013-7082. CopIes of NUREG and DOE
documents may also be purchased from
the National Technical Information
Service. U-S. Department of Commerce,
528S Port Royal Road. Springfield. VA

FOR FUWTn! II04POATION CONTACT W.
Clark Prichard. Division of Engineering
Safety. Office of Nuclear Regulatory

I
. .. A .
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Research. US Nuclear Reulatory
Commission. Washington DC 20553.
telephone (301) 443-6
SUPftEMTAMI nOUTI06

L Introductont and 4ckgurond
Radioactive wastes contain a wide

variety of radlonuclidesi each with its
own half-lUfa and other radiological
characteristics. These radlonuclides ar
present in concentrations varying rom
extremely high to barely detectable. On*
type of waste. generated by
reprocessina fent nucler fue contains

bob onliedradlonclddeswhc
pose a long-terl hazard to human
health andother shorter-lived nuclIdes
which produce intense levels of
radiation This combination of highly-
concentrated short-lived nuclides
together with other very long-lived
nuclides has historically been described
by the term "high-level radioactive
wastes" (LW). There has long been a
recognition that such waste materials
require long-term Isolation from man's
biologlcal environment and that. In view
of pubic heath and safety
considerations, disposal of such wastes
should be accomplished by the Federal
government on Federally owned land
This polcy was codified by the Atomic
Energy Commission (AEC) in 1970 i
Appendix F to 10 OER Part 50.

A.PEreviouauseofihtern "IlL .'l
Appendix F. HLW was defined in terms
of the sourcof the msterlal ratheu than
its hazardous characteristics
Specifically. HLW was defined as
"those aqueous wastes resulting from
the operation of the first cycle solvent
extraction system, or equivalent, and the
concentrated wastes from subsequent
extraction cycles equlvalent, in a
facility for reprocessing Irradiated
reactor fuel As used tn Appendix P.
'high-level waste" thus refers to the
highly concentrated (and hazardous)
waste containing virtually aUl the fission
product and transuranic elements
(except plutonium) present in Irradiated
reactor fueL The term does not Include
Incidental wastes resulting from
reprocessing plant operations such as
ion exchange beds. sludges. and
contaminated laboratory Items, clothing.
tools. and equipment. Neither are
radioactive hulls and other Irradiated
and contaminated fuel structural
hardware within the Appendix F
definition.'

See 34 FR VIZ. ?une Ia 9 (notice Of popd
rualemklng 3 FR 17533 at 1733L November 4.
tam (ina riul4X Incidental wastes generated is
further treatmen of HLW (e>. decontainasted mall
with residual activities o the arder of I5. naCI
Cs-ia. 30 nCIft Sr-4 2 nalas AL as described in
the Departmet of Eneray FES an love.term
manapment t defense tLW at the Sawannab RWva

o S utorustt .d fzjrn LW fbtdTho first Stautoy use~of.&ah usdpnllWo ..dspq1&L4t
igb-level radloaca waste" occurs in includes the following d.efinito.

the Marine Protectio Researchd ad ter l
Sanctuaries Act of 1972 (Marine meno te high lee radioactive s whch
Sanctuaries Act Congress adopted the w produced by the reprocessing at the
AppendixP definition. but broadened it Cc ateo spent ul 8ue term
to Include unreprocessed spent fuel as Icludes both liquid wastes whc are
welL. Two years later. the AEC was produced dtrectiy in reprocessing dry sold
abolished and Its functons wer divided Material derived from m liquid waste VWbetween the Energy Research and . uh or atel a thCon e
Development Administration A designates as hi levd radioactive wasts for
now the Department of Energy. DOEI rpoes of protecting the pbi healtih and
and the Nuclear Regulqao Commissounes
(NRC or Commission) by a Energy
Reorganization Act of 29746 Pub. 93- The Commission has not yet
43U842 U.S.C. sat Under thin designated any "other materal a
legislation, certain activities of ERDA HLW unider the West Valley AcL
were to be subject to the Commissions Rather. it has construed the tem in a
licensing and regulatory authority. manner equivalent to the 10 CR 50
Speificaly. NRC was to exercise Appendix F definitlon. That in. It Is the
licensing authority as to certain nuclear liquid wastes In storage at Weal Valley
reactors and the following waste and the dry solid material derived frm
facilities solidification activities that are regarded

(I) Facilities used primal for the receipt as HLW. and It is DOIrs plans with
and of high-levol radioactive wastes respect to such wastes that aen sublect
resulting from activities licensed uIder th to the Commission's review.
[Atornic Ewa] yAxL

(2) Ratrievata Surface Storm Facilitles B Cwrent NC reguladosn The
and other facilities authodrized for the epr Commission has adopted regulations

rpoe of ubsequet log-term sorage of that govern the licensin Of DOE
Ileel radioa e waste generated by the activities at geologic repositories for the

mniaton jnow DE, which are not disposal of HLW. The regulations deffnedfor. are part ol r dHLW in the jurisdictional sense That is.
developmt acti If the facility I for the "store" of

Although neither the statut nor the 'HLWW as contemplated by the Enear
egislative story defines the ter Reorganization Act the prescribed
high-level radioactive waste," earlier procedures and criteria would apply.4

ae of the ter in Appendi F and th The appropriate definition for this
farine Sanctuaries Act bs Indicative of purpose draws upon the d

the meaning. The Commission so In 1974. as reflected In Appendix F and
construed the statute when It declared the Marine Sanctuaries Ac, rather than
spent nuclear fuel to be a form of HSW the words of the West Valley Act of
andl by the same token. when it fund more limited purpose and scope.
transuranlc-contaminated wastes not to It should be emphasized that NRC's
be BLW.4eitn euaiosi atWd o

A different statutory formuna appears requre t lationy radiParti80v d nlatrf
in the West Valley Demonstration weathat ay oradoative matoed ri
Project Act (West Valley Act). enacted whoethrd or Inot, beol stocreds ory-
in 1980 This legislation authorizes the dsoe fi elgcrpstr.
Department of Energy (DOE) to carry
out a high-level radioactive waste Se 0(dL Pub, L -G, 42 Uv.SC =a nOde
management demonstration project for * NRC resulattio ae codified Is ISCFR Put UoCPart ao. 003 ia require to have a license tothe purpose of demonstrating receive source. spca nucleato byprodud
solidification techniques which can be matanial at apologi repository operations area,

;

leat. DOgIMs oon. 191 would aiso under the
sam reasona, be outside the Appendi F
definition.

a Set .Pub. L 92133 u amended by Pub. L 93-
I5 (19741. 33 U.1.C4 i2.

C Sac . N i L 04L 42 USC 564Z Nucea
waste manspagent responslbilltis were
subsequently tranasfrred to the Department of
Energy. Sea. 2al( . 301(s). PA L 95. 42
UJ.C. 7133(asa3. ?13i(al

4 Propoed General Statement od PolcC.
-LcansinS Pvcadures for Geologic Repositories for
Wsh-LeWal Radioactive Wastas. 42 FR 5383.
W3SM November 17. 19 Repo"t to Conus.
Re$ultioa O Federai Radioactive Waste

Actlvttes NUREG-W (197132.34 Appendix
C.

I60.1 A geologic repository OPerat01ons area Is
defined to refer toe a HLW r dWu which In Wu1s
defined as a facility sublec to NRC licandrsi
authority under the Eer Rorgauaon Ad of
1974. note &SUPM I 6. Te PamtU delwld of
HLW. ibid. is as fnollw

-HIgh-lavel radioactIve waste or LMW
(1) Uradlsted re fh*L (23 liquid wastes resulting
from the operatlon Of the frt Cycle solvn
extraction system, or aquvanL and the
concentrated wastes fom subsequent xraction
cydc or equivalent, In a facility for tep ces n
Irradiated reactor fueL and (3) solids it w
much liquid wastes have ben convert

In the vent that commeril repocessing Of
irrudlatad reactor ful ti pbred Appendix F oilS
CFR Part so would require that the resulting
reprocessing wastes he transafered to a Federal
rePOSito7y
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Nor do they provide that radioactive
materals must be HLW rder to be
dlb0 for disposal In a geologic
repository. Part 0 expressly provides
for NRC review and licensing with
respect to ay radioactive materials that
ma be eplaced In * ologic
reposit authored L spoul f
1HLW. i e gh l radioive

" hn PartO Idene the dass of
faclities ubect Oo NRC Itolic

CMMlo hao lo adoped.
ryulations related to lnd disposal of
lowevel radioactive wastes (10 CR
Part I)Based an analyses f potential

health hazards, t regulations
Identify thre classes of low-efl a
radioactive wastes which are routinely
acceptable for near-surface disposal.
with 'Class C denoting the highest
radionuclide concentrations of the thre
Class C does not. however, denote a
maximum concentration limit for low-
level wastes. The low-level waste
category Includes all wastes not
otherwise classified. while HLW is
currently defined by source (rather than
concentration or hazard) and is limited
to reprocessing wastes and spent fuel.
Thus, there is no regulatory limit on the
concentrations of ILW, and some LLW
(exceedig Class C concentrations) may
hve concentrations approaching those
of HLW. These are the wastes which the
Commission wishes to evaluate for
possible dlauification as HLW. The
Appendix to this notice presents
Infornationon the volumes and
characteristics of wastes with
radionuclide concentrations exceeding
the Class Coconcentration limits. fris
Appendix was prepared in h8 DOE is
currently carrying out a study of -above
Class C wastes which will update the
Information presented her)

-C. M Nclar Waste PoLicy Act of 18
The Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982
(NWPA Pubx L 97-25 provides for the
development of repositories for the
sposalof hlevel radioactive wast

and establisheu a progra of research,
development. and demonstration
regarding the disposal of high-lel
radioactive waste.' T~he NWPA follows.
with some modification. the text of the
West Valley Act For purposes of the
NWPA. the term "high-level radioactive
waste" means: ' -

(A) The highly radioactive material
resulting from the reprocessing of spent
nuclear fuel. including liquid waste
produced directly in reprocessing and
any solid material derived from such
liquid waste that contains fission

* r po the NWPA. 'pent ucdear uer
-n dhwuihsed oram V4enel rndtoactiv waste.'
but tbc prvlats of *te ntute deasl with such
spent nudcear uel aea not of present conce.

products In suifficient concentratioms
and

(B) Otr highly radioactive materl
that the Commisso, cotnsistent with
existing law. deannsby rule requires
permanent Islao'

It should be noted that the NWPA
does not - that ate garded
as HLW prt to this definition be

spoed of eologic repoidtor.
Ined.teNW PAdiets h ertr
of DOEi) to continue and accelert a
prga of reerkdevlopment and
Investigation of altenative mensand
techntologoes for he pemnn diposa
of HLW.'* PartS 00ent the chun~es
dicsenthis n otice would alow for
consideration of such alternatives by th
Commission. Nevertheless. the NWPA
does not specifically authorize DOE to
construct or operate facilities for
disposal by alternative mnean.a nd newr
legislative authorikation might be
needed In order to dispose of 11nW by
mean other than emplacement n an,
deep geologic repository.
IL Considerations for Defining "High-
Level Radocve Waste"

Wastes which have historically been
referred to as HLW (Le. reprocessing
wastes) are Initially both Intensely
radioastive and long-lved. These
wastes contain a wide variety of
radionuclides. Some (principally Sr-GO
and Cs-%V are relatively short-lived
and represent a large fraction of the
radioactivity for the flrt few centuries
after the wastes are produced. These
nuclides produce significant amounts of
heat and radiation, both of which are of
concern when disposing of such wastes.
Other nuclides, Including C-14. To-W. I-
29 and transuranic aucdides. have very

long half-lives and thus constitute the
longer-term hazard of the wastes Some
of these nuclides pose a hazard for
sufficiently long periods of time that the
term "permanent isolation" Is used to
describe the type of disposal required to
isolate them from man's environment.
The Commission considers that these
two characteristics. Intense
radioactivity for a few centuries
foLlowed by a long-term hazard
requirg permanent isolation. are key
features wrhich can be used to
distinguish high-level wastes from other
waste categories.

-The NWPA Identifies two sources of
HIW. each of which Is discussed
,separately In the following sections.

* Sc 124 PA LP-M 42 USC =01(12)
Bec. 241e) .a,6authortzes te Commission to
das4 cetin ,adioactive matel as low4evt
radioactive wats

" SecM Z PA L S7-42. 42 U.SC. 20m

A. IOum(A)
Claus (A)L of the KWPA definition of

11LW refers to wstn produced by
rpocesing spent nuclear fat and thus
Is ssentially Identical to the
Commlslon's current HLW definition In
10 CMR Part 60 Clause (A) Is. however.
different I one respect. The NWPA
wording would clsify solidified
reprocessing waste as 1HLW only if such
waste "contains fission products in
sufficient concentrations"'- phrase
that May Nefle the possibility that
liquid reprocsing stes may be

rt nd or othenrws teated so that
some of theolidified products will
contain substantlly reduced
concentratlons of radlonucides.

The question. then'Ib whether
Commiulon should (1) numerIcally
specify the concentrations of fission
products which It would consider
"sufficient" to distinguish HLW from
non-HLW under Clause (fA or (2) define

LWW so as to equate the Clause (A)
wastes with those which have
traditionally been regarded as HLW.

1. Numerically Specifying
Concentrations of Fission Products

The first option considered is to
numerically define "sufficient
con centrations of fission products.
Uquid reprocessing wastes may contain
slglflent amounts of non-radioactive
salts.and removal of these salts prior to
waste solidification may be desirable
for both economic and public health and
safety reasons. Removal of salts in this
; would result in a smaller volume of

radioactive wastes. which might
reduce the cost and radiological Impacts
associated with transportation and
occupational handling of those wastes.
Nevertheless, any salts removed from
liquid HLW would retain residual
amounts of radioactive contaminants
By establishing numerical limits on the
concentrations of fission products, the
Commission would be Identifying those
wastes from reprocessing that require
disposal In a deep geologic repository or
its equivalent. The proper classification
of the salts discussed above would then
be made on the basis of the numerical
limits on radionuclide concentrations
and the salts would be disposed of
accordingly. In other cases, certain
radionuclides may be removed from the
bulk liquid reprocessing waste (as has
been done In removing cesium and
strontium from wristes at Hanford).
raising similar questions about the
clsslfication of the remaining waste
and acceptable methods of disposal. For
these reasons, there would be merit In
numerically specifying the
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concentrations of radlonadlides in
solidified rep n wastes which
would dst h HLW fro o-LW.

ClaussArefto solidified waste
-tha$ contalns fission products in
sufilcient concentrations." No mention
is made of she Iogled transuranic
radlonuclides v ae also present Ln
liquid reprocessing wastes but. since the
transuraulcs constitute the predominant
long-teorm hazard of e
wastes. suchn de ms be
considered awell in definin
reprocessing wastes that should be
regarded as HLW. With this view. a
numerical clasificatio of soldifled
wastes under Cause (A) could be
derived In the sam manner, and
contain the same concentration limits.
as tbe numerical definitions developed
under Clause (B) Derivation of
concentration limits under Cause (B) Is
discussed in the following section of this
notice.)
2 Traditional Definition

The alternate approach Is to defie
HLW so as to equate the category of
Cause (A) wastes with those wastes
which have traditionally been regarded
as HLW under Appendix F to 10 CFR
Part 50 and the Energy Reorganization
Act. The advantage of this option Is that
the term HLW retains Its utility in
defining the facilities that are subject to
NRC licensing. That Is, all materials that
have traditionally been considered BLW
for purposes of the Enerry
Reorganization Act would also be
regarded as MLW under the Nuclear
Waste Policy Act. The disadvantage Is
that some materials might continue to
faUl within the HLW classification even
though they do not require the degree of
isolation afforded by a repository. They
would be called "HLW" even though the
technical community might not so regard
them.
3. Other Considerations Regarding
Clause (A) Options

The Commission would add two
observations regarding the options
discussed above.

a. Development of a definition under
Clause (A). as suggested by the first
option, would not alter the
Commission's existing authority to
license DOE waste facilities, including
defense wastes facilities, under the
Energy Reorganization Act of 1974
(ERA). Any classification of wastes as
non-HLW on the bads that they do not
contain 'suflcient concentrations" of
fission products would be Irrelevant-In
determining whether such wastes must
be disposed of in licensed disposal
facilities. For example. if DOE were to
pursue its proposal for In-place

stablizatlio of the HanforW -an
wastes (s DO0/E1S-011 Match.
I9M8) most or all of the dsposal
"falities" for those wastes would need
to be licensed by the NRC.

b. Retaining the traditional definition
for purposes of Clause (A) does not limit
the Commission's ability to establish at
some later date criteria to define wastes

at requi the {olatlon afforded by a
deep geologic repository or Its
equ iv alentb That ls. w aste reqrn
such lsolatlon could be Identifed by
term other than "igh-leve.
Z Clause (B)

Cause (MB of the NWA authories
the Commission to classi "other highly
radioactive materiar (other than
reprocessing wastes) a HLW if that
material "requires permanent isolatlon."
The Commission considers that both
characteristics (highly radioactive and
requiring permanent Isolation) must be
present sImultaneously il order to
classify a material as HLW.I Each of
these characteristics s discsed in turn
in the following section
1. Highly Radioactive

The Commission proposes is to
consider a material "highly radioactive"
if It contains concentrations of short-
lived radionudlides In exces of the
Class C limit of Table of 50 CFR Part
61. Such concentrations ar sufficient to
produce snicant radiation levels and
to generate subtantial amounts of heaL
Moreover. the Class C concentration
limits for short-lived -uclides
approximate the actual concentrations
of thos nuclides present in some
existing reprocessing wastes (see.
NU BE Tabe 4).

Z Permanent Isolation
The phrase "permanent isolation" li

NWPA In much less subjective than Is
"highly radioactive." Within the context
of NWPA. "permanent Isolation clearly
Implies the degree of Isolation afforded
by a deep geologic repository. Thus. ai

I hn Commeaioa would notd Ihnable ft
aruetthat a matera -pu~ns pera-na
omb i hihl radloactive Th need

for pedane beobatlom conulatuS with the length d
tim a mater will remain hazardos Long ha-
lIvf, in II= correlate with km rathe ean hig

s Al referencete to propo" by the
Comnmiselo refer only to ita tectaiva views. No
formal proposals will be developed uDiml menta
am received It reapoma. to this oie

ta The NWPA Includes the follawin deflindon:
The term 'diposer mom the eole taa

repoeltoty ofhIgh-level radloectlve wea. spe
nuclear feA or other higly radioactive material
with no foreseeable lntent of recovery, whether ar
aot eu plaen pe the roery
Waste.

waste "requires t Isolation' I
it cannot be saifd ms of n a
faclit le" srecur than a repository.
no Commission will determine which
wastes require permanent Isolation by
evaluating the disposa capabilitie o
alternative. less secue disposal
facilities." Any wastes which cannot
be safely disposed of In such facilities
will be deemed to req p anent
Isolation and, If also hhly adloactivo,
would be classifed as hlevel wastes

he approach which thi Commission
proposes to pursue to determine which
wastes requires permanent Isolation will
be an extenslon of the 10 CFRuPadt
waste claaincatoa naly ad will
consist of the ollowing tep.

a. Estabsh acceptance criiteoi 10
CFR Part el currently contains -
performance objectives for disposal of
radioactive wastes Inu land dispoal
fadllty. These performance objectves
will serve as acceptac crite for
wase classification analyse but might
need to be supplemented for specific
types of faciities or wastes e Part 61
performance objectives may alo need
to be supplemented to accomoeda
any environmental standard fornon
HLW which may b promulgated by the
US Envronmental Protec Agency
pursuant to Its authodty under the
Atomic Energy Act of 1954 a as end

ba Define disposalaocily. Th hazard
which a radioactive waste poses to
public health depends. ti part, on the
nature of the facility used for Its
disposal. Thus, a reference disposal
facility, less secure than a repository,
needs to be defined in terms of the
characteristics which contribute to
I-e'stlon of wastes from the
environment For land disposal
facilities. such characteristics might
include depth of disposaL use of
engineered barriers, and the geologic.
hydrologic and geochemical features of
a disposal site.

c. Charocterize wastes. Wastes will
be characterized in terms of the factors
which determine their hazard and
behavior after disposaL Including

Th tam 'repoditary"msar an N ysat blcned
by the Coem-em that Is inte bed s hed l
or my be uaed for. the permanet de solop
dteposal of hIgh-le radioactive waste ad epend
nudeer hul, whether or not edch system to deaud
to permit the recover. for a limited period during
initial operatio. deny metetsla placed i euch
eyateu Suck term both aurfe, an

subaurfac mae t which hgleve radioactive
wase and spent nmclear fud handlI activitiee ar
conducted.

'4 The facilities wAgt make n of d
depth burial or v o enginering aeeae. sac
as intruder balr to accommodate wastes with

dlocludd concentratons unaultable for dlpel
by JaWoand bural.
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physcal and chemical forms of the
waste. th radlonudide concentuatons
* nd associated adlologlcal
characteristIcs the waste volumes. and
the heat geneation rates. The wide
range of types and characteristics
wastes arising from Industrial*
biomedical and nuclear fuel cycle
sources makes this a particlarly critical
-step In the waste classifcation
process-especially for wastes to be
gnrated In the future (e.g..
decommisionlng wastes).

4 Develop sseument wethedobg.y
Analytical methods (Including
mathematical models end computer
codes) for pro lna disposal system
performance will be acquired or
developed. For land disposal fbcilities.
such msethods I~nclude models of
groundwater flow and contaminant
transport. An assessment methodology
also Includes descriptions of the natural
and human-nitiated disruptive events or
processes which could significantly
affct disposal system performance as
wvell u the ayical means for
evaluating the impacts of wsuh events or
prceses

a, Evaluate disposal system
pedoimance. The performance of the
alternative disposal facility will be
evaluated to estimate the public health
hazards fiom disposal of various types
and concentrations of wastes. Hazards
below the acceptance criteria of item (a)
above Indicate an acceptable match of
waste type and disposal option. Wastes
which cannot be safely disposed of In
the alternative facility will be classified
as requiring permanent Isolation.

A practical difficulty with classifying
wastes as described here Is that
alternative disposal facilities are
currently unavailable. Thus,
classification of wastes in this manner
requires many assumptions about the
performance of nonexistent disposal
facilities Such analyses will inevitably
Involve substantial uncertainties.

It Is also possible that no alternative
disposal facility will ever be needed for
commercially-generated "above Class
C" wastes. (Disposal of such wastes is a
Federal rather than State.
responsibility.) Because of the overhead
costs of developing and licensing new
facilities, the relatively small volumes of
such wastes, and the low heat
generation rates of some of these
wastes, It might prove most economical
to dispose of all such wastes in a
repository. Nevertheless, the
Commission recognizes a "chicken-and-

" problem here. Until wastes are
casified as HLW or non-HLW, It may
be difficult for the DOE to make
decisions regarding appropriate types of
disposal facilities. Therefore. despite the

uncertainties Involved. the CmisoOtS thCommission-
propo- to slet hypothetical
altentute disposal facility which will
verve as th bais for carrying out waste
dmffcation analyses.

prntou hs by th NRC
A~R~tCX t IS for 10 CFR Par

1) suggest that disposal facilities with
ac Intermediate between

shallow land burial and tenloWc
repository dipol may be most
efien protecting against short-term
rdlo Imp associated with
nadvrtent intrusion Into a disposal

facility. These "Intarmediate" facilities
may be much less effective in providing
enhanced lonterm Isolation of very
long-lved radionuclide. If this
prel ry view s supported by
subsequent analyses. wastes with

concentrations above the Commisslon's
current Class C imits for long-lived
nuclides (Table 1 of 10 CFRI Part 6)
would require permanent solatioN In
the follown sections. te Commssion
wil ssume, for the sake of illustration.
that-Table I Is an appropriate
Interpretation of the term "requires
permanent Isolation."
S Conceptual Definition of 'iigh-Level
Waste

The Co[misson proposes to Classify
wastes as HLW under Clause (B) of e
NWPA definition only tf they re both
highly radioactive and In need of
permanent Isolation. As discussed
above. the Commission considers that
wastes should be considered to be
highly radioactive U they contain
concentrations of short-lived
radionuclides which exceed the Class C
limits of Table 2 of 0 CFR Part 61. The
Commission also assumes, for
illustrative purposes, that the
radionuclide concentrations of Table t
of Part 61 are appropriate for identifying
the concentrations of long-lived
radionuclides requiring permanent
Isolation. Solidified reprocessing wastes
would similarly be classified as HLW
only If they contain both short- and
long-lived radionuclides in
concentrations exceeding Tables 2 and -
1. respectively.- -

It is assumed that a revised definition
of HLW would appear In the definitions
section of Part G0 and that the materials
encompassed by the definition would be
subject to the containmnent requirements
of that regulation. 1t would also serve
inci de ntally to define thie mate rials
covered by DOE's waste disposal
contracts Atis definitilon woulsd apply
only to wastes disposed of in a facility
licensed under Part 6o. As discussed
elsewhere In this notice. there would be
no alteration of the Commission's
authority to license disposal of HLW

under provisions of the Energy
Reorganization Act. Some technical
amendments would be needed to
preser he jurisdlct rovnsaon of
existing Pa 0 0Le to to1ca Sth
Part 00 applies to the DOE facilities
described in sections 0231 and (4) of
the Energy Reorganization Act, and for
that purpose the proposed definition of
HLW would not be controlling

A, concepual. tevised definition of
HLW could be stated as follows:

flhld radioative" waste" or "FLW"
means t(1 Irradiated ractor hul (21 liquid
waes res o t opeation of the
first cyleb soet exrction systm or
equlvaleni sad the cocentreted wstes from
subsequent extaton yes.b or equivalent,
Ins factility for reproesn Irrdiated
reactor fuel. (3 soisIto whic such lIquld

stes he been conv , and si
radioacte wastes fom other sources.
provided such solid materials contain both
long-lived radionucides In concentrations
exceeding tO values of Table t and short-
lived dlonuclides ith concentrations
exceeding the values of Table 2L

TABLE I

Radlonc tionp

C-14.. e
C-14 In am 1W -so
i-S9 in ea mew 220
Nb-94 in act. meW 0.2
Tc-09. 3
1-t29 0.08
Alphae nitthTRUt >v 5v *100
Pu-22414 3,500
CG,-242 __ 20,000

'UX a ixntrx of radionuclides is present, a
san of Om fractions Meis le o be applied 11or
each tbl The concentation of eac nuclide
le to be divided b Its kit, and fth resultin
fractions are to besummed. I the sum ex-
ceeds one for bo tAs, gm waste Is classi-
ged as HLW.

Units ae nano les pr gran

TABLE 2

Concentra-
Paducide on (0/

WM63_ 700
Ni-63 in act metal _ 7,000
Sr-g O : 7.000
Cs1i37. . . 4,600

'If a mitn of tdlxxcides Is prment, a
sm of the lractions Me is to be applied for
each table. The concentration of each nuclide
i5 lob. dided by Its lit. and th resfutng
factions are to be summed. If 1w sum ex.
ceeds one for boh table th waste is classe -
fled as HLW
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4. Status of wastes not classified as

n.h NWPA. the L'w~jvel
ladioactive Waste Policy At. and the
Commissaos regulations Inla CYR Part
8t currently classiy wastes, as 'aw-
level" if they are not erwlse
classified as high-evel wastes or certain
other types of materials (eg. uranium
mill tailings) Classificatlon of certain
wastes as HLW. under Clause (D of the
NWPA definition. would reduce the
amount of waste classified (by default)
as LLW and. mor Importantly, would
establish a distinct concentration-based
boundary between the two classes of
waste.

If this conceptual definition of Clause
(B) wer adopted, certain wastes with
radionuclide concentrations above the
Class C limits of 10 CF Padrt 1 would
not be classified as LW because they
do not contain the requisite combination
of short- and long.ilved nucllde. These
wastes would continue to be classifted
as special types of low-level wastes
analogous to COrE trnwsuranulc waste
category. Any such wastes generated by
defense programs would continue to fall
under DOFs responsibility for disposal
and no NRC licensing of facilities
intended solely tor their disposal. such
as the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(WPJ would be authorized.

As provided by the amendments to,
the Low-evel Radioactive Waste Policy
Act." the Federal government Is
responsible for disposal of all
commercially-generated -above Clas
C" wastes it Is contemplated. under the
amendmentm that the NRC would be
responsible for licensing the facilities for
their disposal. The Commission would
continue to permit disposal of wastes
containing naturally-occurring or
acclerator-produced materials In
licensed facilities provided there was no
unreasonable risk to public health and
safety.
11L Legal Considerations rlated to the
Nuclear Waste Policy At

The exercise of NWPA Clause (
authority may give rise to a number of
legal questions which are discussed
below.

A. Disposal of waste Sgenerted by
moterials licensees. The NWPA
established a Nuclear Waste Fund
composed of payments made by the
generators and owners of "high-level
radioactive waste' (Including spent fuel)
that will ensure that the costs of
disposal will be borne by the person

is LAW-Lald Ibdloaive Wit POliy
Amrwmenu Act of 1965 Pub, L IS-S Sem S2
usc at.

responsible for generating such waste
The Nuclear Waste Fund is to be funded
with moneys obtained pursut to
contracts entered into between tho
Secrety of Energ and persons who
generate or hold tite to ih-level
radioactive wasts.

The statute address the particutir
of contracts with respect to spent
nuclear fud and solldified gh-levd
radioactive waste derived from snt
nuclear fuel used to generat ectit
inae civilian nuclear power react= It
further limits the authority of tIe.
Commission to Issue or renew lIcens
for utilization and production facilities-
La. for present purposess nudes,
reacton and reprocessing plant-
unless the persons using such facilities
have entered into contracts with the
Secretary of Energ

The absence of sny referenoe to
materials licensees ecg. tile) fabricatos
some research laboratories) suggests
that the Nuclear Wast Pe d wu not
intended to apply to their activities As
as result. the could be questiolf the
Commission were to defin* materials
licensees' waste as highlevel wast
because the waste might ihereby
become ineligible for disposal In a
repository. Thu reason is that the law
prohibits disposal of HLW In a
repoitory unless such waste was
covered by a contract entered Into by
une 301983 (or the date the ator

or owner commences gneration of or
takesti tle to the waste f later).Few
contracts have been entered Ito with
materials licensees except those who
are also facility licensees. Thus. it cam
be argued that the CommIssion should
refrain from designating as HLW. under
Clause (B)." materials generated by
materials licensees

The Commission is not persuaded by
such an argument The statutory
language dealing with the Commission's
classification of materials as HLW
refers solely to considerations relating
to the nature of the wastes. and the
character of the licensee generating or
owning the waste Is simpi not relevanL
If there are good reaso to treat that
waste from materials licensees as HLW.
the Commission regards It as likely that
any statutory impediment to the
acceptance of such waste at a geologlo
repository could be modif ed.

11 Confidence regrzW disposal
capacity forpawer reactors. The
availability of waste disposal facilities
for wastes generated at commercial
power reactors has been the subject of

l rno Mudear W"te Fud Is sovere by Sc
30L Pb 1.. 97-4L2 usC. i Thes pobidtom
of dispasi. d HLW M coved by tey cotracts
o st ot in eec. 302ab)12).

cntroversy and utgation. Th NWPA
addresses thes concerns by
establisaing Federal responsbility o
provide for thse contructon eod
operation of a eolog epoet
leaving undefined (L. to the discretion
of the Co ssn th esaof
materials that t
isolatloul nwb fa .What
materials they may bo th
must be reanserred to WO8 for
and the presocs responsible fr
generating the waste must enter Into
contracts with DOS which provide for
payment of fees sulcient to ofiset
DOEs costs of disposaL xsti facility
licensees wer required to enter into
such contracts by June 30M19on

Te commission believes that the
purpose of the NWPA canbeatbeaccomplished if all the highly
radioactive wastes generated by facility
licensees (reactor and reprocessing
plantel which reqor permanent
Isolation are covered by waste disposal
contracb with DOTI would assure
that DO can a il accept
possession of su asteswhen
necessary. Further ln th absence of
uch assurance. the basis frt

CommissIon confidence that these
wastes will be safely stored and
disposed of would bo subectto question
evenff cne s about dis&posal of
the licensees' spent nuclear fuelhad
bee lidd to res c~dngy fthere
are any highly radioactive materls
(other than those peviously regarded as
MLW) that are generated by facility
licensees and that require permanent
isolation. the Co son believes that.
for purposes of the NWPA. they should
be regarded as 'high-level wast" The
Commission has reviewed the tt.... of
DOns standard waste disposal contract
and believes that classibfing sc
additional materials as HLW would
require no changes to the contract terms.

Ca Impcations with respW lb
disposal methods Under the Atomic
Energy Adt of 1954 the Commission Is
authorized to establish such standards
to govern the posusesson of licensed
nuclear materials as It may deem
necessary or desdrable to protect
health." Under this authonity, the
Commission may classify materals
according to their hazards and may
prescribe requirements for the long-term
management or disposal thereoL It Is
not necessary to label materials as HLW
under the NWPA in order to require
their disposal In a geologic repository or
other suitably permanent facility.

The Commission exercised this
authority with respect to concentrated

"Sec. sib. Pub. L D540 .42 USC 2MM

* I
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rep essgwastes by spedfylng..Jn,
- 'tidx o to CFR Part. i thatiy

'astes generated at licensed
clties are to be transferred to a

Federal rslpot fat disposal. More
M .ltheyMAN _ classified

certain lowbevel wastes as being
generally acceptable for near-surface
dspoa (10 CFR Put 61) On the basli
of furthe consideration. the Cammisior
could spefy ppropriate disposal

for wte exhlbiting
d o concentations greater that

those defied In Part u t
Commission need not exercise NWPA
Clause (B) authority in order to assure
that radioactive wastes from licensed
activities are disposed of properly.
Moreover. the Identification of material
as HLW under Caaxe tB) wrould no by

' itself -oundte that suchs materdal must
be disposed of in a geologic repository.
Since the NWPA authorizes only a
single method of permanently Isolating
HLW-geologic repositories-
dtassifcatlon of materials as HILW may
effectively preclude disposal of such
wastes by other means. Nevertheless.
the Commission's regulations will
continue to leave open the prospect of
disposal by other means {f Congress
should so authorize.

D. Relationship to State role Section
2 of the Low-level Radioactive Waste

. Policy Act PAWPAl Pub. L 9-573- 42
U5SC. =l2b. enacted in 2M0 defines a

- State sesponsdbility to provlde. pursuant
Ito regional compacts. for the dlsposal of
low-level radioactive waste" (ULW)."

Such waste Is defined to mean,
"radioactive waste not cassifid as
highlevel radioactive waste,
transuranic waste. spent nuclear fuel, or
by-product material as defined in
section ILeA2) of the Atomic Energy Acl
of 194."

The Low~evel Radioactive Waste
Policy Amendments Act of 18 Pub. L
09-240.42 U.SC. Z0lc.. limited the
i r Lange oLLW forwhlch the States must
I provde disposal capacity. Specifically.
the States are not responsible for wastes
with radionuclide concentrations in
excess of the Class C limits of 10 CFR
Part 61 Instead. the Federal government
now assumes responsibility for
providing disposal capacity for such
wastes. Thus. classification of "above
Class C" wastes as HLW or non-HLW
will have no impact on State
government responsibllitles.

E b2pact on existing technical
Cntezia. NRCs rejulations in Part 60
include technical criteria to be applied
In licensing DOE's receipt and

ae wn m a m apoalbia a dipol LLW
k m atomic ene detente activities or Federal
rasarch Sd development actlvitlea.

possession of source, special nuclear.,
and byproduct material at ageolokil
repository. The regulations would
accommodate thie disposal of any
radioactive teria Including spent
fueL reprocessing wastes. or any other
materials which could be disposed of in
accordance with the spedciie
performance objectives.

lMaterials categorized as high-level
waste are subject to a containment
requirement (I a&2135aX1 IQA)) and to
specified waste pached criteria
-and waste form crIteria N16 01M (a-cD.
Tese critera apply to wastes
characterized by the presence of fisson
products generating substantial amounts
of heat at the time of emplacement. but
with much reduced heat generation after
decades or a few centuries."* The rule
also explicitly provides that design
criteria for waste types other tan HLW
will be addressed on an Individual basis
if and when they are proposed for
disposal In a geologic repository

- ( 60.135(d)).
If additional materials were to be

designated as high-level waste. the
Commission would need to consider
whether the existing repository design
criteria are approprlate with respect to
such materiag.

F. Applicability of HLWdefinition to
naftrulyoccwnt and accelerator.
produced radioactive materials. Clause
(B) of the NWPA provides that the
Commission may extend the definition
of the term "high-level radioactive
waste" to include material requiring
permanent Isolation only where this Is
"consistent with existing law." The
applicable existing law is the Atomic
Energy Act of 1954 under which the
Commission has authority to regulate
the possession and use of "source
material" -special nuclear material."
and "byproduct material. There are
other radioactive materials, however
naturally-occurring radionuclides, such
as radiurm and accelerator-produced
radionuclides. These are not covered by
the Atomlc Energy Act and hence there
would be no statutory basis. consistent
with existing law. for the Commission to
require that they be disposed of at
facilities licensed by the Commission or
otherwise to regulate their possession or
use. Accordingly. no legal basis exists
for the Commission to classify such
materials is HLW or non-}lLW.

t* Te Commission's expectttion that HFLW
dnerste inificant amounts of heat Is

ected h the discusslon of transumnic waste in
tbs notce of proposed rulemaklin an the Part eo
technical ertrla ei FR XI2U4. July U 161M.
Reduction ot the heat lad. for example by removal
f .eiujir7 and strontium4I, could result in

dIfferent containment requIrements. 4 FR 25195.
June 21. no6 (Dna! IUe

Nevertheles as already noted. 10
CFR Part s0 contemplates that other
radioactive materials other than HLW-
may be received for emplacement in a
geologic repository. This provision of
Part 00 would not be altered by
expanding the definition of HLW. Part
60 provides that waste pacdage

ents for such wastes wll be
*determined on a caeby-case bauss

hen these wastes u proposed for
dispos L Tus, It miht be determ in d
on the bssof tehia considerations,
that certain naturally-occurring or
accelerator-roduced radioactive waste
materials present hazards similar to
licensed materials that are defined as
high-level waste and that such material
should be disposed of in a geologic
repository developed under NWPA. If
so. plans for such dsposal can be
reviewed under Part 00 and the
Commission could Impose such
packaging or other requirements as

appropriab to protect public health and
Safety.
r issues on Whch Public Comments

are ic y Sou

Te Commission invites comments on
all the Imsues Identified In this notice
and any other issues that might be
Identified. However comments (with
supportive rationale) l resonse to the
following would be particy helpfuL

L Two options are presented for
defining reprocessing wastes under
Clause (A) of NWPA. he first option
proposes to define the -sufficiency" of
fission product concentrations In
solidified reprocessing wastes in a
manner analogous to its treatment of
"idghly radioactive" and "requires
permanent isolation" under Clause JB)
(i1*, by examining the hazards posed by
wastes If disposed of In facilities other

than a repository) The second optin
interprets Clause (A) as encompassing
all those wrastes which have heretofore
been considered high-level waste under
Appendix F to 10 CFR Part 50 and the
Energy Reorganization Ac Which of
these two approaches is preferable?

2 The Commission proposes that the
current Class C concentration limits of
10 CFR Part 61 serve to Identify
radionuclide concentrations which are
'"hghly radioactive" for purposes of
Clause (B) of the NWPA definition.
Would an alternative set of
concentration limits be preferable? If so.
how should such limits be derived?

3, The Commission proposes to equate
the-"requires permanent Isolation'
wording of the NWPA definiton with a
level of long-term radiological hazard
requiring disposal In a geologic
repository. Are the Commission's
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proposed analyses appropriate for
Identificaton o concentrations

persaat t i
requnnden section inl of

NWPA. no nm review to
required with respect to the definition of
ILAW. gh Cosmason wouldwelcome
identification of anY envim mental
consequences associated with the.
matters discussed In this notic

5 some waste mater, ucb as
ceartai laboratogy wastes or some
sealed sources, maybe hig hl
cocntrated. yet contai only relatively
smal total quantie of radioactive
mateias Is thert need ot a special
provision (t A mn2 tota qu ty
of activilty beore a wase oud be
classified as HLW?

& What difficulties (legal
administrative financI aLor other)
would an expanded defilntion of HLW
cause ir Implementing the provisions od
the NWPA?

7. The Commission!* regulations do
not generally reTulre thataty partiular

en any
specified type of facility. Would such a
requieent be appropriate?

Oh As dscsed In thi notce, the
Commission has no legal authority to
classif naturallyocubn or
acexlerator-proued radioactive
materials (NR)a HLW or nOn-
HLW. Neverthelera. such materials may
be presented for disposal at facilities
licensed by the Commission. When the
Commission carries out Its roposed
analyses to Identify -other highly
radioactive material that. . requires
permanent Isolation." should NARM be
included In the analyses?

9. Are there issues other than those
Identified In this notice which the
Commission should consider In
developing approaches to Implement Its
authority?
Separate VIews of Commissioner
Asselstins

Commissioner Asselstine is concerned
about the potential for creating a
confusing situation If the Commission
were to adopt the fit option under
Clause (A) Th first option is to
numerically specify concentrations of
fission products In defining high-level
wastes. Under this approach. it is
conceivable that material considered
high-levet waste for the purposes of
licensing under the Energy
Reorganization Act of 1974 will also be
considered low-level waste for the
purposes of the Nuclear Waste Policy
Act (NWPA) of 1982. Wastes presently
berng stored at the Hanford waste tanks,
which have traditionally been classified
as high-level wastes. would likely be
reclassified as above Class C low-leveJ

wate under the first optt
Commissioner Asselstine requests
publio comment on how this
reclassification would affect.the NRCs
licensing authority over the loitrm
storage or situ disposal of the
Hanford wrae tanks. Commissioner
Asuelstne also requests comments on
whethert a re alterntive
approaches to achieving the sated
purpose of this advanced notice of
propored rulemaking of Identing
wastes ublect to the provislons of the
NWPA without altering the traditional
definition of high-level waste and thus
creating this potential for conflusin.
Ist of Sublects I 10 CFR at

Hgh-level waste, Nuclear power
plants and reactors, Nuclear materl
Penalty. Reporting req nts. Wast
treatment and dispos

Authodl u The authority citad n fo this
document is See 161 Pub, L w-703. M Stat.

u4 as -Am e 42 U.C. 20
Dated at Washington. DC this wth da of

Febrary l.
For the Nuclear Regulatory Commissio

Sert fthe CmmL In

o pndx-olue and ~arstzsi of
Wastes Exceeding Class C Concemtrallois
Uimils

For a =umber of years NRC has had an

criteria for disposal of low-level ralloaie
ste A e time ths pro wa Initlated.

there wuas a weUl-tocumented need for
comprehensive national standards and
technical criteria for he disposal of low-Ie
waste. Th absence of sufficient technical
standards and critaei was see to bee major
deterrent to the altidg of now disposal
facilities by states and compacts

A significant milestone In this progsa was
the promulgation of the regulation 10 CFR
Parl t1 ("icensing Requirements for Land
Disposal of Redio active Waste) on
December VZ. 196 (47 FR 574463 ThIs
regulation establishes procedural
requirements. hatitutlonal and flanre
requirements, and overall performance
objectives for land disposal of radioactive
waste; where land disposal may Iucld a
number of possible disposal methods such as
mined cavities. engineered bunkers. or
shallow land buriaL This regulation also
contains technical criteria (on site sultability.
design. operation closure. and wate form)
which are applicable to near-surface
disposal, which Is a subset of the broader
range of land disposal methods Near-surface
disposal Is defined as disposal In or within
the upper 30 meter of die earth surface.
and may Include a rane ofpossdble
techniques such *s conorete bunker or
sh alow land buria The Part a1 rgatio is
Intended to be performance-orented rather
than prescriptive, with the reult that the Part
Ot technical criteria r written In ratively
general terms allowing applicants to

demonstrate how their p l
criteri for various
lpod metods

Iastituted lathe es -
three classes of waste sui for

ufie Msosh hA- cla

waste class, with the highes limits - -
Cas C. Th cocntrai limits _
sbisedeba bezd NR_

tat the ftl of the oft -
characteristics and eu
waste that would be reaem l
the yoq 2 as w as aIa d

Th Clas C concentr liMit t C
applicable to all potential

peforint~ed teesteblishathedb m t
postulated seof oe ner-surfac -

ethod shalolad buriaL TheCll
limits are therefore conservative

mybe other nea-ufc disposal-
that havgepester caflnemenjtpspa -U
higher codsta than shalo lad s _

The regulaton stae tha waste

be "not geera acceptable forno
disposal" where thi lted n
as "wste for wihwide form
nethods mut be diferent and
more stringent. than those specified dCU6i
C waste Thus, waste exceeding btht "
concentrations generally has -
frm near-surface disposal nd 1

than aR of th apprmdmatefy

gencratedn NRCv the ace
prewiptive rwquirement for d

limits. the regulatinalo ws ri6d S' ~

concentration limits to de
to whichalternative ner e i j
systems (e.g. concrete bunkaek agf-'.
holes. deeper disposal) may p k b P -
safe disposal of such wotlhla& inePd
Include a moR detailed ch aar ,oF5

physical. cem cal, and rd bal G" d _ -
characteristics of wastesh~a d~oat
or exceed Class C concentrae ft1
wenl as levermet ofu m a m
modeling the radlpog ald ipono slbP's
impact of dispoal of thee fdf
activity Is development of mS'pdf~
guidance for desigt and op' '
alternative near-urace;!"th Isi vaus
disposal sysems. Th dra dle JrniMi.h -

continuation of the Pat &61 H 4y ' -
process as discussed In the - osi e 4l'Si

notice of the find l oI -ietinO

FR 57446 r4
Wastes exceeding Class onentratkiULs X.

are prolected to be genhrate4~y nucluar'-M
power reactors and oteesuj lnx nudtW -
fuel cycle faciitieandalso gnergedby

5:..

U-.
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isIIqf, -andosedto maboe nenro -- a
tteraeadk ~e mdes o t mmasu 'mente

dh el cycle. Soc was can be LaWrg quandzalsf acetad metaL wates
* mc . psojerdls be generbid lthe future U

cyc a p of reactwo decomms n S ie
- NRC30REha asdsdens 2 nd

-Ac ad ma toet ind that
eaed ns over affrwastev mth

Was skfg l not C-- ao is o t epa e *wm o f ~ h r f U p ro ns d l hto es u t r m a c r p o e r r s c
-.0thes wasw coactrat.imimtsan thtis that if

- auck cy proectad eed thuse lmits will be
almost all activated metal om coe

from gwpil a sucs n reea IuctP. Cioservative estimates presented
d in th stuese ixdicate that packaged

*Xwacibed CiseC concentration Omits will
a nalyses ea peit a c s hmi foc large I e g (f75 MW .)pressurizedvate: reactor g"YWR and about

sq1800w Il. Mxhrg (2155 MVej boiofng water
luftd was* PC tes. ectra (lWR) Mbuch smaller quantities of

m ac ob wis beleved t p h edJasC wses hd edtg Calas fCconrcentrdtion
concentration hail This waste consists of Imt.*aLay also be uaenwd from future
solidifed liquids end other solid material psall ha test. research. and
s-mb ~ ~ ~ an4 ~ education reactors.

luc a scrnd trash ad cor airts des r= okEruebl s do ag

equipment Eventual decommissioning of the Another souc of acftated metal wasted Is
the e facilities currently performing these ex e t dt rs s P r fC U O~~I Uof
analyzes Is expected to eneataaI additional pe asse r stoe /or
waste tolumes. a portion of which is tbein
expected to exceed Mm C concen pen hrdf ne power
lem itsI re a r ar e sto oe a n st fuel st r

The second source of waste In pools. recr assembly Ih coM7otead a large
fuel cycIe licensees who have previously unIber of fuel na rectangular
been authorized to use plutonium In research. array. and held In place by spacer gilds, tie
and development of advanced reactor fuels. rods. metal end fittings. and other
Nonar ofam licensees Is using plutonium miscellaneous ArdWr ner option inder

oW, and there Is no prospect In the cons ursinos. -tbIan r waste storage
f s blefuture I such activities. In fact. 5 d eventual disposal le to remove this

* a,../ sch of the licensees in this categary has hardware buse the fuarods..Thls aliows the
etherdecnmms.oned. or Is in the process of d. wch products
dnIts faclity Some of the which am of primary interest in earms of
ce an contractua k l repository disposal, to be

a b consoli ded Into a smaller volmien This
dcmssongwaste laDOE for enables. more economical storage anid esmiles

retrievables Approximately *A0 ta handlin o tRnhpot and disposat The
l060= t fil wate hweerI proected to hardware. which to conqmoed@a(varlous
be generated one u-iebssthat will not tyes, of cosrsanrslst metal such as.
be wored by contact Inonelauzlrcalloy. bcoe a second waste-

Activoateax2ea Activated metals ame stream which could potentilally be safely
tyically geneatfed as a result of lon-tem dispoed brya ins,; epensive method than. a
inmutrn bombadment of metals forming the geologicrepositor.
t or internal components a a nuclear Based on Information from DOE (DOE/

r po production. RW-O006 September. 1984) aboutt2 kgof
r diope pductio or otherpurpose waste hardware would be gnrated per
(e. educatin kstz* research). Activated BWR fe assemblyr end about 20 kg per

wastes areunlike most other wastes PWR feld assembly. ssuing 200 fuel
beipntneraed in that the radioundcdee, asemblies are replaced peryer per large
form part of the actual metaL matrix rather 1000 UWe) BWR. roughly 24t0 kg of acivated
than being mixed with large voumes of other. metal hardware would be generated peryear
Whrsdctive`Jmtefril SUch as papeL cloth: per lkge BWR. and about V700 kg per PWF .
or resi. Radionuclide release is principally An approximste compacted volume is on the
4rned by the material corroion rate. and order of 50 1t'yr per large reactor. or about
or mod reactor metals of concern (e.g. 4A0 ftsly over the enire Industry.

stainless st"ee the corrosion rate is quite Depending upon parameters such as the fuel
low. Irradiation history and the hardware

To date. only, small fraction (about 200 elementat composition. particular pieces of
ftR'yr) of the activated metal waste currently separated hardwar may or may not exceed
bing generated by nuclear power reactors Clai C concentratidon. lia.
has been dntiffed as exceeding Class C Other the perhapsa few isolated caseL
Concentration limlt Sach waste appears to all of the spent fue! assemblies ae being
primarily consist of baar instrumentation stored by licenseeu with the hardware sti
Which Is no longer serviceable. An example attached. Under the prWisions of the' NWP&
of this waste Is reactr flux wire which is operators of nudespower plants Lave
physicalY small but " ne high in activity. entered into contracts with DOE for
(A fa wire its wise ta Is inserted into a acceptance by DOE of the spent ful for
tube sunnist the length of the reactor car storage and irintual disposaL (See 48 FR

-1860APT~iLU US obt -em Orr"
contracL. Accptano of th spent fues by
DOE Inpliesaccaptanc of the activated
hardware aloas wlith tharl ai mds. with tie
result at disp s f de hadwa WOul
Intrinsically boa Federal mther than a tate
responsIbilitr. Disposal ftsponsibility

b o eslasseclesii 1511 m s. aseekin$ more

themselves.
Seakifsources, A number of diacrete

sealed sources have been fabricated for a
varietyofmedica andidustrial
applicatn bcludin Iradiation devices.
mofstur and density pgM and well-

loCgg eEPel s ca I only
oe e Baed nberof adloisatopes.
Sealed sources can raW in activity from a
fewmlllioo te e cari forsources used in
home smoke detectors to several thousand
curies for sourags used in radiotherapy
Irradlator Sealed sourcas are produced in
several physical forms, indlding metal foils.
metals p b re. ad m al cylindesl damped

O nltO cables Th lar rativity seale
sourc~es typicall co sist of gr n ls of

dioave mteria encpsulted in a metal
suc as s tanes steeL

Sealed ources ar gneraffy quite small
physicafly. Even sources containing several
curies of activity have physical dimensions
whic amr normally les than an inch or two
In damete and 6 inches hI leng These
dimensions ar Suchthat like activated
metls. sale sources may be considered to
be unique form of low-leve waste.
Characterizing sealed sources in terms of
radionuclida concentrato certainly appears
to be of less utilty than characteriing sealed
sources in terms of sour actviy.

Depending upon the application, sealed
seocs may be manufactured using a varIety

of different radiolsotopes. A teview of the
NRC sealed source registry was conducted to
identify those source dedgn which may
contain radiolsotopes In quantities that might
exceed CassC concentration limits. The
principal possibilities appear to be those
containing cesum-237. plutonlum-3
plutordum239 and amerlwnum-u. Large
cesium-137 sources are generally used in
irradiator and while some large sources can
range up to a few thousand curies. most
whih ar sold appear to contain in the
neighborhood Of500 SWCULe Ceum-137 bs a
beta/gamma emitter having a half-lie of 30
years. which suggests that special packaging
and disposal techniques can be readily
developed for sae near-surface disposal of
sources sortie this isotope.

The remaining m Isotopes are alpha
emitters and are longer lived Sources
manufactured using these Isotopes can range
up to a few tens of caries, although most that
have been sold appear to be much les than
one curls In strength. Plutonimn-239 sources
are not commonly manufactured. Plutonium-
238 sources have been manufactured for use
as nuclear batteries for applications such as
heart pacemakerL Plutonium-238 has also
beenuedin neutrosourcea. although
neutron sources currently being
manufactured generally contain americium-
241. Amerciunm-l is also used in a wide
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vtaety f oth.t oduastal appliaons suchl
as1 'eal aup..

Neutron produce nmutronq r
applications such as meeta dartu#. won
loogns mineral esplois 4 dW
calcium measurqemem Thes sorces.
contals alpha-emltting reacoaulwde, aund as,
ainerictum.241 pits a targlt material
(Wereuly beryllium) which gwaerate
neutrocis whim bombarded Ny alpha
particles. Nenuto sources can contain up to
app oimatey jo caries ot activity

Is dLMcultlo peW po t ate
sealed sour quatities and actvities since
sealed sources a wastes ao not a out

enerated as Pan ol licnsed OpeI ns. In
addion. msaled sources oedy become wate
when a decision is made bya licensee to
treat then as s1c0. In ma0t instances soue
hed by tickem"s may be ryded back to thb

sm~aua w = thta no lo- usablt
and the radocve material recovered and
fbrated Into new sources. FInally, sce
manucter are llcnsed by the NC nd
S eR an t States to mnufate a

pade d ~ up to a sp c fed
rad o oto p cu ie li mit M oa ac a so rc s
how , conta aites c ly les

NRCn the deig nmNRC staff etates that liOse

e n c a s ul te d s u c s h a v n c i i i s a b o v e'
a fe th u ad th of a curie and c n a n n

cbout 3n s f a. ted so packgig fw s be pntl
however the total disposed waste volume
would be significantly Increased Te total
activity contained In the sources Is estimated
to be approximately 7U.o curlea

Radoisotaoe product mnan c
waste Wastes exceeding C
concentration limits ar occasionally
generated as pat of manufacture of ealed
sources rdlopharaceutical products, and
other materils ued for Industria.
educational and medicsl sppllcatlons
Volumes and charecteristics of such wastes
are dllffcult to profect.-Howev It Is
beieved that the largest volume of ths waste
consists of sealed sources which cannot be
recycled. plutonium-23 and amerldumM4
source manufacturing crnp. and waste
contaminated with carbon-14

Sealed sources as a waste form an
discussed above. Manufacture of large
plutonlm.Z3a and amesicium-U4 sources Is
concentrated in only a few facilities, fom
which the generation of waste exceeding
Class C concentration limits is believed to
total only a few hundred R per year.
Approximately lo ft per year of carbon14
waste ib generated as result of
radlopharmaceutical manufacturi.

Other wastn Althougb the above
discussed wastes are believed to be the
principal wates that are expected to exceed
Class C concentration lmJts other wastes
may occasionally so be generated. For
example, relatively small quantities of such

es aeurrently being generated as part
of decontamination of the Three Mle Island.
Unit 2. nuclear power plant. However, these
wastes ar being generated as a result of an

accdedn ane therie oosdeedi ab aL'
and are bein transfrred to ON3 under a
memoranduA ofandmtandIal with NIG¢
Wate exceedCla Clse C cerono

imts nd eneraed as pat tb Wt
Yaf Ddosage emdi

souu rces i n P fo r a c on

dlceteAotWta oaf radu~llS a also
c o n a i i n r dl u -2 3 av e b e e

w a s te a ar e n* t lR C

oa y ha l disposed a Dbeeed
wl evld wa d o l failiti NIC Is

cuga the Impcts at
sp lfsuch waste in oder toprovid

goldance to Sts and *oth intestd
PAre on msa disposal methods and iW

conc ntraionlim itations.
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